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Summary

R

ADIO Frequency Identification (RFID) systems are currently a major research area globally. Most of the RFID tags available in the market use

application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) which are expensive compared
to other tagging techniques. RFID can only compete with, even and replace
barcodes if they are made chipless and printed like the barcodes. Chipless
RFID tags reduce the manufacturing costs and enable the use of the technology in high volume applications. Much research has been carried out on the
development of chipless RFID tags. However, only a limited amount of work
has been carried out on the development of chipless RFID readers.
This thesis presents the design of three novel, very low-cost chipless
RFID readers for reading spectral signature-based chipless RFID tags. Two of
the readers use frequency domain-based techniques to decode data from the
chipless tags. The Gen-1 reader is capable of detecting the features of amplitude and phase signature of a chipless RFID tag. The reader requires a calibration measurement. The detection process is more hardware-based and fewer
signal processing techniques are used.
The Gen-2 reader reconstructs the amplitude and phase responses using the signals received from the chipless RFID tags. The reader does not need
a calibration measurement, which offers a major improvement over the predecessors. The voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) of the reader generates a linear
v

chirp (swept) frequency interrogation signal. The Gen-2 reader is even lowercost compared to the Gen-1 and has a simpler RF section. The detection process use a Hilbert transform-based signal processing technique to re-construct
the amplitude and phase responses of the chipless tag. The operation of both
Gen-1 and Gen-2 readers are validated experimentally.
The tag reading speed is hindered by the performance of the VCO and
the number of data points required in frequency domain-based readers. A
novel high-speed tag reading technique based on ultra-wideband RF pulses is
proposed in this research. The proposed method is validated with simulations.
The integrated reader is a complete system with an RF section, a digital section
and a graphical user interface (GUI) and software interface.
Most of the existing UWB antenna designs are not suitable for chipless
RFID applications due to their low gain or physical size. Hence, in addition to
the readers, a design of novel UWB antenna is also proposed in this research
work to use with the readers. The antenna is compact and high gain and provides UWB operation with over 9 dB gain and 3.9-10 GHz operating frequency
band.
The unique features of the developed chipless RFID reader systems are
(i) low cost, (ii) secure and (iii) remote and non-line of sight operability. The
importance of these developments lies in the fact that they enable the development of low-cost chipless RFID systems comparable to other cheap tagging
systems such as optical barcodes.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

T

HE radio frequency identification (RFID) technology provides wireless
identification of tagged objects. The data-carrying device is called a tag

or a transponder. A reader or an interrogator is used to read and write the tag’s
information [1, 2]. The reader sends the interrogation signal. In response, the
tag transmits the data related to the identity of the object. The total communication uses electromagnetic (EM) waves in the radio frequency (RF) range.
RFIDs offer non-line-of-sight, long-distance and all-weather reading. RFIDs
also offer larger data-carrying capacity than an optical barcode. The conventional application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC) RFID tags use digital communication techniques such as amplitude shift keying (ASK) and binary phase
shift keying (BPSK) for data communication [1].
A block diagram of a generic RFID system is shown in Figure 1.1. An RFID
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Figure 1.1: Block diagram of a generic RFID system
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system consists of three major components : a reader or interrogator, which
sends an interrogation signal to an RFID tag which is to be read; an RFID tag
or transponder, which contains the identification code; and the middleware,
which maintains the interface between the reader and the computing device.
The computing device that is attached to the RFID reader may perform additional processing of data received from RFID tags. The computing device
can also be connected to a larger network such as a corporate network or the
internet.
Several technologies related to RFID were developed in the 1930s and 1940s
following the technical development of radar. The long-range transponder system for military air craft : identification friend or foe (IFF), can be considered as
the first reported application of RFID [3]. Stockman [4] was the first to report a
scientific study of RFID-related work in his paper ”Communication by Means
of Reflected Power” in 1948. Stockman proposes the method of transferring of
information by altering the load of the antenna to vary the amount of reflected
power as a modulation technique [3, 4]. Since then, researchers all around the
world have been working on developing RFID systems. The following section
presents the applications of RFID.
When compared with other auto-identification technologies such as optical barcodes and optical character recognition (OCR), RFID has several advantages. Of these, the ability to operate in non-line-of -sight conditions, the possibility of reading multiple parallel reads, and the read/write capability in most
cases make RFID technology more attractive than existing auto-identification
technologies [2, 5]. Therefore, RFID systems are very popular in applications
such as supply chain management, document tracking, identification, security
surveillance, asset tracking, access control, livestock tagging and many other
emerging applications [6].
Currently high frequency (HF) tags dominate the RFID market and ultra
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high frequency (UHF) RFID tags also show rapid growth in terms of market
share. However, there is no RFID tag which is able to compete with barcodes
in price, even if they are produced in billions [7, 8]. The manufacture of RFID
tags with no on-board power supply, and the use of printed antennas with
chipped RFID tags are some of the techniques used to lower the cost of tags
[5, 9]. The limitations of lowering the costs of chipped RFID tags are discussed
in [6, 9, 10]. According to these authors, when the cost of the silicon is minimized by reducing the size of the chip, manufacturing and handling costs
increase, because the industry is not standardized for non-standard smaller
chips. Chipless RFID is the most promising solution to achieve low-cost RFID
tags.
As mentioned above, the tagging of large volumes of items is a problem
with conventional chipped RFID technology due to the high price of the tags.
To lower the cost of the tags, the concept of a chipless RFID tag has been introduced [11]. Chipless RFID tags that can be printed with conductive inks provide a viable and more economical solution. Several printable chipless RFID
tags have been reported [11–13] and much research has been carried out to optimize and improve the performance of the tags. All of these tags are still in
experimental stage. Most of the tags require a dedicated reader and laboratory
equipment is being used as readers for detecting the tags [11, 12, 14]. The mass
deployment of chipless tags requires low-cost tag readers. However, to date
there has been very little research out on the development of chipless RFID
readers. Our research group has reported a low-cost dedicated reader prototype for reading multi-resonator-based chipless RFID tags [15, 16]. Hence, a
clear gap in current RFID technology exists for tag readers for low-cost tags.
This project reports the design of low-cost RFID readers with improved performance for chipless RFID tags. The following section provides a brief overview
of chipless RFID systems based on research published to date.
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1.1 Chipless RFID tags
There have been many efforts by researchers all over the world to reduce the
cost of RFID tags. Since the tag antenna and application-specific integrated
circuit (ASIC) assembly result in a costly manufacturing process, it is not possible to achieve less than one cent (sub-cent) RFID tags. In order to address the
challenge of reducing the cost of the RFID tag, many efforts have been made to
encode data on a tag without an ASIC. These tags are named ”chipless RFID”
tags. The generic term ”chipless RFID” covers all types of passive transponders, which have no on-board ASIC or ”chip”.
Most chipless RFID tags use the electromagnetic properties of materials and
various circuit layouts to achieve a specific electromagnetic behaviour or property. The identification or extraction of data from chipless tags is done by analyzing the reflected signal from the tag, similar to some types of chipped RFID
tags [17, 18]. There have been some reported chipless RFID tag developments
in recent years. However most are reported as prototypes and only a handful
are considered to be commercially available or viable. The tag ID is incorporated within the structure of the tag. Such tags can be divided into different
categories. The main focus of this chapter is to review the techniques used to
encode data in different types of chipless tags and their reading processes.
With the maturing of technology, thin film transistor circuit (TFTC) tags
will cover a large market segment of the chipless RFID tags in the near future.
These tags use the HF (13.65 MHz) frequency band, have high data capacity
and are compatible with the existing time-domain RFID standards. However,
the cost of TFTC chipless will be an issue. Once fully-printable passive microwave and millimeter-wave chipless tags such as radar arrays are fully developed and can be printed at sub-cent cost, radar arrays will dominate the
chipless RFID market. The following section presents information on different
chipless RFID tags based on three categories of chipless RFID tags:
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• Time-domain reflectometry (TDR) based chipless RFID tags;
• Frequency domain (Spectral signature)-based chipless RFID tags; and finally
• Hybrid domain-based chipless tags
TDR-based chipless tags are interrogated by sending a short pulse of RF
and observing the received trains of pulses reflected from the structure that is
designed to reflect incoming pulses. These reflected pulses are used to encode
data. There are printable and non-printable TDR-based chipless RFID tags.
An example of the non-printable chipless RFID tag is SAW tags [19–21]. They
are excited with a chirp of RF pulse centred around 2.4 GHz. Surface acoustic
wave (SAW) tags are the most common type of commercially-available chipless RFID tag [22]. Most printable TDR-based tags are still in the experimental
stage [9, 23, 24]. Thin film transistor circuit (TFTC) technology is used to implement a printable form of TDR-based tags, but low cost printing techniques
have not been developed to date for their mass production [25].
Spectral signature-based chipless tags encode data using resonant structures. Each bit is associated with the presence or absence of a resonance peak
or a change in phase of the frequency spectrum. Spectral signature-based chipless tags can be divided into two categories: chemical or RF circuit. Chemicalbased RFID tags use nano-metric materials or EM-sensitive ink [26, 27]. These
tags are potentially low-cost, but they operate at low frequencies, meaning
that a larger footprint is required for operation. There are a number of spectral
signature-based chipless tags which use RF circuits. Some use discrete components such as capacitors and inductors, while others use planar microwave
structures [11, 28–30]. Multi-resonator-based chipless RFID tags developed by
Monash University’s RFID research group, reported in [11, 28] show the capability of implementation on low-grade flexible substrates such as paper or
plastics. Further, the manufacture of the tag can be achieved using conduc-
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tive inks and existing printing technologies such as gravure, ink-jet and screen
printing. Therefore, this chipless RFID tag shows the potential of achieving
much lower manufacturing costs than other chipped and chipless RFID tags.
However, these tags are still experimental and many challenges remain before
they can be used as a replacement for conventional tagging methods such as
barcodes and chipped RFID tags.
Hybrid domain-based chipless tags use two or more features used in frequency domain tags as well as time-domain tags to encode the data. Therefore, these types of tags cannot be directly put into either frequency-domain
or time-domain category. In time-domain reflectometric tags, usually a short
duration RF pulse is used and echoes from the tag are captured in time. In
frequency-domain tags, the data is encoded using the spectral features and
the data encoding does not depend on time information. However, phasefrequency domain-based encoding of data uses two features in the frequency
domain, phase and frequency, to encode data. On the other hand, time-phase
domain-based encoding uses phase and time information of a signal to represent data. A tag that uses frequency-time domain encoding of data is reported
in [31]. The tag contains two sets of resonators that resonate at the same frequency. The length of the transmission lines coupled to the spiral resonators is
different. Therefore the interrogation UWB pulse signal received from one port
reaches the transmit antennas connected to other two ports at different times.
By analyzing the two pulses received at two different times at the reader, the
data can be decoded.

1.2 Chipless RFID readers
Many types of RFID readers are available for reading various tags with ASICs
and chipless tags. Any RFID reader that is used to read chipped or chipless
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Figure 1.2: Block diagram of a generic RFID reader
tags contains three major sections. They are:
• An antenna;
• An RF section and
• A control section.
A block diagram of a RFID reader is shown in Figure 1.2. One or more
antennas are used to transmit and receive RF signals. The RF section usually
contains both the transmitter and receiver circuits and is called the transceiver
section. The outputs of RF transceiver section are interfaced with the data and
signal processing unit of the control section. The processing of the outputs of
the RF section and decoding data is done at the data and signal processing
unit. The RF transceiver section is controlled by the control unit usually implemented in the digital section of the reader. Even RFID tags with ASIC chips
use many techniques such as amplitude shift keying (ASK), binary phase shift
keying (BPSK) and frequency shift keying (FSK) to transmit data. Therefore,
the RF section is customized to suit the communication technique used in the
tag.
As discussed above, chipless RFID systems do not contain a RF transmitter or any active modulation scheme on the tag. Therefore it is not possible
to use conventional data communication techniques to extract data from chipless tags. Since many methods are being used to encode data in chipless tags,
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highly customized readers are required to extract the data from the tags. Although it would be preferable to use an off-the-shelf reader in chipless RFID
systems, it is impossible due to the differences in the operating principles.
Chipless readers are typically designed to read a particular type of tag and
cannot be used with another type of tag. This section provides an overview of
the reading processes of different types of chipless RFID tags.

1.2.1 Time domain chipless RFID readers
Time domain tags either use reflected echoes from the passive structure or a
stream of pulses reflected from the tag to encode data. The time information
of the received signals is important in these readers. Therefore, the reading
process involves the generation of the interrogation signal and recording the
incoming RF signal with accurate timing information. Typically, high-speed
sampling devices or envelope detectors are used based on the requirement
of the signal processing technique. For example, if the chipless tag uses the
timing information of the reflected echo from the tag as mentioned in [32], a
high-speed sampling device is needed for the reader. The sampled signal is
analyzed and processed to recover data in the digital section. In a laboratory,
a high-speed sampling oscilloscope or high-speed sampler can be used [32].

1.2.2 Frequency domain chipless RFID readers
Frequency domain-based chipless RFID tags require the measurement or identification of the frequency response of the tag. For most frequency domain
chipless RFID tags, a similar process of characterization of the tag in frequency
domain is needed to extract the data. Therefore, the reader should be capable
of generating and receiving the signals with sufficient bandwidth to cover the
operating frequency range of the tag. Typically, the operating range is several
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gigahertz in most frequency-domain chipless RFID tags [10]. Identification of
the amplitude and phase changes between the transmitted and received RF
signal is the key operating principle for most chipless tags. Therefore most of
the time, the timing information of the RF signals is not critical as long as they
provide accurate frequency and sufficient bandwidth. RF imaging-based identification also can be considered a frequency domain-based reading method.
The synthetic aperture radar (SAR)-based chipless RFID tag [33] uses a small
radar system and signal processing method to identify the data encoded in the
tag.
Typical laboratory equipment that is used to characterize the RF components in frequency domain can be used to read chipless RFID tags. A vector
network analyzer is a good example of such laboratory equipment that can
be used to read some chipless RFID tags. The performance network analyzer
(PNA) works as both the signal source and the receiver and displays the frequency response of the tag [11]. In addition, using a signal analyzer and a
signal generator, the amplitude response of the chipless RFID tag can be measured.

1.2.3 Hybrid-domain chipless RFID readers
Hybrid-domain-based chipless RFID tag reading requires accurate generation
and identification of timing information of the transmitted and received signals. In addition to the recording of timing information, the reader should be
capable of analyzing the signal in the frequency domain to identify the spectral
features of the incoming RF signal. Combining time and frequency domains
increases the data-carrying capability of the chipelss tag. However, it increases
the complexity of the reader and increases the cost of the reader. A UWB RF
pulse is transmitted to the receive antenna of the chipless tag. The two out-
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puts of the tag are transmitted back to the reader and it records the two pulses
in time domain using a high speed sampler. With a digital signal processing
technique, the frequency spectrum is then obtained to identify the resonances
introduced by the ID generation circuit [31]. Together with the identified resonances, the timing information in the recorded signal can be used to identify
the data bits encoded in the tag.

1.3 Proposed chipless RFID readers
The chipless tag is a fully passive microwave structure. An external source of
electromagnetic signals is needed for the interrogation of the tag. When the tag
is illuminated with a sufficiently wide band signal to cover all the frequencies
of the multi-resonating structure, it creates a spectral signature. The reader
converts the spectral signature of the tag into a series of binary data bits (’1
and ’0s). Figure 1.3 explains the operation of the tag. When the tag is illuminated with a wide band signal as shown in the figure, with the signal captured
by the receive (Rx) antenna of the tag, resonators start resonating at the designed frequencies and create attenuations in the designed frequency. It also
creates phase jumps at each resonating frequency. Here each resonator acts
as a band-stop filter. This signal is then re-transmitted back with the transmit
(Tx) antenna of the tag. The presence of a resonator creates attenuation in the
frequency spectrum and phase jumps, while the absence of a resonator does
not create either attenuation or phase jumps.
It is possible to detect chipless RFID tags using frequency domain-based
methods and time domain-based methods. In this thesis, the design of two
frequency domain-based readers and a design of a time domain-based reader
are presented. A brief description of each type of reader is presented in the
next section.
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Figure 1.3: Operating principle of the multi-resonator-based chipless RFID system

1.3.1 Frequency domain readers
Due to the combined effects of the presence and absence of the bandstop filter
(resonators), the resonant circuit creates a frequency signature in the received
signal from the Rx antenna of the tag. Then the signal with frequency signatures is transmitted back with the transmit antenna of the tag. The frequency
signature can be controlled by varying the resonant frequencies and using different combinations of resonant frequencies.
The two types of readers discussed in this thesis decode data by analyzing
the frequency signature in two different ways:
• Identification of features of frequency signatures (Gen.1 readers): In this
method, the reader’s RF section directly compares the signal transmitted towards the tag and the signal received from the tag. A differential
microwave gain phase detector processes the raw data in analog gain
and phase data obtained from the tag. Based on the comparison of the
two signals, attenuations and phase jumps are identified using a simple
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signal processing technique in the digital section of the reader.
• Reconstructing (or recovering) the frequency signature of the chipless
RFID tag (Gen.2 readers): In this method, the frequency signature of the
chipless RFID tag is reconstructed at the reader using the signal transmitted toward the tag and the signal received from the tag. The output
of the RF section is captured and a Hilbert transform-based signal processing technique is applied at the digital section of the reader to recover
the frequency signature of the chipless tag being read.

1.3.2 Time domain readers
Frequency domain-based readers use a linear frequency sweep (linear chirp)
to interrogate the chipless tags. To reduce the reading time, the concepts used
in time domain ultra-wide band (UWB) communication technology can be applied in the fast reading process of chipless RFID tags. The UWB impulse
radio-based reader illuminates the frequency signature-based chipless tag with
its RF impulse energy. The data decoding process is done by applying Fourier
transform to the retransmitted signal from the tag to extract the encoded data
in the frequency domain. This thesis provides the fundamental theory of a
time domain-based chipless RFID reader design using the UWB impulse radio principle followed by the reader architecture and simulated results of the
reader design.

1.4 Goals of the research
Radio frequency identification (RFID) is a powerful identification technology
that has many useful applications. However, its high implementation cost limits its applicability in many cases. Chipless RFID tags solve the cost issues and
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have the potential to penetrate mass markets for low-cost item tagging. Chipless RFID is predicted to occupy 60% of the total RFID market in the coming
years and various types of chipless RFID tags have been reported in open literature [10]. However, very little has been reported on the reader side of the
overall chipless RFID system. Only the author’s group has been reported narrowband chipless RFID readers to interrogate a few bits of data from a spectral
signature-based tags [15, 16]. For high data capacity UWB chipless RFID tag
readers have not been developed as yet. The main reason is the high cost and
scarcity of ultra-wideband (UWB) microwave components. This thesis aims to
develop very low-cost fully integrated chipless RFID readers from the scratch
that interrogate high-data capacity chipless RFID tags that operate over 4-8
GHz UWB band. Based on a survey of the state-of-the art of chipless RFID
systems, the availability of resources, the development of a low-cost reader
system for detecting spectral signature-based chiples RFID tags was chosen as
the main aim. To fulfill the aim, the following tasks were identified to advance
RFID reader technology.
• Development of components for a chipless RFID reader system using
microwave and antenna technology
• Integration of developed components into a chipless RFID reader
• Field trials of spectral signature detection and decoding data embedded
in chipless tags
In order to carry out the identified tasks the following steps were planned.
Hardware and software design of the RFID readers and experimental results
of the reading of spectral signature-based chipless RFID tags were performed.
Both theoretical analysis and experimental validation were carried out to validate the operation of the two frequency domain-based readers. The accurate
detection of a spectral signature-based chipless RFID tag using both amplitude and phase information were achieved with the two types of frequency
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domain-based readers.
Two designs of low-cost frequency domain-based readers for reading multiresonator-based chipless RFID tags have been developed. The two readers
work on two different operating principles. Gen-1 reader detects the features
of the frequency signatures of chipless tag, while the Gen-2 reader reconstructs
the frequency signatures using the received signals.
The reader that detects the features of frequency signatures uses two voltage controlled oscillators (VCOs) in the RF section. The two VCOs are driven
in such a way to keep a constant frequency difference between the two outputs
using the tuning voltages generated by the digital-to-analog converter (DAC)
in the digital section. Using this VCO driving technique, it was possible to
achieve a constant intermediate frequency (IF) over the entire operating frequency range of the reader. A gain-phase detector was used to compare the
transmitted signal and received signal to identify the attenuations and phase
ripples generated by the resonators of the chipless RFID tag. The reader prototype presented in this work operates in the 4-8 GHz frequency range.
The Gen-2 reader that reconstructs the frequency signature of chipless tags
needs only one VCO, which is the most expensive component in the reader
system. Mixing of the transmitted signal with the received signal and chirped
interrogation signal removes the requirement for the second VCO as a variable local oscillator. A compact, less expensive and simpler RF section is also
achieved in the Gen-2 reader compared to the Gen-1 that has 2 VCOs. Moreover, the Gen-2 reader does not use a calibration tag to decode data. This
is another advantage of this reader. The simple signal processing algorithm
based on Hilbert transform (HT) provides the extraction of the amplitude and
phase functions of the frequency signature of the chipless RFID tag.
Frequency domain-based tag reading techniques require a considerable time
to generate a suitable interrogation signal and the subsequent signal process-
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ing methods that are needed for the detection process. This limits the usability
of the frequency domain-based readers in applications that need high-speed
tag reading. Therefore, to reduce the tag reading time and enable high-speed
tag reading, a time domain-based chipless RFID reader is also proposed. The
Agilent ADS 2009 platform has been used to implement the proposed TD
reader architecture. The three modules, the impulse transmitter, the multiresonator chipless RFID tag and the hardware based receiver were fully designed using the ADS 2009 software package and simulated for performance
validation. For the proof-of-concept ADS implementation, a 4-bit chipless
RFID tag operating over 4-6 GHz frequency band was designed.

1.5 Original contributions
These tasks have generated the following original contributions in the field of
research:
• A complete and systematic review of existing chipless RFID tags and
readers reported in the open scientific literature and a novel classification
of chipless RFID readers according to their operating factors.
• A novel low-cost frequency domain-based chipless RFID reader that decode data using both amplitude and phase information of the spectral
signatures
• The design of an RF transceiver section for the Gen-1 frequency domainbased RFID reader which has both magnitude and phase signature detection features. The transceiver operates from 4-8 GHz.
• The novel hardware and firmware design to keep a constant
down-converted frequency for reference and received tag signals.
• Theoretical analysis and design of a novel low-cost frequency domainbased RFID transceiver section with only one VCO as the signal source.
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The transceiver operates between 4 and 8 GHz.
• A novel method of reconstructing the amplitude and phase information
of the spectral signature of the chipless RFID tag using a simple and wellknown signal processing technique.
• A novel method of decoding data without the use of a calibration (reference) tag.
• The development of firmware for the single VCO reader (Gen-2) digital control section to control the transmit and receive sections of the RF
section.
• The development of two chipless RFID reader units with digital and
RF sections by integrating the transceiver sections and signal processing
techniques.
• The development of the software applications to interface the reader to a
PC.
• The development of software interface to download acquired data into
Matlab for further signal processing.
• A novel high gain, compact ultra-wideband antenna design with 9 dBi
gain and operating in 3.9-10 GHz frequency band for the chipless RFID
reader.
• The full reader system integration of reader antenna and the chipless
RFID reader device.
To date, the above original contributions to the field of research have generated (i) one authored book, (ii) three referred journal papers of high impact
factor and (iii) five referred conference papers. A full list of publications can
be found on pages vii-viii.
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1.6 Thesis outline
This section provides a brief description of the following chapters in this thesis.
Chapter 1: Introduction
An introduction to RFID systems, RFID applications and the limitations of existing RFID tags and readers are presented. The readers presented in this thesis
are presented as a low-cost solution for reading low-cost chipless RFID tags. A
brief introduction to the proposed low-cost chipless RFID reader systems and
the goals of the research and original contributions is provided followed by an
outline of the chapters.
Chapter 2: Chipless RFID Readers
This chapter focuses on RFID readers with emphasis on chipless RFID systems. Since the readers used for reading conventional tags cannot read chipless tags for various reasons, dedicated readers and different reading processes
are required for the interrogation of chipless tags. This chapter presents a review of the RFID systems currently available on the market and reported in
peer-reviewed journals or conferences. The chapter mainly provides the fundamental operating principles of chipless RFID readers developed for different
kinds of chipless tags.
Chapter 3: A Frequency Domain-Based RFID Reader to Detect Features
of Spectral Signatures (Gen-1)
The operating principles and the design of a reader based on frequency domain (FD)-based detection techniques are described in this chapter. The reader
is named the Gen.1 reader and it is capable of identifying the amplitude and
phase signatures of chipless RFID tags. The Gen.1 reader has two voltagecontrolled oscillators (VCOs). One VCO is used as the transmitter and the
other VCO is used as the local oscillator. A gain phase detector (GPD) is used
in the RF section to compare the differences between the transmitted signal
and the received signal. In the Gen.1 reader, the tag detection process is more
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based on the hardware of the RF section. The digital section only records and
analyzes outputs of the RF section to identify the tag data. The tag reading
process requires a reference measurement.
Chapter 4: A Frequency Domain-Based RFID Reader That Reconstructs
Spectral Signatures (Gen-2)
The operating principles and design of a RFID reader (Gen.2 reader) that reconstructs the spectral signature using the received signals are presented in
this chapter. The Gen.2 reader has one VCO and the VCO generates a linear chirp (swept) frequency interrogation signal. The reader is a coherent frequency modulated continuous wave (FMCW) radar, that interrogates a tag and
decodes the tag’s identification data in both amplitude and phase information.
The output of the RF section is analyzed with a Hilbert transform (HT)-based
signal processing technique to reconstruct the frequency signature of the chipless tag in the digital section to identify the data bits. The operations of the two
readers are validated experimentally. The Gen. 2 reader does not need any calibration tag to decode data as is needed for its predecessors. The simulation
and experimental results on the operation of the reader are also presented in
this chapter.
Chapter 5: Time Domain-Based RFID Reader Development
The operating principles of a time domain (TD)-based chipless RFID reader
are presented in this chapter. Using a short ultra-wideband (UWB) RF pulse
as the interrogation signal and TD-based reading techniques, the frequency
signature of a chipless tag is identified. The signal received from the tag can be
directly processed with Fourier transform-based signal processing techniques
to obtain the frequency signature. However, direct processing of the received
signal requires high performance analog and digital hardware. This greatly
increases the cost of the reader. In this chapter, a simple and low-cost TD-based
reader architecture is proposed that yields high-speed reading capability. The
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proposed reader architecture is augmented with the theory, design, simulation
and performance benchmark results.
Chapter 6: Ultrawideband Antenna Designs for Chipless Readers
In this chapter a 2 × 2 dipole reflector antenna array with elliptical shaped radiating elements which is suitable for reading multi-resonator-based chipless
RFID tags is proposed in this chapter. The antenna has a 100% -10 dB return
loss and over 9 dBi gain bandwidth. A good directional radiation pattern is
observed with low side lobe levels. The wideband operation of the antenna is
explained using surface current distributions. An interesting feature which has
not reported in published literature is observed in this antenna as it shows normal operation of an array antenna at lower frequencies, but at higher frequencies the whole structure of the antenna array starts radiating while maintaining
an undistorted main lobe over the operating bandwidth. A parametric study is
performed to provide information about the antenna design. The performance
of reading chipless RFID tags using the antenna is validated experimentally.
Chapter 7: Chipless RFID Reader System Integration
This chapter presents the integration of the UWB antennas, RF reader frontends and digital sections in the formation of a complete chipless RFID system.
Finally, the chapter includes field trials of integrated reader systems. The implementation challenges of these developed readers in commercial domains
and essential tasks for efficient detection to improve the efficacy of the developed readers are also addressed.
Chapter 8: Conclusions and Future Work
The conclusions are focused on the important findings of the research and
highlight future research, mainly in the area of incorporating the improvements in transmit signal leakage reduction, reader sensitivity improvement
and the incorporation of multiple tag reading and collision avoidance algorithms.

Chapter 2
Chipless RFID Readers
2.1 Introduction to chipless RFID readers
The reader is the device that performs the interrogation of any RFID system.
Sometimes it is called the interrogator. In chipped RFID systems, the architecture of the reader is almost the same, even for different types of tags, since
common data communication techniques are used for transferring data between the tag and reader [2]. However, in chipless RFID systems, due to the
differences in operating principles [9, 34], the architectures of the readers need
to be different. The signal processing techniques that are used in the readers
also need to be unique, based on the technique used in the tag to encode data.
As discussed in [12, 13, 24, 34–38], all chipless RFID tags are passive devices and have no capability of generating their own signal for communication. Without a signal generated by an external source, chipless tags cannot
send information to the reader. Once the tag is illuminated with a suitable signal generated by a reader, the signal received from the tag is captured. Then it
is processed in the software (sometimes called the middleware) and converted
into useful information, typically as data bits [9].
This chapter provides information on different types of chipless RFID reader
systems with a comprehensive review of commercially available and reported
reader systems in the open literature. This chapter also provides a founda20
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tion for understanding the different principles and techniques used in chipless
RFID tag interrogation in the rest of the thesis. The next section presents details
of chipless RFID reader system architecture.

2.2 Chipless RFID reader system architectures
RFID reader technology is a combination of several disciplines including microwave or RF engineering, digital systems design, antenna engineering, digital signal processing and computer engineering. To understand the architecture of an RFID reader, a basic understanding of technologies and disciplines
used in the design is required, due to the multi-disciplinary nature of the RFID
technology.
Three major subsystems can be identified in any chipped or chipless RFID
system, although there are many differences between each system. They are:
• Antenna
• RF section and
• Digital control and data processing section.
Figure 2.13 shows a block diagram of a general RFID reader system that illustrates the above three units. Although there are three common sub-systems
in every RFID system, the architecture of each sub-system is different. Due to
these differences, the controlling algorithms and signal processing algorithms
are also different from one reader system to another.
The following section provides an overview of a chipless RFID reader system architecture using a chipless RFID reader design and details of each subsystem.
The architecture of a chipless RFID reader is described using an existing
chipless RFID reader design. Figure 2.1 shows a design of a chipless RFID
reader used for multi-resonator-based chipless RFID tag reading [15, 39]. This
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Figure 2.1: A complete chipless RFID reader design for reading multiresonator based chipless RFID tags [15]
reader design is used only as an example to introduce the functionality and
the typical components used in each sub-system. It is important to note again
that the architecture and the operation of the reader are different for different
types of chipless RFID tags.

2.2.1 Antennas
Antennas work as the eyes, ears and mouth of the RFID system. All the interactions with tags pass through the antennas in the form of electromagnetic
(EM) waves. There can be a single or multiple antennas depending on the requirements of the application and the technology used in the RFID tags. No
matter the number of antennas, the basic function of an antenna is transmitting and receiving EM waves to establish communication between the tag and
reader.
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The function of antennas can be understood by comparison with human
communication. The antennas illuminate an area of the surrounding space,
similar to looking in one direction to pick up one or some of the objects from
a large set. This process is also called spatial filtering. Spatial filtering reduces
the collision of communication with tags [39]. Similar to hearing sounds with
an ear, antennas ’listen’ to EM waves and this process is called the reception of
EM waves. Speaking can be compared to transmitting EM waves in a certain
direction.
The use of smart antennas increases the capabilities of the antennas and
enhances the performance of RFID systems. A comprehensive description of
the use of smart antennas in RFID systems is presented in another publication
by the present author [40].

2.2.2 RF section
The RF section is responsible for generating the interrogation signal and receiving and demodulating the signal with information from the tag. The RF
section is an interconnected collection of different RF components. The typical
components are an RF signal source such as an oscillator, frequency conversion
mixers, power amplifiers, low noise amplifiers, low pass/ band pass filters and
power dividers. Depending on the technology used in the reader architecture,
there may be components such as gain/phase detectors (GPDs) as shown in
Figure 2.1 and power detectors which are not common in other RF receiver or
RFID reader units.
There are two different signal paths in the RF section: the receiver path and
the transmitter path. The transmitter path usually contains strong RF signals
compared to the receiver path. The signal source or sources generates the RF
signal to be transmitted using an oscillator. It is usual practice to use a voltage
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controlled oscillator and tune it to obtain the desired frequency in wideband
or multi-band RF systems [41]. For narrow band systems, oscillators which
are tuned to a fixed frequency are used. The type of oscillator or signal source
basically depends on the operating frequency and the desired frequency band
of operation. In the design shown in Figure 2.1, a YIG oscillator [41] is used
and the operating frequency is 3-6 GHz. The output frequency is controlled
using a voltage input, as shown in the figure.
There may be a coupler to extract a small portion of the transmitted signal,
as a reference signal to be used in the demodulation process in the receiver
path. The reader design presented in Figure 2.1 has an asymmetric coupled
line coupler which extracts a small portion of the transmitted signal. There
is an RF power amplifier for amplifying the RF output of the oscillator if the
required power level is not generated from the oscillator. It is important to be
aware of the input power level to the power amplifier, otherwise higher power
level inputs might drive the RF power amplifier into saturation.
Receiving signals are weak in comparison to the transmitted signals and
require amplification. Low noise amplifiers (LNAs) are used to amplify such
weak signals in the receiver path, as shown in Figure 2.1. The two mixers in
the reader design down-convert the incoming RF signal and reference signal
into an intermediate frequency for demodulation. In this design, only the frequency down-conversion is done. However in some reader architectures, there
may be frequency up-conversion using mixers. Low pass filters or sometimes
band pass filters are used to filter out the unwanted frequencies created during the frequency up-conversion or down-conversion. Sometimes, a band pass
filter is applied immediately after the receiver antenna in the receiver path.
The gain/phase detector (GPD) is a specialized RF component which compares the amplitude and phase of two RF signals [42]. In this design, the received signals and a portion of the transmitted signal are down-converted and
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compared with the GPD to identify the features of the frequency signature.
More information on the operation of the gain phase detector and the reader
are presented in Chapter 4. The information generated by the GPD output is
acquired by the digital section for further processing.
This reader design example is presented to provide a general overview of
the reader architecture and to emphasize the use of unique features and components which are not common in typical RFID readers.

2.2.3 Digital Section
A block diagram of the digital section is shown in Figure 2.1. The control of
the reader is implemented in the middleware of the digital section. The control
of the transmission of the interrogation signal, acquiring the down-converted
or demodulated signals from the RF section and any additional signal processing algorithms or anti-collision algorithms are also implemented in this
section. The primary function of the digital section of the RFID reader performs digital signal processing and recovers the received data from the RFID
transponder. The control section also enables the reader to communicate with
the transponders wirelessly by performing modulation, and decoding the received data from the tags. This data is usually used to interrogate tags (read)
or to reprogram the tag (write) in the case of chipped tags. However, there
are no reported chipless tags which have wireless reconfiguration capability.
Therefore, for chipless RFID tags it can be said that the data is only used in
reading the tag. This section usually consists of a microprocessor, a memory
block, analog-to-digital converters and a communication block for the software
application. The typical digital section is based on a microprocessor or a field
programmable gate array (FPGA).
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2.3 State-of-the-art of chipless RFID systems
In Chapter 1, three major categories of chipless RFID tags were identified and
their operation and the techniques used in encoding data without using a chip
were briefly discussed. The three types of tags identified are:
• Time domain (TD) chipless tags
• Frequency domain chipless tags and
• Hybrid domain chipless tags.
To read the three types of chipless RFID tags, four types of reading techniques can be used. Based on the four types of techniques used to read the
tags, chipless RFID readers can be categorized into four types, as follows:
1. Time domain chipless RFID readers
2. Frequency domain chipless RFID readers
3. Hybrid domain chipless RFID readers
4. SAR-based chipless RFID readers
This section provides a review of reader architectures and reading methods
used in commercially available chipless RFID systems and reported chipless
RFID systems in the open scientific literature. In this section, more focus is
given to the reader architecture and operating principle of the reader system.
The construction of the reader system and the details of the functional blocks
of the reader are explained in detail. Block diagrams of the reader systems
discussed in this section are also provided whenever possible.
Since the chipless tag is a fully passive device, it is necessary to have two
common features in all four types of chipless RFID readers. They are :
1. The generation of the interrogation signal and
2. All the signal processing related to tag ID extraction.
Therefore, in RFID readers, it is necessary to have units to generate a suitable interrogation signal and to decode the tag ID.
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Figure 2.2: SAW time domain chipless RFID reader - detects the time delay or
phase delay between the two pulses received from the tag [1]

2.3.1 Time domain readers and tag reading techniques
Time domain-based chipless RFID tags use reflected echoes or a stream of
pulses reflected from the tag to encode the data. The tag reading process involves the generation of an interrogation signal, the capture of the signals received from the tag, the processing of the signals and decoding tag ID or data
bits encoded in the tag. This section describes some selected chipless RFID
readers which work on time domain-based operating principles and different
methods used to interrogate and decode the data encoded in the tags.

SAW time domain reader
The SAW-based RFID tag is a successful commercial chipless tag [9]. The operating principle of SAW tags are described in detail in [17, 20, 22, 43]. The
SAW tag is categorized as a time domain-based chipless tag and uses short RF
pulses as interrogation signals [17]. However, frequency domain-based SAW
tag reading processes have also been reported [19,44]. Figure 2.2 shows a block
diagram of a reader which works on time domain-based principles.
As shown in Figure 2.2, an RF oscillator is used as the RF signal source.
Using a rapid high frequency (HF) switch, a short RF pulse is generated. The
RF signal (pulse) is amplified with a power amplifier if the strength of the
output of the RF signal source is not sufficient. The international scientific and
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medical (ISM) frequency band (typically 2.4 GHz) is used in most SAW tags
since unlicensed usage is possible. The bandwidth of the signal is usually kept
around 100 MHz. The pulses created using rapid HF switches are applied to
the antenna by placing the RF switch in the appropriate position. If a SAW
chipless tag is in the interrogation range of the reader, the transmitted short
pulse is received by the antenna of the tag.
The tag converts the short pulse to a surface wave [17] and the reflective
structures starts reflecting the generated surface wave. Once the reflected
pulses reach the reader antennas of the SAW tag, they are re-transmitted with
the tag antenna elements. The usual return time of the reflected pulses from the
tag is a few microseconds. Due to this comparatively long propagation delay
compared with other electromagnetic reflections caused by the surrounding
environment, it is easy to separate the reflections of the signals from the surrounding objects. The received signals are passed through the receiver path of
the reader by choosing it with the HF switch. The signal is amplified with a
low noise amplifier (LNA) and demodulated with a quadrature demodulator
[1]. Then the decoded in-phase (I) and quadrature-phase (Q) components are
sampled with an analog-to-digital converter (ADC). The two orthogonal components of the received signals can be used to identify the time delay between
the received pulses or the phase angle between them. The time delays are then
converted into the sequence of bits according to the protocol used to encode
data. Usually a group of bits is represented with a number of pulses (for example, 16 bits are represented with 4 pulses [45]) and the data bits are represented
according to the position of the pulse in a specific time window.

Other time domain chipless RFID readers
Ultra-wideband impulse radio (UWB-IR) systems have the distinguishing feature of an extremely large signal bandwidth. This feature enables a number
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Figure 2.3: A block diagram of a UWB-IR based chipless RFID reader system
of properties unique to UWB-IR systems: high data rate with low transmit
power, good signal penetration, little fading of the signal amplitude at the receiver, and the ability for precise localization. There is a good deal of research
on data communication, medical applications, sensors, radar and positioning
[46–52].
More recently, increasing interest has been paid to UWB technology-based
chipless RFID systems. This section provides an introduction to chipless RFID
reader systems, recently reported in the scientific literature [24, 32, 53–56]. To
the author’s best of knowledge there are no reported UWB-IR-based commercial chipless RFID systems.
Based on the published work, a block diagram of an UWB-IR-based reader
is shown in Figure 2.3. There is a UWB impulse generator that generates a
short RF pulse. The width of the RF pulse is in the range of few hundred
pico-seconds to a few nano-seconds [32, 53] based on the bandwidth required.
Chipless RFID tags may operate on different principles and most of the published work is based on time domain reflectometry [32, 53, 56]. The receiver
block contains a high speed sampling device. Experimental work has been
carried out using either a PC-based high speed sampler [32] or a high speed
digital storage oscilloscope (DSO) [53, 55].
The sampled signal is processed using different signal processing tech-
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niques. Lazaro et. al. use a continuous wavelet-based signal processing technique to detect a chipless RFID tag based on time domain reflectometry. A
time-coded tag with a terminated transmission line is used in this experiment
[32]. Hu et. al. analyze the antenna mode scattering of a UWB pulse of the
tag. The tag has a simple passive structure with one antenna and terminated
transmission line [53]. Kalansuriya et. al. propose a different tag design with
a spiral resonator loaded transmission line and a UWB monopole antenna.
They use a similar technique proposed in [53] to identify the signature of the
tag [56]. Another time domain reflectometry-based chipless tag is reported by
Henge et. al. A transmission line with capacitive discontinuities are used to
encode the data. By analyzing the reflected signal recorded with high speed
DSO, the bits are identified [24]. A pulse position modulation (PP)-based UWB
chipless RFID tag is proposed by Gupta et. al. The chipless tag contains two
cross-polarized antennas as the receive and transmit antennas. A dispersive
delay structure (DDS) is used to obtain different group delays for different frequencies. The re-transmitted pulses are recorded with a high speed DSO and
analyzed to obtain the encoded data [55].
The next section presents information about existing frequency domain
reader designs.

2.3.2 Frequency domain readers and tag reading techniques
Frequency domain chipless tags use the amplitude or phase of the frequency
response or both amplitude and phase to encode data on the tag [12,34]. Therefore, the reading of the chipless tag involves a similar process of characterizing
a passive RF device in the frequency domain. According to the technique used
to encode data on the tag, the reading process and the reader architecture are
different from one to another. However, the sequence of operation introduced
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Figure 2.4: Tagsense LC series portable Chipless RFID reader - detects the tag
by identifying resonance peaks of the tag [58]
in time domain readers (the generation of interrogation signal, transmitting
and receiving it, processing and decoding data) is also valid for frequency domain readers. In this section, a selection of work on chipless RFID readers in
the frequency domain is presented. The selection of readers is done based on
the different techniques used in the reading process. The selected set of readers covers the frequency range from 1MHz-10GHz and shows the diversity of
frequency domain reader operating principles and operating frequency bands.

R
chipless RFID readers
Tagsense⃝

The two chipless RFID systems reported in [57–59] have been developed by
Tagsense. They work in the 1-50 MHz frequency range. The reader reported
in [58, 60] is commercially available. A block diagram of the reader system is
shown in Figure 2.4.
The operation of the chipless RFID tag used with the readers is explained
in [58]. The frequency signature depends on the shape of the conductive tracks
of the tag. With different track shapes and modifications by shorting etc., it is
possible to achieve multiple resonances. The multiple resonance frequencies
are used to represent multi-bit data on the chipless RFID tag.
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The reader system which is used to read these tags, as shown in Figure 2.4,
contains a swept-frequency source, a signal detector, a directional coupler, an
antenna and a data and signal processing unit. One loop antenna is used as
the reader antenna. The directional coupler transfers the signal generated by
the source to the reader antenna and this signal is used as the interrogation
signal. The frequency is swept in the range of 1-50 MHz. The antenna transmits the signals to the tags within its effective range. Then the antenna receives
the response signal from the tag with frequency signature. The received signal
travels in the reverse direction which is the opposite direction to the interrogation signal as shown in the figure. This reverse signal does not travel to the
RF source. It passes to the third port which is connected to the detector due
to the operation of the directional coupler. The detector samples the received
signal and senses the power of the signal. It is possible to use a thresholdbased technique to identify the resonance peaks by observing the amplitude
of the received signal. Another technique which is used to convert the signal into frequency domain is by either using fast Fourier transform (FFT) or
a SAW transducer. Then, by determining the number of resonance peaks of
the received signal, it is possible to identify the encoded data by analyzing the
frequency response of the tag. The tag-reader system provides encoding up to
32 bits within the operating frequency range.
The other chipless RFID system [59] developed by Tagsense works on a
different principle. A block diagram of the reader system is shown in Figure
2.5. The tag is made of materials with high permittivity and permeability. As
shown in the figure, the reader system contains a tunable oscillator connected
to a coil antenna. The coil antenna works as one tuning element of the oscillator. When there are no tags in the range of the reader antenna coil, the
tunable oscillator oscillates in a certain frequency. This frequency can be called
the characteristic frequency. When the tag is kept in the range of the reader
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Figure 2.5: Tagsense Chipless RFID reader - detects frequency shift of the characteristic oscillating frequency of a coil due to the materials used in the chipless
tag [59]
antenna coil, the characteristics of the coil change (inductance of the coil). This
change results in a different operating frequency in the tunable oscillator. By
counting the frequency of the oscillator, it is possible to identify different objects. However, the number of objects which can be used with this system (the
number of bits which can be encoded) is less than the previous LC-10 reader
system [58].
The two reader systems have a limited reading range and operating frequency range.

Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) - Frequency domain reader
The SAW chipless RFID tags belong to the time domain-based category. The
operating principle of a reader that works on time domain principles is discussed at the beginning of this chapter. However, techniques developed based
on frequency domain principles are available [19, 44] for interrogating SAW
chipless RFID tags. A reader based on frequency modulated continuous wave
(FMCW) radar principles is shown in Figure 2.6.
As shown in Figure 2.6, the RF source generates a chirp signal which is
passed through the directional coupler to the reader antenna. The antenna
does the signal transmission and the reception. The re-transmitted signals
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Figure 2.6: SAW chipless RFID reader - using a FMCW signal for interrogating
the tags [44]
from the SAW tags reach the antenna and travel through the directional coupler and pass to the directional coupler port 3. The transmitted signal is coupled to port 4. The homodyne reception is achieved by mixing the two signals
obtained from ports 3 and 4 of the directional coupler. The output of the mixer
is passed through a low pass filter (LPF) and sampled with an ADC. For the interrogation of SAW chipless RFID tags, the standard practice is to use either a
linear frequency-modulated continuous wave (LFMCW) or linear frequencystepped continues wave (LFSCW) interrogation signals [44]. However, most
VCO-based LFMCW or LFSCW generation is a slow process due to the stability of the oscillator frequencies. Therefore, in [44] a direct digital synthesis
(DDS)-based FMCW signal generation scheme is used that is faster than other
methods. However, this FMCW signal generation scheme generates a nonlinear signal. The effect of non-linearity is compensated by re-arranging the
sampled signal in time scale to obtain a similar signal to that received from a
LFMCW signal.
As shown in Figure 2.6, the transmitted signal is an up-chirp signal (the
frequency of the chirp signal increases with time). Due to the operation of
the SAW transducer, the re-transmitted signal from the tag is the time-reverse
of the interrogation signal [19]. Therefore, the response of the tag becomes
a down-chirp signal (the frequency of the chirp signal decreases with time).
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However, the electromagnetic reflections which might occur due to the surrounding environment have an up-chirp frequency profile similar to the transmitted signal. Therefore, it is easy to separate the response of the tag from
surrounding reflections with signal processing. After the re-arrangement of
samples to remove the effect of a non-linear interrogation chirp signal, fast
Fourier transform (FFT) can be used to recover the frequency response of the
SAW tag and decode the ID.

Chipless RFID readers for multi-resonator-based chipless tag interrogation
Three generations of chipless RFID readers for interrogating multi-resonatorbased chipless RFID tags have been reported by the author’s research group
[15, 16, 39, 61].
A block diagram of the Gen-1 reader is shown in Figure 2.7. The reader
operates over a 500 MHz frequency band from 2.0-2.5 GHz. A DAC is used to
generate a swept-frequency signal with a VCO. The generated signal is passed
through the tag as shown in the figure, and the re-transmitted signal is captured from the receive antenna. The received signal is passed through a bandpass filter and amplified with an LNA. The amplified signal is fed to a diode
detector to capture the envelope of the received signal. The resonances in the
tag make local minima in the envelope. If there is a resonance, it is considered
as logic ’1’, otherwise it is considered as logic ’0’. For best results, a calibration
tag is required to differentiate between 1s and 0s. With envelope detection,
only the amplitude response of the frequency signature can be captured with
the Gen-1 reader.
The block diagram of the Gen-2 reader design is shown in Figure 2.8. The
operating frequency is the same as the Gen-1 reader. However, with the use
of a gain/phase detector (GPD) it is possible to extract both the amplitude
and phase response of the frequency signature of the chipless tag. The swept
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Figure 2.7: Generation-1 chipless RFID reader for interrogating multiresonator based chipless tags - detects only amplitude response of the frequency signature [39]
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Figure 2.8: Generation-2 chipless RFID reader for interrogating multiresonator based chipless tags - detects both amplitude and phase responses
of the frequency signature [39]
frequency is generated with the same technique used in Gen-1. A reference
signal to the GPD is extracted from the output of the VCO. The signal received
from the tag is amplified and compared with the reference signal to identify the
amplitude differences and phase jumps due to the resonators of the chipless
tag. The ability to recover both amplitude and phase increases the accuracy
and reliability of the readings.
A block diagram of the UWB reader (Gen-3 reader) is shown in Figure 2.1
[16, 39]. The components of the reader have been explained in the previous
section. This reader design uses a GPD to capture the amplitude and phase
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responses of the frequency signature of the chipless tag, similar to the Gen-2
version. However, the VCO of this reader generates higher frequencies than
the operating frequency range of the GPD. Therefore, to compare the reference
and the signal received from the tag for amplitude and phase differences, it is
required to down-convert to a suitable frequency. The two mixers are used to
down-convert the reference signal extracted from the transmitted signal and
received signal from the tag along with a local oscillator (LO). The LO is kept
at a fixed frequency in this design. This introduces a limitation of the operating
bandwidth of the reader. Since the local oscillator is kept at a fixed frequency,
the intermediate frequency (IF) of the two mixers varies with the transmitted
frequency. Therefore, the IF can have a maximum swing of 2.6 GHz (the operating range of the gain phase detector: 0.1-2.7 GHz). Due to the varying IF
frequency, the performance of the extraction of phase information is also poor
in this reader. A photograph of the reader’s RF section is shown in Figure 2.9.

R
Nicanti⃝
swipe reader for NiCode

TM

chipless tag reading

The printable chipless RFID system developed by Nicanti Inc. [62–64] uses a
reader that can be considered as working on frequency domain-based princi-
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Figure 2.10: Chipless RFID reader developed by Nicanti⃝
for reading
TM
NiCode chipless tags, cross section of a printed tag and the reading process
[62–64]

ples. A block diagram of the reader, a cross-section of a printed tag and the
reading process is shown in Figure 2.10. The NiCode tag is printed on any
substrate used for packaging goods such as paper or plastic. A combination
of proprietary conductive inks is used to print patterns to form a chipless tag.
Printing techniques such as Inkjet or screen printing can be used for small-scale
applications and a thermal transfer-based technique is proposed for large-scale
printing applications [64]. The printed pattern is protected with an insulating
layer. On top of this insulation layer, anything can be printed using standard
non-conductive inks, as shown in Figure 2.10.
A block diagram of the reader device is shown in Figure 2.10. An AC bridge
circuit is formed by the section of the tag covered with electrodes. An RF signal
is applied to the bridge circuit formed by the reader unit RF generator. The tag
section covered by the electrodes can be modeled as a network of resistors and
capacitors [62]. The set of electrodes does not directly contact the conductive
section of the tag. Only placing the reader electrodes over the insulating layer
is sufficient to make a capacitive coupling to the bridge circuit for the reading.
Therefore, this method can be considered a non-contact reading technique and
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a type of chipless RFID system. An RF signal of 50 MHz is generated by the
reader and injected into the AC bridge circuit. The current flowing through the
electrodes is measured and the impedance of the tag section is calculated. The
real and imaginary components of the impedance are used to encode the data
of the tag. The size of the tag depends on the number of data bits encoded in
the tag. When the size of the tag increases, the reader is swiped over the tag
area to cover the whole tag. During the swiping process, the current flowing
through the electrodes is recorded. Using signal processing techniques, the
impedances at different sections are calculated from the recorded signal. The
reader is interfaced to the PC with a cable or wireless technology such as Bluetooth or Wi-Fi. Secure data transfer protocols are used to transfer data from
the reader to the PC when using the reader in sensitive work.

2.3.3 Hybrid domain readers and tag reading techniques
The hybrid domain tag design reported by authors’ research group and a reading technique are discussed in [65]. The information is encoded in the frequency signature created by the resonator banks. Time information of the signals is only used to provide efficient utilization of the frequency spectrum of
the interrogation signal.
The simultaneous use of the two dimensions of frequency shift and phase
deviation bandwidth for the data encoding is discussed in [12]. Here, the tag
use a planar C-section as the basic data encoding element. As reported in
[12], a vector network analyzer (VNA) was used as the reader and two horn
antennas were used as reader antennas.
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2.3.4 SAR-based readers and tag reading techniques
This section presents three commercial chipless RFID systems for reading tags
using SAR imaging techniques. The reader architectures differ and they operate on different working principles.

R
Printed chipless RFID tag reader system developed by Vubiq⃝
R
As shown in Figure 2.11, the reader system developed by Vubiq⃝
utilizes

RADAR technology to identify and decode chipless tags. The chipless tag
is printed using conductive inks. Typically, an array of antenna shapes are
printed on a substrate. The array of antennas is organized to resonate at different frequencies and scatter the received RF signals with different polarizations.
The data of these tags are encoded in the phase and polarization of these antenna elements. The reader transmit antenna polarizations are controlled using
a control unit, as shown in Figure 2.11. Using this arrangement, it is possible to
transmit and receive signals with two different polarizations simultaneously.
The reader illuminates the tag area with a mm-wave RF signal in the frequency
range of the resonance frequency of the antenna elements on the tag.
Beam scanning is achieved with an antenna and control unit. It utilizes
scanning of the tag area to support the SAR imaging. The receive antenna
captures the re-radiated signals from the tag and captured signals are stored in
the memory of the reader device. Using signal processing algorithms based on
SAR, the reader develops an image of the reader system. Mathematical focus
algorithms used in RADAR imaging are used to obtain high resolution images
of the scanned area. The antenna orientation and sizes are obtained from the
image by analyzing the phase and polarization data captured in the reading
process. The identified phase and polarization information are converted back
to the data or as the ID of the tag.
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Figure 2.11: Chipless RFID reader developed by Vubiq⃝
to read the printed
radar array type chipless RFID tag obtains a 2-D image of the tag with SAR
technique to obtain the tag ID. [66, 67]

The reader device contains a RF transmitter and receiver, a digital signal
processor (DSP), a control processor and control units to drive the transmit
and receive antennas. The reader device needs to perform complex signal
processing using the DSP to develop the image of the scanned tag. Another
processor (the control processor) is used to control and synchronize the operation of other units of the reader. The reader is utilized with wired or wireless
networks to support industry-standard data communication interfaces.

R
Chipless RFID tag reader system developed by Inksure⃝
R
Another SAR-based chipless RFID tag reading system developed by Inksure⃝

is reported in [33]. A block diagram of the reader and tag reading process is
shown in Figure 2.12.
The tag comprises a substrate layer patterned with several diffraction elements having the dimension of the order of the wavelength of the illuminated
RF signal. The frequency of the signal used to interrogate the tag is in mmwave range (typically 30-60 GHz). The elements are printed using conductive inks. The printed patterns diffract the illuminated RF signals by different
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Figure 2.12: Chipless RFID reader developed by InkSure⃝
to read the
TM
SARCode chipless RFID tag - obtains a 2D image of the tag. The obtained
image is used to generate the code corresponding to the tag [33]

amounts. The operation of the tag at lower frequencies is also possible. However, the size of the tag becomes excessively large which makes it unsuitable
for tagging applications.
The reader generates a RF signal in the range of mm-wave and transmits
using the array of antennas, as shown in Figure 2.12. The antenna contains
a large number of antenna elements. The antennas are switched to scan the
interrogation beam across the tag. The mm-wave RF signals generated by the
RF source are transmitted towards the tag with the antennas. The diffracted
signals from the tag are captured with the same antenna array. The signals
received by the receiver are processed and an image is developed using SAR
signal processing techniques. The image is processed with a DSP-assisted unit
in the reader. The image represents the amount of diffraction of RF signals
done by the tag. The data is extracted by considering the amount of diffraction
and the position of the diffraction of the tag area. The control unit provides the
control of the operation of the reader and interfaces external communications
with the reader.
This system differs from the Vubiq in two ways, although it uses SAR imaging techniques. The operating principle of the tag and reader architecture is
different from that of the Vubiq tag-reader system. The type of the materials
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used in the tag and reader architecture is different from the InkSure chipless
tag and reader.

R
Somark⃝
ink tattoo chipless RFID tag reader system

A chipless RFID system focused on animal tagging applications is presented
in [26]. The chipless tag is printed in the form of a tattoo using a special ink on
the animal’s skin. The tattoo is transferred to the animal skin using a similar
technique which is used to print tattoos. However, it can be implemented on
other substrates and the tag is not limited to tattoos. The tattoo ink contains
dielectric materials which scatter the RF signals. The tatoo contains a series of
bars with different widths similar to a bar-code. The data is encoded by using
a number of bars with different widths [26].
A block diagram of the reader system and a model of the tag developed by
R
are shown in Figure 2.13. The tag design is for mm-wave frequencies
Somark ⃝

to reduce the size of the tags. The reader transmits signals with the transmitter
antenna. The antenna is either mechanically steered to cover the tag area or
the beam is steered. As shown in Figure 2.13, the ink bars with smaller widths
scatter the incoming RF signal by a smaller amount than the lines with larger
widths. The reader antenna receives the scattered signals from the ink bars
and records the strength of the signal scattered towards it. The information
on the scattered signal strength and the corresponding beam position are combined together to form a 2-D image of the tattoo with SAR image processing
algorithms. The constructed image is used to identify the data encoded in the
tag. Although the three systems use SAR techniques in signal processing, they
use entirely different operating principles and hardware configurations in the
physical layer.
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Figure 2.13: Chipless RFID reader developed by Somark⃝
to read the ink tattoo chipless tag. The tag structure is similar to a barcode. Bars with different
widths are printed with a dielectric ink to obtain a unique code. A 2-D image is
developed to obtain the information coded in the tag using a similar technique
to SAR [26]

2.4 Limitations and issues with current chipless
RFID readers
Due to its suitability for many application areas and its very promising price,
chipless RFID technology has attracted strong interest from many industries
and researchers. For conventional chipped RFID technology, many ISO standards have been published, which allows the inter-operability of different devices from different sources. For chipless RFID tags, there are some tags [10,17]
which produce industry-standard data formats for tagging items. However,
many chipless RFID systems are still in their experimental stage or in the startup stage of practical applications. Therefore, many challenges have to be overcome to enable the technology to be more attractive. This section discusses the
limitations and issues related to existing chipless RFID reader systems.
Read range: One of the main reasons for the increasing popularity of RFID
is the reading distance and less human intervention compared to barcodes.
With chipped active or passive RFID, achieving long operating distance compared to barcode systems is not very difficult due to the on-chip transmitter of
the tag. However with passive chipless RFID tags, achieving long operating
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ranges is challenging due to the unavailability of the signal source on the tag.
The only possibility is to modify the incoming RF signal in such a way that the
reader can identify it and re-transmit or scatter it with an antenna or a specific
geometry. There are some tags with long operating ranges up to about hundred feet in line-of-sight conditions [33, 66]. However, with many reflections
and multi-path propagation, it is not possible to achieve such a long distance
in non-line-of-sight operation. One of the main reasons which made RFID
technology popular, is becoming a challenge in chipless RFID technology.
Cost of the readers: In general, the function of the chipless tag is to produce
a signature which can be identified by the reader. By removing the chip from
the tag, all burden of signal processing is transferred to the reader. Therefore,
the complexity of the reader is comparatively higher than the equivalent of
chipped RFID readers. The increase in complexity generally increases the cost
of the reader system. For example, chipless systems which use SAR techniques
require high-performance hardware platforms to cater for the requirement of
complex signal processing schemes. Although the cost of the tag is reduced,
the cost of the reader is increased due to the absence of the chips in the tag.
However, when the technology is mature, the manufacturing cost decreases
due to the availability of low-cost components and services required for system
development, similar to the chipped RFID systems.
Orientation of the tag: Readability of most existing chipless RFID tags is sensitive to the orientation of the tag with respect to the reader antennas. The
technology used in the chipless system is the main reason. For example, the
tags based on SAR principles [26, 33, 66] should be kept in a way such that the
tag scatters the incoming RF signal toward the reader device. The transmit
and receive antenna polarizations should be matched with the reader transmit
and receive antennas for the proper operation of the frequency signature-based
chipless RFID tags developed by the author’s research group [61]. Polariza-
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tion diversity used to achieve higher bit density in a small area is reported in
[13,68]. Proper reading of these tags is only achieved by the proper orientation
of the vertical and horizontal polarizations of the reader antennas. The reading
of a chipless tag with two cross-polarized antennas based on re-transmission
of the UWB RF pulse is also sensitive to the reader antenna polarization[55].
None of these tags can scatter a signal toward the reader if the plane of the tag
is kept parallel to the direction of propagation of the interrogation RF signal.
These are only a few examples of the effect of orientation on reading performance of chipless RFID tags. In general, almost all the chipless RFID systems
are sensitive to the orientation of the tag and without proper orientation, it is
challenging to achieve a proper reading.
Tag reading speed: Most of the chipless RFID systems operate in very wide
bandwidths. In particular those which use frequency signatures to encode data
[12, 13, 15] use up to several giga-hertz bandwidth. Reading of these tags requires the generation of very wideband RF signals. The widely used techniques for generating wideband signals with several giga-hertz bandwidth
use swept-frequency signals (frequency sweep) and narrow UWB RF pulses.
The first technique, swept-frequency signal generation, is usually done with a
wideband oscillator. These wideband oscillators require a certain settling time
to generate the proper frequency, which increases the time taken to cover the
whole bandwidth. The second technique can generate UWB pulses within a
very short period of time (typically several hundreds of pico-seconds to several nano-seconds) [53, 55, 56]. The time taken for signal generation is reduced
with the use of short RF pulses. However, the main issue is the reception of
short UWB pulses. To achieve the full benefit of nano-second range signal generation time, it is required to sample the received signal with ultra-high speed
ADCs. The use of ultra-high speed ADCs increases the cost of the reader system greatly. Equivalent time sampling (ETS) is another standard technique
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that is used in sampling very high speed DSOs [69] to trace sub-nano second
signals. However, to use ETS the input signal should be repeated a number of
times to obtain sufficient samples to reconstruct the original signal with signal
processing techniques [69, 70]. The requirement of the repetition of the signal
loses the full benefit of the much smaller signal generation time as the signal
reception requires much longer time. In addition to the longer reception time,
it is necessary to apply signal processing techniques to reconstruct the original
received signal [71, 72]. The reconstruction process leads to increased signal
processing complexity and increased the time taken for the reading process.
Therefore, achieving higher reading speeds is another challenge in most chipless RFID systems.
Reading multiple tags: Since the chipless tag is a fully passive device, it has
no capability of controlling the reception and re-transmission of the incoming interrogation signal. If the tag receives a signal, the re-transmission or
scattering happens automatically. If there are multiple tags in the vicinity of
the reader, all the tags will respond to the interrogation signal. This property of the tags introduces collision in the tag-reader communication process.
Therefore, reading multiple tags or the implementation of anti-collision algorithms should be entirely done by the reader without any assistance from the
tags. There are some reported anti-collision techniques for SAW chipless RFID
tags in[20, 45]. Anti-collision techniques such as signal strength-based, time
separation-based, spatial separation-based and code division-based schemes
are proposed in [45]. Another coding-based anti-collision technique is proposed in [20] for the same type of tags. Another anti-collision method developed for multi-resonator based chipless RFID tags [61] is reported in [73].
The technique uses a signal processing technique based on fractional Fourier
transform (FrFT) to separate the frequency signatures of multiple tags. The
SAR technique-based reading methods also report multiple tag reading with
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high-end signal processing schemes [33, 66]. However, there is a demanding
requirement of implementing multiple tag reading in chipless RFID systems
for use in real-world applications. The rest of the thesis provides information
to overcome the identified limitations to a certain extent.

2.5 Conclusion
Chipless RFID is an emerging RFID technology which transforms the identification, asset tracking, security surveillance, anti-counterfeiting and many
other sectors into lower cost solutions than conventional chipped RFID technology. The off-the-shelf RFID readers cannot be used with chipless RFID tags.
The operation of the reader depends on the operating principle of the chipless
tag. Therefore, different RFID tags require different reader systems.
This chapter has presented a comprehensive review of existing commercial
chipless RFID readers and those reported in the scientific literature. The review
shows that the chipless RFID system is a combination of several disciplines,
including RF/microwave engineering, antenna engineering, digital systems
design and digital signal processing. The interrogation is completely handled
by the reader and the tag has no control over the communication process with
the tag. In most chipless RFID systems, every component is tailored into the
specific system.

Chapter 3
A Frequency Domain-Based RFID
Reader to Detect Features of Spectral
Signatures (Gen-1)
3.1 Introduction
In the preceding chapter a comprehensive review of chipless RFID tags and
readers is presented. The review of available and reported chipless RFID readers presented in Chapter 2 has shown the requirement of dedicated reader
designs for different types of chipless RFID tags. Therefore, multi-resonatorbased chipless RFID tags need readers that are tailored to the operating principles and requirements of the particular system. As discussed in Chapter 2, the
architectures and signal processing techniques of the chipless RFID tag readers
are different according to the principle of operation.
In laboratory work, test equipment such as vector network analyzers (VNAs),
high performance signal analyzers, high speed digital storage oscilloscopes
(DSO) and high speed samplers are used. However, it is not economical to use
expensive and bulky laboratory equipment in real-world applications of chipless RFID. Therefore, while trying to cut down the cost of the tags by using
chipless technologies in RFID, it is essential to develop low cost reader devices
to realize low-cost chipless RFID systems.
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This chapter and the next describe the design of two chipless RFID readers
based on frequency domain detection techniques. The frequency signature
of the multi-resonator-based chipless RFID tag can be detected using either
frequency domain techniques or time domain techniques. A reader design
based on time domain-based reading technique is presented in Chapter 5.
The frequency domain based reader architectures presented in this chapter
can be divided into two categories based on the data decoding technique. They
are:
• Identification of features of frequency signatures (Gen.1 readers) :
In this method, the reader RF section directly compares the signal transmitted towards the tag and the signal received from the tag. Based on the
comparison of the two signals, attenuations and phase jumps are identified using a simple signal processing technique in the digital section of
the reader.
• Reconstructing (or recovering) the frequency signature of the chipless RFID tag
(Gen.2 readers) : In this method, the frequency signature of the chipless
RFID tag is reconstructed at the reader using the signal transmitted toward the tag and the signal received from the tag. The output of the
RF section is captured and the Hilbert transform-based signal processing technique is applied at the digital section of the reader to recover the
frequency signature of the chipless tag being read.
In other words, one type of frequency domain-based reader presented in
this chapter detects the features of A( f ) and ϕ( f ) while the other reader reconstructs (or recovers) the functions A( f ) and ϕ( f ), using signal processing
techniques. The following sections describe the operating principles and the
design of the readers in detail. Two reader designs based on the above two
techniques are described in this chapter and in the next chapter, along with
their operating principles. The first technique, the identification of features of
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Figure 3.1: Structure and operation of a multi-resonator-based chipless RFID
tag
frequency signatures can be divided into two sub-categories. In this method,
data can be identified using attenuations in the amplitude and deviations of
the phase from the linear variation (also known as phase jumps) of the signals
received from the tags. Each piece of information can be used to identify the
data encoded in chipless tags. However, by using both pieces of information,
amplitude and phase, it is possible to achieve greater reliability of the data
decoded than using only either amplitude or phase. The following sections
present the operating principles, design and experimental verification of the
Gen.1 reader.

3.2 Operation of frequency domain-based chipless
RFID readers
Before providing details of the operating principles and designs of the readers,
a brief description of the multi-resonator-based chipless RFID tag is presented.
This will help the reader to understand the operating principles of chipless
RFID readers that are presented in detail in the next sections of this chapter.
As explained in Chapter 2, the chipless tag is a fully passive microwave
structure. An external source of electromagnetic signals is needed for the in-
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terrogation. When the tag is illuminated with a sufficiently wide band signal to
cover all the frequencies of the multi-resonating structure, it creates a spectral
signature, which can be converted into a series of bits (1s and 0s). Figure 3.1 explains the operation of the tag. When the tag is illuminated with a wide band
signal as shown in the figure, the signal captured by the receive (Rx) antenna
of the tag causes the resonators to start resonating at the designed frequencies
and create attenuations in the amplitude. It also creates phase jumps at each
resonating frequency since each resonator acts as a band-stop filter. This signal is then re-transmitted back from the transmit (Tx) antenna of the tag. The
presence of a resonator creates attenuation in the amplitude of the frequency
spectrum and creates phase jumps, while the absence of a resonator creates
neither amplitude attenuation nor phase jumps.
As explained in the previous chapters, ultimately, the resonator circuit creates a frequency signature in the received signal from the Rx antenna of the
tag. The signal with frequency signature is then transmitted back through the
transmit antenna of the tag. The frequency signature can be controlled by varying the resonance frequencies and using different combinations of resonance
frequencies.
If the response of the chipless tag in the frequency domain is H ( f ), then the
amplitude response, A( f ) and phase response, ϕ( f ) of an N-bit tag (if there are
N number of resonators) can be expressed respectively as:
N

A( f ) =

∏ | Hn ( f )|

(3.1)

n =1

and
ϕ( f ) =

N

∑ ∠ Hn ( f ).

(3.2)

n =1

Using Equations 3.1 and 3.2 it is possible to describe the frequency response
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Figure 3.2: Generation of a wideband linear stepped frequency signal using a
wideband VCO and a DAC
(frequency signature) of any multi-resonator-based chipless RFID tag.

3.2.1 Detecting the features of frequency signatures of
chipless tags - Gen.1 readers
The operation of the first type of frequency domain-based chipless RFID tag
reader is presented in this section. Here, the operating principle of the chipless
reader is introduced with a functional block diagram of the process of detecting the features of frequency signatures of chipless tags. Next, the operation is
explained using a component-level block diagram of the chipless reader and
with the help of equations to provide a deeper understanding of this tag reading process.
Generation of a wideband interrogation signal: In order to extract encoded data
from a chipless tag, the reader must transmit a suitable interrogation signal
and receive the re-transmitted signal from the tag. For the interrogation signal, a signal should be generated with a sufficiently wide band to cover all
resonating frequencies of the multi-resonating circuit. Such a wide band signal can be generated using a voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO), as shown in
Fig 3.2. A voltage ramp is applied as the tuning voltage over a certain period of
time (T). The frequency output of the VCO varies over T period of time from f 1
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Figure 3.3: Operation of the reader to identify the features of the frequency
signature
to f 2 , generating a frequency sweep over f 1 to f 2 . This signal has a bandwidth
of BW and can be used as the interrogation signal for reading chipless RFID
tags. Since the DAC generates discrete voltage steps, the output of the VCO
becomes a stepped frequency sweep. However, by applying very small voltage steps (in the mV range), the tuning voltage signal can be approximated to a
linear voltage ramp. Therefore, the output of the VCO can be approximated to
a continuous frequency sweep if required. Due to the limitations of the VCOs,
it is difficult to achieve very low chirp durations (T). A sufficient period of
time should be allowed per tuning voltage step to settle the VCO down to enable it to provide the appropriate frequency step. The settling time varies with
the performance of the VCO. Faster VCOs are typically expensive and cheaper
versions require more time for settling down. Therefore, in the reader design
process, it is necessary to compromise between the cost and performance of
the VCO.
Process of detecting features of frequency signatures: To decode encoded data
on chipless tags, it is necessary to identify the features of the frequency signatures (the attenuations and phase jumps introduced by the multi-resonating
circuit). The identification of the features of the frequency signatures is done
using a gain/phase detector (GPD) module. A functional block diagram of
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the process is shown in Figure 3.3. The signal received from the tag and the
transmitted signal are compared with each other as shown in Figure 3.3, and
differences in amplitude and gain between transmitted and received signals
can be identified. The AD8302 is such a GPD module [42]. At attenuated frequencies, gain information and phase information outputs give peak values
of their DC voltage outputs of the GPD. Since the resonance frequencies are
known, by observing the peaks, bit 0 can be identified. If there is no peak of
gain information or phase information voltage, that can be identified as bit 1.
Since this reading process only identifies the attenuations and phase jumps of
the frequency signatures, the process can be named ”detecting the features of
frequency signatures”. Decoding of data is done by analyzing the shape of the
gain information and the phase information output signals of the GPD. The
output waveforms are sampled with a ADC and stored in the memory of the
digital control section. The data is then processed and converted into digital
binary data.
This section provides an in-depth description of the operation of an RFID
reader that detects the features of chipless tags with the aid of equations. A
component level block diagram of the reader is shown in Figure 3.4.
The instantaneous frequency of the linear stepped frequency interrogation
signal can be expressed as:

f (n) = f 0 + Kn

(3.3)

where, n = 0, 1, ..., N, K = ( f 1 − f 0 )/N, N is the number of steps in the frequency sweep, f 0 and f 1 are the starting and end frequencies of the sweep.
Then, the output interrogation signal can be expressed as:
[
XTX (t) = A0 cos 2π ( f 0 + Kn)t

]
(3.4)
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Figure 3.4: Block diagram of a reader that identifies the features of frequency
signature
for tn < t < tn+1 and A0 is the amplitude of the output signal.
As shown in Figure 3.4, a coupler is used to extract a portion of the transmitted signal for coherent detection as a reference signal. The portion of the
transmitted signal extracted from the coupling port of the coupler as a reference signal, is:

XREF (t) = k1 XTX (t)

(3.5)

where k1 is the coupling coefficient of the coupler. The extracted reference
signal XREF (t) is directly fed into Mixer-2 as shown in Figure 3.4.
It is assumed that there are no phase and amplitude distortions at the transmit and receive antennas of the reader and the tag. A constant path loss over
the operating frequency range Ltotal is assumed and the time delay introduced
by the tag and the wireless propagation is τ1 .
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Then, the instantaneous frequency of the received signal at the receive antenna can be expressed as:
′

[

′

]

YRX (t) = Ltotal A( f ) A0 cos 2π ( f 0 + Kn)(t − τ1 ) + ϕ( f ) .

(3.6)

where Ltotal is the total loss occurring between the transmit and receive
antennas over the air link through the chipless tag, τ1 is the time taken by the
signal to travel from the transmit antenna to the receive antenna, and A( f ′ )
and ϕ( f ′ ) are the frequency responses of the chipless tag. Here, f ′ = f 0 + Kn
where n = 0, 1, ..., N.
As shown in Figure 3.4, the output of the variable LO is divided into two
using a two-way power divider. The outputs of the power divider X LO (t) are
expressed as:

X LO (t) = A1 cos 2π f LO t

(3.7)

where f LO can be defined as:
f LO = f 0 + ∆ f + Kn.

(3.8)

VCO-1 and VCO-2 are driven by the outputs of the DAC that is controlled
by the digital control section to keep a constant frequency difference between
the two frequency outputs. As shown in the two expressions (3.3) and (3.8),
there is always a constant frequency difference of ∆ f between the two VCO
outputs.
The down-converted signals using Mixer-1 with X LO (t):
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′

[

′
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]

= Ltotal A( f ) A0 cos 2π ( f 0 + Kn)(t − τ1 ) + ϕ( f ) .A1 cos 2π f LO t
(3.9)
(3.9) can be simplified as:
{
}
YIF− RX (t) = k IF cos(θ1 + θ2 ) + cos(θ1 − θ2 )

(3.10)

where θ1 , θ2 and k IF can be expressed as:
θ1 =2π ( f 0 + Kn)(t − τ1 ) + ϕ( f ′ ),
θ2 =2π f LO t,

(3.11)

and
k IF = Ltotal A0 .A1
where k0 is a constant.
Then the signal YIF− RX (t) is passed through an LPF to filter out the high
frequency components associated with cos(θ1 + θ2 ). The output signal of the
LPF can then be approximated to:
[
]
YIF− RX2 (t) =k IF A( f ′ ) cos 2π ( f 0 + Kn − f LO )t + ϕ( f ′ ) − 2π ( f 0 + Kn)τ1
[
]
=k IF A( f ′ ) cos 2π∆ f t + ϕ( f ′ ) − 2π ( f 0 + Kn)τ1 .
(3.12)
Similarly, down-converted signals by Mixer-2 can be expressed after passing through the LPF as:
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[
]
YIF− REF2 (t) =k REF cos 2π ( f 0 + Kn − f LO )t
[
]
=k REF cos 2π∆ f t .
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(3.13)

From (3.12) and (3.13), it can be observed that the frequency of the two
signals are the same. However, there are differences in amplitude and total
phase angle. The two signals are fed into the two inputs of the gain phase
detector (GPD) to detect the amplitude and phase differences.
The operation of the AD8302 GPD is described in [42].
The two outputs of the GPD, gain information and phase information voltages, are defined as [42]:

Vamp = VSLP log
and

VI N − A
VI N − B

(3.14)

[
]
Vphase = Vϕ ϕ(VI N − A ) − ϕ(VIN − B )

(3.15)

where, VSLP , Vϕ are constants [42].
Using Equations (3.14) and (3.15), the two outputs of GPD Vamp (t) and
Vphase (t) can be expressed as:

Vamp (t) =VSLP log
[

k IF A( f ′ )
k REF
′

=VSLP log A( f ) + log(k AMP )

]

(3.16)
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and
Vphase (t) =Vϕ ϕ(VI N − A ) − ϕ(VI N − B )
[
] [
]
=Vϕ 2π∆ f t + ϕ( f ′ ) − 2π ( f 0 + Kn)τ1 − 2π∆ f t
[
]
=Vϕ ϕ( f ′ ) − 2π ( f 0 + Kn)τ1 .

(3.17)

The expressions (3.16) and (3.17) show that the outputs of the GPD vary
according to the amplitude and phase differences of the two input signals. The
two voltages are sampled and processed in the digital section to identify the
resonance frequencies of the tag by comparison with a calibration (reference)
measurement. Since the two output voltages show variations in amplitude
and phase information outputs, according to the resonances occur in the tag,
the method of operation of Gen-1 reader can be identified as extracting the
features of the frequency signatures.
The equations are derived assuming that there are no reflections from surrounding environment and no leakages of the transmitted signal to the receiver
sections. However, in practice, it is necessary to use a calibration measurement
with a tag that has no resonators to remove effects such as reflections due to the
surrounding environment and leakages of transmitted signals to the receiver
section. Therefore, a calibration measurement is used to achieve more accurate
results and better performance of the reading process.

3.3 Design of Gen.1 reader to detect features of
frequency signatures
The design of the Gen.1 reader is explained in this section. This section covers the design of two major subsections of the readers, the RF section and the
digital section. The RF section and digital section include a number of active
and passive components. In this section, emphasis is given to the system-level
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Figure 3.5: Fabricated reader that identifies the features of frequency signature
design of each subsection of the reader.
The design of the reader was done in two parts: RF section and digital section. The two sections are made on two separate printed circuit boards (PCBs)
that can be plugged together. The fabricated reader is shown in Figure 3.5. The
RF section is mounted on top of the digital section using two connectors. The
reason for designing two PCBs is the operating frequency ranges of the two
sections. The RF section operates over a huge frequency band of 4 GHz (4-8
GHz). However, the digital section and other associated components work up
to a maximum frequency range of 20 MHz. Due to the huge frequency bandwidth of the RF section, high performance PCB substrate is required to achieve
the desired performance. Taconic TLX-0, a 0.5 mm thick, high performance RF
substrate is used in the RF PCB design. It is possible to use the same PCB
substrate for the digital section and power supply unit. However, because the
high performance PCB substrate is very expensive, it is not economical to use
a single PCB for the whole reader design. Therefore, the digital section is designed on a FR-4 PCB substrate, which provides a more economical solution
for the PCB design.
The digital control section controls the entire operation of the reader and
the operation can be divided into three functions: transmitter control, receiver
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control and signal processing and data decoding. The digital control section
is designed to use a reader for tags with different numbers of bits without
changing its hardware configuration. To generate a frequency sweep, a voltage
ramp is generated using a MCP4912 digital-to-analog converter (DAC) [74].
According to the specifications of the VCO, to operate in the frequency range
of 4-8 GHz the voltage ramp applied to the tuning voltage should be between
0 V - 20 V. The generation of the tuning voltage is achieved by changing the
output of the DAC with 1024 steps, which gives 1.96 MHz (2 GHz / 1024)
resolution per input tuning voltage step, with a DAC.
For sampling the gain and phase voltages, the in-built 10-bit analog-todigital controller of the PIC18F452 microcontroller running at 20 MHz clock
speed is used. It has an 8-to-1 built-in analog multiplexor which can be used
to sample multiple analog voltages if multiple RF sections are connected to the
same digital controller. According to the data sheet of the AD8302 gain/phase
detector, gain and phase outputs vary between 30 mV/dB and 10 mV/degree.
Since the two analog outputs of GPD vary between 0 - 1.8 V, the reference voltage of the ADC was set to 1.8 V, which gives 1.77 mV (1.8 V / 1024) resolution
and provides adequate resolution for sampling the two analog voltages. The
sampled data are stored in a 32Kbyte RAM chip and addressing of the RAM is
done using a 15 bit binary counter driven by a microcontroller pin. Although
the use of a counter to address the RAM increases access time, it reduces the
number of utilized pins of the microcontroller so that a low cost microcontroller can be used in the design. An RS-232 interface is added to the design
for communicating with a PC, as shown in Figure 3.4.
The procedure and sequence of operation explained in the previous section was implemented on the PIC18F452 microcontroller. Specifications of the
PIC18F452 microcontroller can be found in the datasheet [75]. C language was
used to develop the firmware for the microcontroller. The flow chart of the
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Figure 3.6: Flow chart of the signal processing of the reader that identifies the
features of frequency signatures of chipless tags
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Table 3.1: Measured resonance frequencies of the multi-resonator circuit of the
chipless RFID tag and attenuations and phase angle jumps of the frequency
signature
Bit No. /
Resonator No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Resonance
Freq. /GHz
4.09
4.37
4.53
4.74
4.96
5.10
5.43
5.65
5.83

Magnitude of
Resonance/dB
-6.7
-7.1
-5.9
-6.8
-6.9
-7.5
-8.4
-9.0
-9.0

Variation from
Linear Phase
29.80
32.30
20.70
26.00
26.80
32.30
36.40
34.20
37.40

whole controlling algorithm and data decoding algorithm is shown in Figure
3.6.

3.4 Results
Here, the results of the Gen.1 frequency domain based reader are presented.
The results presented in this section were obtained using the fabricated prototype of the readers, and show the functionality of the reader and how the
data bits are decoded from the outputs obtained from the RF section of the
reader. To prove the operation of the reader, multi-resonator-based chipless
RFID prototype tags with 9-bits encoded were tested with the reader. The
tested tags were realized on Taconic TLX-0 substrate (ε = 2.45, tan δ = 0.0019,
h = 0.7874mm). The operating frequency range of the tags was 4–6 GHz. The
measured resonance frequencies of the multi-resonator based chipless RFID
tags used for the experiments are listed in Table 3.1. The measurements were
recorded using an Agilent E8361A Performance Network Analyzer (PNA).
Figure 3.7 shows the measured results of reading two 9-bit chipless RFID
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tags. The sampled gain voltages give a local minimum point with respect to
the adjacent areas when a resonance occurs in the multi-resonating circuit. Figure 3.7(a) shows 9 saddle points in the amplitude information and Figure 3.7(b)
shows 9 phase ripples of the phase information for the tag with encoded data
”000000000”. The difference between the calibration tag (the tag with data
’111111111’ or with no resonators) gives clear peaks in amplitude as shown in
Figure 3.7(a), which makes it easier to identify the resonances. This information could be easily converted into binary data bits. However, the difference
of phase information of the two tags does not provide a distinguishable signal
that can be used to identify the resonance frequencies. Therefore, if the signal
is squared, it shows very clear peaks with respect to non-resonating frequencies, as shown in Figure 3.7(c). Therefore, it can be seen that these two pieces of
information (amplitude and phase) can be extracted using the reader and they
can be used to identify the data encoded in any multi-resonator-based chipless
RFID tag. From the results, it is clear that the reader identifies the resonance
frequencies by extracting the differences in amplitude and phase information
generated by the GPD.
Reading and decoding takes about 1 second per tag. The reason for such a
long time per reading is that, when generating the voltage ramp to obtain the
frequency sweep, 1 ms should be allowed to obtain a stable frequency output
from the VCO. If the bandwidth is increased, it will take more time, as more
frequency steps will be generated. However, it is possible to reduce the reading time by sweeping through the frequencies only where resonances occur for
a chipless tag with known resonance frequencies. Data processing time is very
much less than the frequency sweep time. Therefore, to increase the tag reading speed, a faster frequency sweep should be used or a different technique
is required. A time domain-based faster tag reading technique is presented in
Chapter 5.
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3.5 Conclusion
The design of a low-cost frequency domain-based reader for reading multiresonator based chipless RFID tags has been presented. The reader detects the
features of the frequency signatures in both the amplitude and phase information of chipless tags.
The Gen.1 reader that detects the features of frequency signatures, uses two
VCOs in the RF section. The two VCOs are driven in such a way to keep a constant frequency difference between the two outputs using the tuning voltages
generated by the DAC in the digital section. Using this VCO driving technique,
it is possible to achieve a constant IF over the entire operating frequency range
of the reader. A gain phase detector is used to compare the transmitted signal
and received signal to identify the attenuations and phase ripples generated
by the resonators of the chipless RFID tag. The reader prototype presented in
this work operates in the 4–8 GHz frequency range.
Both theoretical analysis and experimental validation were carried out for
the reader to validate the operation. The accurate detection of a 9-bit chipless
RFID tag using both amplitude and phase information was achieved with the
two types of readers.
Future development will concentrate on improving the reading range and
reading speed of the reader. The operating bandwidth of the reader is limited
by the operating frequency bandwidths of the components used in the design.
By using components that can be operated in higher frequency bandwidths,
the operating frequency bandwidth of the reader can be further expanded.
The next chapter presents a reader with a different architecture and a lower
implementation cost.

Chapter 4
A Frequency Domain-Based RFID
Reader That Reconstructs Spectral
Signatures (Gen-2)
4.1 Introduction
The operation of the second type of frequency domain-based chipless RFID
reader is presented in this chapter. The reader reconstructs the frequency signature of the chipless RFID tag with the aid of signal received from the tag
and transmitted signals. A detailed description of the tag reading process is
provided.
The multi-resonator-based chipless RFID tags described in previous chapters use frequency signatures to encode data [11]. Reading the multi-resonatorbased chipless RFID tag requires a frequency domain measurement. Either the
amplitude or the phase of the transmission coefficient of the tag can be used
for decoding data. However, both amplitude and phase measurements improve the efficacy of the reader. In the laboratory, a vector network analyzer
(VNA) can be used to measure the forward transmission coefficient (S21 ) vs.
frequency to identify encoded data [11,34]. However, as mentioned in the previous chapter, expensive and bulky laboratory equipment such as the VNA is
not suitable for real-world applications of chipless RFID. Therefore, in order to
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reduce the cost of the tags by using chipless technologies in RFID, it is essential
to develop low-cost reader devices to realize low-cost chipless RFID systems.
In this chapter, a novel reader architecture based on a bi-static radar technique is presented. The reader comprises two reader antennas for transmission
and reception, a VCO for signal generation, a mixer, a low noise amplifier
(LNA) and a LPF in the RF section. A wideband linear chirp signal as the
interrogation signal is generated with the VCO. The signal energizes the tag
to transmit its encoded signal. The HT-based complex analytical signal processing technique is used to recover the envelope and phase information from
the received signal of the tag. The reading technique does not need a reference
tag to differentiate between the logics 1’s and 0’s. The theory is validated with
Agilent ADS2009 simulations, MATLAB computations and laboratory experimentation. Different 9-bit tags were detected successfully with the reading
technique. For all cases, there were good agreements between simulations and
experimental results.

4.2 Reconstruction of spectral signatures of chipless
RFID tags
The operation of a multi-resonator-based chipless tag is described in the previous chapter. Using Equations 3.1 and 3.2 it is possible to describe the frequency response (frequency signature) of any multi-resonator-based chipless
RFID tag.
Figure 4.1 shows the block diagram of a frequency domain-based reader
that recovers the frequency signature of chipless tags. It wirelessly recovers the
amplitude and phase functions of a chipless tag. The RF transceiver (Tx/Rx)
section provides the basic function to recover the frequency signature of the
tags being read. Coherent detection is achieved with a bi-static FMCW radar
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Figure 4.1: Block diagram of the reader that recovers the frequency signature
of chipless RFID tags [76]
architecture with two transmit and receive antennas. The digital section, including a DAC, drives the VCO, controls the overall operation of the reader
and performs signal processing of the re-transmitted signal from the chipless
tag. Following is a detailed discussion of the different blocks of the reader. The
operation of the reader is explained with the use of equations.
RF section: A linear RF chirp signal is used as the interrogation signal in
this reader. A sawtooth waveform generator [77, 78] and a VCO generate the
linear RF chirp signal. The bandwidth of the swept frequency depends on the
specification of the VCO and the operating bandwidth of the chipless tag. The
reader described here is designed with a VCO that operates in the 4–8 GHz
frequency band.
The instantaneous frequency of the linear chirp interrogation signal can be
expressed as [77]:
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(4.1)

where K is the chirp rate given by:

K=

BW
,
Tchirp

(4.2)

f 0 is the starting frequency of the interrogation signal, BW is the bandwidth
of the transmitted interrogation signal and Tchirp is the duration of the chirp
signal. The output of the interrogation chirp signal generator, Xchirp (t) can be
expressed as:
[

∫ t(

′

)

f 0 + Kt dt
Xchirp (t) = A1 cos 2π
0
[
]
t2
= A1 cos 2π ( f 0 t + K ) .
2

′

]
(4.3)

The output of the chirp signal generator is transmitted toward the tag via
the transmit antenna. A coupler is used to extract a portion of the transmitted
signal for coherent detection.
It is assumed that the antenna responds linearly to the chirped interrogation signal with ≈100% efficiency (e.g. low loss microstrip patch antennas).
Then the transmitted signal can be approximated as:
XTX (t) ≈ Xchirp (t).

(4.4)

The portion of the transmitted signal extracted from the coupling port of
the coupler is:
′
Xchirp
(t) = k1 Xchirp (t)

(4.5)
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Figure 4.2: Signal propagation and free space path loss profile of the reader
that recovers frequency signatures of tags [76]
where k1 is the coupling coefficient of the coupler. As shown in Figure 4.1,
′
Xchirp
(t) is directly fed into the mixer.

As shown in (4.3), the transmitted interrogation signal by the transmit antenna, XTX (t) is:
[

]
t2
XTX (t) ≈ Xchirp (t) ≈ A1 cos 2π ( f 0 t + K ) .
2

(4.6)

The signal propagation and the free space path loss profile of the tag-reader
system is shown in Figure 4.2. As mentioned earlier, it is assumed that there is
no phase and amplitude distortion at the transmit and receive antennas of the
reader and the tag. A constant path loss over the operating frequency range
[76, 79] is Ltotal assumed and the time delay introduced by the tag and the
wireless propagation is τ1 as shown in Figure 4.2.
The total phase θ RX ( f , t) of the received signal YRX (t) and the amplitude
A RX ( f , t) at the receive antenna can be written as:
( )
A RX ( f , t) = Ltotal A1 A f ′

(4.7)
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[

′

]

θ RX ( f , t) = 2π f 0 (t − τ1 ) + πK (t − τ1 ) + ϕ( f )
2
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(4.8)

where f ′ is the normalized time-varying phase of the transmitted interrogation
signal, which can be written as:
t2
f (t) = f 0 t + K .
2
′

(4.9)

The received signal, YRX (t) can be written using (4.7) and (4.8) as:

[
]
YRX (t) = A RX ( f , t) cos θ RX ( f , t)
( )
= Ltotal A f ′ A1 .
[
]
2
′
cos 2π f 0 (t − τ1 ) + πK (t − τ1 ) + ϕ( f ) .

(4.10)

The IF signal YIF1 (t) can be written as:

′
YIF1 (t) = Xchirp
(t).YRX (t)
[
]
t2
= k1 A1 cos 2π ( f 0 t + K ) .Ltotal A( f ′ ) A1
2
[
]
2
′
cos 2π f 0 (t − τ1 ) + 2πK (t − τ1 ) + ϕ( f ) .

(4.11)

Equation(4.11) can be simplified as:
{
}
YIF1 (t) = k2 cos(θ1 + θ2 ) + cos(θ1 − θ2 )

(4.12)
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where θ1 , θ2 and k2 can be expressed as:
θ1 =2π ( f 0 t + K

t2
),
2

(4.13)

′

θ2 =2π f 0 (t − τ1 ) + 2πK (t − τ1 ) + ϕ( f ),
2

and
k2 =

k21 A1 Ltotal
.
2

where k2 is a constant.
The IF signal, YIF1 (t) is passed through a low-pass filter (LPF). Then the
high frequency component that is associated with cos(θ1 + θ2 ) is filtered out.
The output signal Ytag (t) can be approximated to:
[

BW
Ytag (t) ≈ k2 A( f ) cos 2π
τ1 t + 2π f 0 τ1 + ϕ( f ′ )
Tchirp
′

]
(4.14)

Due to practical limitations such as high chirp bandwidth and the VCO’s
requirement for settling time to stabilize the frequency output between the
steps of frequency sweep, it is difficult to achieve very short chirp durations.
However, the frequency of the output signal varies with the parameters: Tchirp , τ1
and BW, and the chirp duration Tchirp is the main parameter that determine;
the frequency of Ytag (t). Therefore, the frequency of the signal Ytag (t) has very
low values in practice and depends more on Tchirp than τ1 and BW.
Since the Ytag (t) contains the information of the frequency signature (phase
and amplitude information) of the chipless RFID tag, by analyzing the Ytag (t),
the two functions, A( f ) and ϕ( f ), can be recovered to identify the data bits
encoded in the chipless RFID tag.
A visualization of the signal given in (4.14) is shown in Figure 4.3. For
the calculation, the tabulated values in Figure 4.3 were substituted for the parameters in (4.14). For calculating the tag output signal Ytag (t), the frequency
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Substituted values for parameters in (4.17):
k2
f0
BW
Tchirp
ૌ1
3.9 GHz

2.2 GHz

20

4.5 ns

15 mV

Changes occur in Ytag(t)

15

Amplitude (mV)

500 ms

due to resonators of the tag

10
5
0
-5

-10
-15

Ytag(t)

0

100

200
300
Time (ms)

400

500

f0 : Frequency of output signal Ytag(t) : 20 Hz

Figure 4.3: Calculated output signal Ytag (t) using (4.14) with tabulated values
response (A( f ) and ϕ( f )) of a 9-bit chipless RFID tag is used. For the given
parameters f 0 = 3.9 GHz, BW = 2.2 GHz, Tchirp = 500 ms, τ1 = 4.5 ns and k2 = 15
mV, the tag signal Ytag (t) is a 20 Hz sinusoidal signal that includes both amplitude variations according to A( f ) and phase variations according to ϕ( f ), as
shown in Figure 4.3. It is clearly seen in the figure that nine distinct frequency
signatures of the 9-bit chipless tag are pronounced in the signal waveform of
Ytag (t). However, the representation of the signal does not yield the phase
information at the distinct frequency signatures. HT-based complex analytical signal representation is used to extract both amplitude and phase of the
detected tag.
Recovering the amplitude and phase responses of the chipless tag using Hilbert
transform:
Hilbert transform-based (HT) complex analytical signal representation is used
to extract the frequency signatures of the chipless tags. Using the HT, it is
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possible to reconstruct both the amplitude and phase response of chipless tags.
Any real signal that can be expressed as the sum of a series of sinusoids,
and a transform can be applied to shift each sinusoidal component in phase
by π/2. This transform is called the Hilbert transform[80]. Assume x (t) is a
real signal and the HT output y(t) can be denoted as H[ x (t)]. The signal z(t)
is then called the complex analytical signal of x (t) and it can be expressed as
[80, 81]:
z(t) = x (t) + i [y(t)] = x (t) + i H[ x (t)].

(4.15)

The complex analytical signal ztag (t) of the signal represented in (4.14) can
be transformed as follows:
{

(
)
ztag (t) =k2 A( f ) cos 2πKτ1 t + 2π f 0 τ1 + ϕ( f ′ )
}
(
′
+ i sin 2πKτ1 t + 2π f 0 τ1 + ϕ( f ))
)
(
′

′

=k2 A( f )e

i 2π TBW τ1 t+2π f 0 τ1 +ϕ( f ′ )
chirp

(4.16)

.

The envelope of the signal Ytag (t) is given by the magnitude of the complex
analytical signal ztag (t), which is expressed by:
(

ztag (t) = k2 A( f ′ )e

i 2π TBW τ1 t+2π f 0 τ1 +ϕ( f ′ )

)

chirp

(4.17)

′

=k2 A( f )
It can be seen that (4.17) represents a scaled amplitude response of the chipless tag.
The argument of xtag (t) gives the phase angles of the signal Ytag (t) as fol-
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lows:

[

]

[

arg ztag (t) = arg k2 A( f ′ )e

(

i 2π TBW τ1 t+2π f 0 τ1 +ϕ( f ′ )

)]

chirp

BW
τ1 t + 2π f 0 τ1 + ϕ( f ′ ).
=2π
Tchirp

(4.18)

The first two terms of (4.18) show a linear variation of phase with time with
a constant phase shift of 2π f 0 τ1 due to the time taken by the signal to travel
from the Tx antenna of the reader though the tag and to be received by the Rx
antenna of the reader, as shown in Figure 4.1. The third term of (4.18) can be
easily identifiable as the phase information, ϕ( f ′ ), of the frequency signature
of the chipless tag.
Therefore, applying HT to the output of the RF section allows the reconstruction of the frequency signature. Using this information, it is possible to
identify the bits encoded in the chipless tag.

4.3 Design of a reader to recover the frequency
signatures
The design of this reader was also done in two parts; the RF section and
the digital section. The RF section of the reader architecture was realized on
Taconic TLX-0 (ε = 2.45, tan δ = 0.02, h = 0.5mm) high performance RF substrate. The digital section was realized on low-cost FR-4 PCB substrate. The
two sections are made on two separate PCBs that can be plugged together, similar to the previous reader, to minimize the cost of the expensive PCB substrate.
The fabricated reader is shown in Figure 4.4. The reader is designed to operate
in the frequency range of 4.0-8.0 GHz and all the components were chosen to
operate in this frequency range. A Richardson RVCSD6000F wideband VCO
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Figure 4.4: A photograph of the fabricated reader that recovers the frequency
signatures of chipless RFID tags [76]
(tuning bandwidth=4-8 GHz, tuning sensitivity (fairly constant)=200MHz/V,
output power=10 dBm, phase noise at 1 MHz offset=-80 dBc/Hz) is used in
the reader design as the signal source. The VCO operates in the frequency
band 4-8 GHz. A -15 dB asymmetric coupled line coupler was realized on the
same RF PCB section. Surface mount LPFs a with cut-off frequency of 600 MHz
and a Mini-Circuit SIM-14+ double balanced mixer were used to construct the
reader, along with other parts. A non-inverting amplifier is used at the output of the RF section and the amplified output is interfaced with the digital
control section. The output of the RF section Ytag (t), is sampled with the internal ADC of a PIC18F452 microcontroller and the sampled signal is sent to
a computer for further processing with Matlab to extract the frequency signature. In this work, Matlab is used since it is more flexible and easier than using
a microprocessor or FPGA-based signal processing algorithms with an experimental set-up. However, the necessary signal processing can be easily done
at the reader by using a microprocessor or a FPGA once the signal processing
algorithms are finalized and fine-tuned to suit the application. The different
components and units in the RF and digital section require different voltage
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levels. Therefore, a power supply section is also included on the same PCB of
the digital section.
As shown in Figure 4.1, the digital section consists of an analog-to-digital
converter (ADC), a digital-to-analog converter (DAC), a digital control section
and an FPGA or a microcontroller. The frequency of the output signal from the
RF section, Ytag (t), depends on the parameters Tchirp , τ1 and BW of the interrogation signal. Due to the settling time required for the VCO, it is difficult to
achieve very high-speed frequency sweeps. Further, the value of Tchirp can be
controlled by the digital section. Since the frequency of Ytag (t) mainly depends
on the parameter Tchirp , it is possible to achieve a 2 GHz frequency sweep with
5 MHz frequency steps in 500 ms using a VCO with average performance.
Therefore, the output of the RF section generates very low frequency outputs.
As a result, a very low sampling rate is used in the ADC in the digital processing of the reader. A microprocessor or an FPGA can be used to control
the ADC and DAC and to carry out the signal processing of the reader[82, 83].
Decoded data can be transferred to a PC using a serial or parallel interface or
displayed on the LCD screen of the reader.
The flow chart of the firmware of the digital control section that performs
the detection and display of data is shown in Figure 4.5. The number of samples to be acquired and the frequency span of the linear chirp are set first. The
output of the RF section, Ytag (t), is progressively sampled N times and stored
after generating the chirp signal. Next, the HT of the stored data is carried out
followed by the computation of the analytical signal ztag (t). The computed
complex analytical signal represents the amplitude and phase response of the
chipless tag. Using the two pieces of information contained in the complex
analytical signal, attenuations and phase jumps are identified to decode the
encoded data on the tag. The decoded data is finally transferred to a PC or
displayed on the LCD screen of the reader. The control and signal processing
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Figure 4.5: Flow chart of the signal processing of the reader that reconstructs
the frequency signatures of chipless tags [76]
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Figure 4.6: Block diagram of a frequency domain reader with only one reader
antenna and a single VCO in the RF section
algorithm can be implemented in the firmware of a microprocessor or a field
programmable gate array (FPGA) [82, 83].

4.4 Single VCO - single antenna reader
Figure 4.6 shows a block diagram of the design of another frequency domain
reader. Here, only the concept and the design of the reader are presented. This
reader needs only one VCO and a single antenna. The VCO works as the signal source and it is controlled with a DAC that is driven by the digital control
section. The antenna works as the transmit antenna as well as the receive antenna. Due to the mismatches which occur in the multi-resonator circuit of the
chipless tag at certain frequencies, the transmitted signals are reflected back
toward the reader. Here, only the signals with the same polarization as the antenna are captured. The captured signals travel toward the directional coupler,
which extracts the signals that travel from the antenna to the coupler through
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one port. The captured signal is amplified and passed through a filter and the
detection unit. The output of the detection unit is processed at the processor
unit to identify the data bits. Since this reader also detects the resonance frequencies, it can be categorized as a type of reader that detects the features of
frequency signatures. This reader can be considered a combination (hybrid) of
the previously described two types of readers.
This reader has the capability of identifying the features of frequency signatures while using only one VCO in the RF section. The use of a single antenna makes it possible to design more compact and portable readers than the
previously described versions of the readers. However, the functionality of
the reader needs to be verified with simulations and experimental validation.
The limited isolation between the ports ( typically ¡30 dB isolation between the
ports) of practical directional couplers limit the detectable range of the signals
received from the tags. Therefore, this reader is suitable for applications which
require short range tag reading.

4.5 Results - recovering the frequency signatures of
chipless tags
The computed envelope of the signal Ytag (t) and the measured output signal
of the RF section ( Ytag (t) ) are shown in Figure 4.8. Figure 4.8(a) shows the
amplitude response of the tag with attenuations according to the resonators
of the chipless tag. The calculated phase angle of the tag signal Ytag (t) shows
clear phase ripples (varies from 5 ◦ − 20 ◦ ) at the corresponding resonators of
the chipless tag. The phase ripples are circled in Figure 4.8(b). These two plots
shows that the reader reconstructs both the amplitude and phase responses of
chipless tags using signal processing techniques. Using the reconstructed amplitude and phase responses, it is possible to develop an algorithm that detects
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the saddle points in the amplitude response and discontinuities in the gradient
profile of the phase response. Using the amplitude and phase information, the
tag is decoded as ”000000000” and ”010101010”.
The new reading concept was verified in two phases. Firstly, the complete
block diagram shown in Figure 4.1 was designed on the Agilent ADS 2009 platform and the whole reader architecture was simulated. This exercise proved
the validity of the reader architecture. After the successful execution of the
concept on the ADS 2009 platform, the reader was physically constructed on a
single printed circuit board (PCB) (Figure 4.1) using off-the-shelf components.
This section presents both simulation and measured results.

4.5.1 Simulation of reader architecture
Figure 4.7 shows the model of the tag reader system designed on Agilent
ADS2009 platform. For the simulation, a chirp signal generator was used that
operates from 3.9–6.1 GHz with a chirp duration (Tchirp ) of 500 ms. For the
chipless RFID tag model, the measured parameters of a 9-bit tag operating at
4–6 GHz frequency bandwidth with two circular disc-loaded monopole antennas were used. Agilent performance network analyzer (PNA) E8361A with full
two-port calibration and confidence check was used to extract the S-parameter
file. The coupler, the mixer and LPF were connected in the schematics of the
ADS2009 to complete the RF section of the reader as shown in Figure 4.7. The
waveform Ytag (t) was recorded in a text file. Computations of the analytical
signal, the envelope and phase angles of the output signals of the simulation
were done using MATLAB.
The ADS simulated tag output signal Ytag (t) and the computed envelope of
the analytic signal (4.17) using MATLAB, which gives the frequency response
A( f ) of the tag in time domain, are shown in Figure 4.8(a). The nine resonances
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Figure 4.7: Simulation model of the new chipless RFID reader used with Agilent ADS2009 platform
Table 4.1: Parameters associated with link budget of the experimental set-up
of the reader (at - 10 mm distance)
Transmitted power

10 dBm

Transmit antenna gain

1.5 dBi

Receive antenna gain

1.5 dBi

Total cable loss in Tx/Rx paths
Received power of YRX (t)
Path loss

2 dB
-21 dBm
10 dB

corresponding to the nine spiral resonators can be clearly identified after processing the signal Ytag (t). Therefore, the encoded data on the chipless tag can
be decoded alone with this amplitude information.
Figure 4.8(b) shows the computed phase angles. The nine phase ripples introduced by the band-stop filters created by the spiral resonators can be clearly
identified at the same locations on the time axis (x-axis). This phase information can also be used alone to identify the data encoded on the chipless
RFID tag. However, both amplitude and phase information make the reading more accurate and reliable. The nine resonances can be decoded as bits
”000000000”. In conclusion, it can be inferred that the ADS 2009 simulation
and HT-assisted complex analytical signal processing using MATLAB validate
the new reader architecture for multi-resonator-based chipless RFID. Finally,
the physical layer of the reader architecture was developed and tested in a
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4.8: (a) Simulated output with the ADS2009 of the Ytag (t) (solid line)
and computed envelope using the analytical signal of Ytag (t) (dotted line) and
(b) computed phase angle of the simulated output of Ytag (t) using the analytical signal
laboratory setting, and the results are reported in the next section.
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4.5.2 Experimental results
According to the block diagram shown in Figure 4.1, an experimental set-up
was designed and implemented to evaluate the validity of the proposed reader
architecture. The components and devices were designed and selected in such
a way that they operate in the frequency range of 4.0–8.0 GHz. The reader was
realized on a printed circuit board (PCB) and a photograph of the reader system is shown in Figure 4.1. The RF section of the reader architecture was realized on Taconic TLX-0 (ε = 2.45, tan δ = 0.02, h = 0.5mm) high performance RF
substrate. The digital section was realized on low cost FR-4 PCB substrate. The
RF section was mounted on the digital section PCB using two connectors as
shown in Figure 4.1. Since the objective of this work is to demonstrate the operation of the reader architecture, a Richardson RVCSD6000F wideband VCO
(tuning bandwidth=4-8 GHz, tuning sensitivity(fairly constant)=200MHz/V,
output power=10 dBm, phase noise at 1 MHz offset=-80 dBc/Hz) was used
as the signal source, since it operates in the frequency band 4-8 GHz. The
VCO has a linear variation of frequency output with the applied tuning voltage. Further optimization of the cost of the reader may be achieved by using a
low-cost or in-house built wideband VCO. A -15 dB asymmetric coupled line
coupler was realized on the same RF PCB section. A Mini-Circuit SIM-14+
double balanced mixer and surface mount LPFs with cut-off frequency of 600
MHz were used to construct the reader, along with other parts. The output
port of the LPF was connected through non-inverting amplifier to the digital
section, which yields Ytag (t). The signal was sampled at a 1 kHz sampling rate
using the internal ADC of the PIC18F452 microcontroller and samples were
sent to the PC using the serial interface of the digital section for computation
of the amplitude and phase responses of the chipless tags using MATLAB. Parameters associated with the link budget of the experiment are also shown in
Table 4.1.
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Figure 4.9: (a)Measured output of Ytag (t), calculated envelopes and (b) phase
data of Ytag (t) using analytical signals
A 9-bit chipless RFID tag working in 4–6 GHz was chosen for the experimental verification. Since the tag works in the 4–6 GHz frequency range, the
tuning voltage for the VCO was generated using the DAC of the digital section
only to sweep the frequency from 3.9–6.1 GHz (2.2 GHz BW) linearly with 5
MHz frequency steps with a chirp duration Tchirp of 500 ms. As can be seen
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in the block diagram (Figure 4.1), two in-house developed monopole antennas
operating in the frequency range of 3.6–7 GHz were used as the reader antennas. Two different chipless RFID tags with 9 encoded data bits ”000000000”
and ”010101010”, respectively, were placed at a distance of 10 mm from the
reader antennas.
The measured output signal Ytag (t) and the computed envelope of the signal are shown in Figure 4.9. As can be seen in Figure 4.9(a), the amplitude
response of the tag has been identified as expected. The computed phase angle of the tag signal Ytag (t) shows clear phase ripples (varies from 5 ◦ − 20 ◦ )
at their corresponding resonances. The nine phase ripples are marked on the
graph as shown in Figure 4.9(b). The gradient profile of the calculated phase
shows singularities around the phase ripple. An algorithm can be developed
to detect the discontinuities in the gradient profile of the phase response of the
chipless tag with respect to time. Therefore, to identify the resonances, the gradient of the calculated phase can be used in the signal processing algorithm.
The finding reveals that the phase response is less affected by the interference
caused by the system set up and surrounding noises [84, 85]. Using these two
pieces of information, the amplitude and phase data of the tag is decoded as
”000000000” and ”010101010”.

4.6 Conclusion
A reader that reconstructs the frequency signature of chipless tags needs only
one VCO, which is the most expensive component in the reader system. The
mixing of the transmitted signal with the received signal and the chirped interrogation signal removes the requirement for the second VCO as a variable
local oscillator. A simpler RF section is also achieved compared with readers
that have two VCOs. The reader does not use a calibration tag to decode data,
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which is a major advantage. The simple signal processing algorithm based on
HT provides the extraction of the amplitude and phase functions of the frequency signature. The concept of a single VCO, single antenna reader has also
been presented. However, the experimental validation is more challenging,
mainly due to the low isolation of the RF components in the front-end of the
RF section.
Frequency domain-based tag reading techniques presented in this chapter
and Chapter 3, consume a considerable time to generate a suitable interrogation
signal and the subsequent signal processing methods that are needed for the
detection process. This limits the usability of frequency domain-based readers
in applications that need high speed tag reading. Therefore, to reduce the tag
reading time and enable high speed tag reading, a time domain-based chipless
RFID reader is proposed in Chapter 5.

Chapter 5
Time Domain-Based RFID Reader
Development
5.1 Introduction
The previous two chapters have dealt with the design of two types of chipless RFID readers using frequency domain-based reading techniques. The
two reader designs characterize the frequency signatures of chipless RFID tags
fully within the frequency domain (FD). In FD reading method, a certain issues hinder high speed reading. They are: settling time and linearity of VCO
output, number of frequency points required to determine the frequency signatures, sampling rate and synchronization of VCO driving signals with sampling of the received signals, non-linearities of mixers, limitations of transmitted power and finally, number of data bits to be extracted.
An alternate approach to improve reading performance and speed is the
time domain-based impulse radio (IR) technique. In an IR-based reader, a short
RF pulse that spreads the frequency band over UWB spectra is transmitted.
Hence, very fast reading is possible using the IR-based reader.
In traditional TD analysis techniques, the properties of a time varying signal are used to determine the properties or behaviour of a system. In Chapters 3 and 4, frequency domain-based reading techniques were discussed. The
two reader designs presented in Chapters 3 and 4 characterize and operate on
90
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frequency domain-based principles. In this chapter, a TD-based reading technique for multi-resonator-based chipless RFID tags is presented.
Chapters 3 and 4 showed that tag reading speed is limited by various factors. Since chipless tags operate in a very wide frequency band (up to 4 GHz),
it is difficult to achieve very high-speed interrogation signal generation with
sufficient frequency steps to identify the frequency signature. In addition to
the operating frequency bandwidth, settling time is required for a stable frequency output, which also limits the tag reading speed. In order to increase
the interrogation signal generation speed, and as a consequence to increase the
tag reading speed, high performance VCOs with low settling time can be used.
However, this increases the cost of the reader. Therefore, it is necessary to consider other options to generate interrogation signals with sufficient bandwidth.
In UWB communication systems, short RF pulses are used as transmitting signals. These short RF pulses have several giga-hertz (GHz) operating bandwidths. The width of a single UWB RF pulse is less than 10 nano-seconds (ns).
Therefore, the use of short RF pulses as the interrogation signal opens up a new
pathway to achieve high-speed reading of chipless RFID tags. In UWB short
pulse-based systems, the properties of the signals with respect to time are considered and that is the main reason for naming such operations time domain
operations. Therefore, when using UWB short pulses for interrogation signals, the decoding process requires the use of time domain-based techniques.
Figure 5.1 shows a comparative study of frequency and time domain reading
techniques.
In Chapter 2 a detailed description was given of the design and operation of
a commercial time domain-based SAW chipless RFID tag reader. In addition,
several time domain-based chipless tag reading techniques have been reported
in the scientific literature that are still at the experimental stage.
A description of recently reported work on UWB short pulse-based (some-
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times referred to UWB-IR based) chipless RFID tag reading systems is given
below to introduce the feasibility of the proposed reading technique. As mentioned in Chapter 2, to the author’s best knowledge no UWB-IR-based commercial chipless RFID systems have been reported previously. Therefore, this
chapter presents a fundamental contribution in the field of chipless RFID tag
readers.
The research published in [24, 32, 53–56] uses UWB short pulses as the interrogation signal and uses time domain-based techniques to decode the encoded data bits. A UWB impulse generator generates a short RF pulse. The
width of the RF pulse is in the range of a few hundred pico-seconds to a few
nano-seconds [32, 53] based on the required bandwidth. Chipless RFID tags
may operate on different principles and most of the published works are based
on time-domain reflectometry [32, 53, 56]. The receiver block contains a highspeed sampling device. The experimental work has been carried out using
either a PC-based high-speed sampler [32] or a high-speed digital storage oscilloscope (DSO) [53, 55]. Therefore, there is scope for further development of
TD-based readers in integrated packages.
The sampled signal is processed using different signal processing techniques. For example, Lazaro et al. [32] use continuous wavelet-based signal
processing to detect a chipless RFID tag based on time domain reflectometry. A
time-coded tag with terminated transmission line is used in this experiment.
Hu et al. [53] analyze the antenna mode scattering of a UWB pulse of the
tag. The tag has a simple passive structure with one antenna and terminated
transmission line. Kalansuriya et al. [56] propose a different tag design with
a spiral resonator-loaded transmission line and a UWB monopole antenna. A
similar technique is proposed in [53] to identify the signature of the tag. Another time domain reflectometry-based chipless tag is reported by Henge et
al. [24]. A transmission line with capacitive discontinuities is used to encode
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the data. By analyzing the reflected signal recorded with high-speed DSO, the
bits are identified [24]. A pulse position modulation (PP)-based UWB chipless RFID tag is proposed by Gupta et al. [55]. The chipless tag contains two
cross-polarized antennas as the receive and transmit antennas. A dispersive
delay structure (DDS) is used to obtain different group delays for different
frequencies. The re-transmitted pulses are recorded with a high-speed DSO
and analyzed to obtain the encoded data [55]. However, the use of this kind
of expensive laboratory equipment is not suitable for commercial applications
that require low-cost reader devices. Therefore, the reader design presented
in this chapter proposes a method that can be commercially implemented at
a very low cost because the design does not use expensive hardware such as
high-speed samplers.
As explained in the preceding chapters, the chipless RFID tags discussed
in this thesis use frequency signatures to store data bits in a fully passive microwave structure. Therefore, time domain-based techniques should be adopted
to identify the features of the frequency signatures of chipless tags. The reading technique presented in this chapter identifies the resonant frequencies of
chipless RFID tags and uses that information to decode data bits. The time
domain-based reading technique is described in detail in the following sections of this chapter.
This chapter is organised as follows. First, the most common techniques
that are used to generate UWB short RF pulses are described. Then, the principles of operation of time domain-based chipless RFID systems is described.
Next, the design of the reader and the Agilent ADS 2009 simulation set-up is
described. Finally, the simulation results are presented.
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Figure 5.1: Comparison of salient features of frequency domain based and time
domain based chipless RFID readers

5.2 Theory of operation - time-domain based
chipless RFID reader
The operation of the time domain-based chipless RFID reader is described in
this section. The reader can be divided into two main functional units. The first
functional unit is the UWB short RF pulse generation. Since a short RF pulse
is used as the interrogation signal, it is important to understand the operation
of the impulse signal generation. The second functional unit comprises the
receiver and data decoding section. The operation of the reader is described in
this section, based on these two main functional units.

5.2.1 Generation of UWB short pulses
There are two common UWB short pulse generator techniques used in UWB
communication systems. The two techniques are:
• Using a pulse generator and an up-converter
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Figure 5.2: Generation of UWB short RF pulses by using a pulse generator and
mixing with a signal generated by a local oscillator [86]
• Using a short pulse generator and a pulse-shaping circuit
The two pulse generation techniques are described here in detail.

UWB short RF pulse generation using a pulse generator and an up-converter
In this method, the generation of UWB short RF pulse is done by up-converting
a pulse by mixing with a signal generated by a local oscillator (LO) that lies in
the UWB frequency band [86]. A block diagram of the UWB pulse generation
technique is shown in Figure 5.2. As shown in the block diagram, a pulse is
generated by a pulse generator circuit. Usually a digitally-controllable pulse
generator is used to allow modulation techniques as used in digital communications.
It should be noted that the bandwidth of the generated pulse is not within
the UWB frequency band. Then the output of the pulse generator is sent to
an RF mixer, and a tunable local oscillator that provides a continuous RF signal, which is in the UWB frequency range, is also connected to the same mixer.
Then the output of the mixer becomes a short RF pulse and the frequency spectrum of the RF pulse is centered at the local oscillator frequency, which lies
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Figure 5.3: Schematic diagram of UWB short RF pulse generator that uses a
pulse generator and mixing with a signal generated by a local oscillator [86]
inside the UWB frequency band [86]. Figure 5.3 shows a schematic diagram
of the impulse generating circuit. This method of UWB short pulse generation
is complex due to the number of modules. In addition to the complexity of
the circuitry, this method consumes more power in operation. However, the
main advantage of this method is that the frequency spectrum of the output
UWB short pulse is more easily controllable than in the other technique which
is described in next section.

UWB short RF pulse generation with a short pulse generator and pulseshaping circuit
A short pulse generator is used to directly generate RF pulses that have frequency spectra in the UWB frequency band. A block diagram of this UWB
short RF pulse generation is shown in Figure 5.4. The output of the pulse generation circuit is sent through a delay line and directly to an AND or XOR gate.
Due to the time delay caused by the pulse being transmitted through the delay line, the output of the gate becomes a narrow pulse, as shown in Figure
5.4. This narrow pulse is then sent through pulse-shaping circuitry to meet the
spectral requirements of the UWB frequency band [87, 88].
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Figure 5.4: Generation of UWB short RF pulses by using a short pulse generator and a pulse-shaping circuit [87]
The short pulse generator with a pulse-shaping circuit is less complex than
the previous technique. The ability to use typical digital logic gate building
blocks makes this technique very popular when designing chips for UWB applications [87–90] and the use of standard CMOS design and manufacturing
processes also makes this type of UWB short RF pulse generation technique
more economical. Figure 5.5 shows the schematic diagram of the impulse generator with a pulse-shaping circuit.
[91–93] report UWB pulse generation circuits that are made using lumped
components. The operation of the pulse generation circuit is the same as that
described in Figure 5.4. The only difference is that they do not use digital
logic blocks for the generation of narrow pulses. Instead of digital building
blocks, they use typical diodes that operate in microwave frequencies or RF
transistors to generate a narrow pulse. In addition, the pulse-shaping and signal substraction required to generate a very narrow pulse are done using a
reflective network consisting of shorted stubs. The length of the shorted stub
is designed to provide enough delay to generate a very narrow band output
pulse, as described in [91, 92].
Some reported pulse generators [94–96] can be tuned to obtain different
pulse widths. Therefore, they can be considered as tunable pulse generator
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Figure 5.5: Schematic diagram of UWB short RF pulse generator that uses a
short pulse generator and a pulse-shaping circuit [87]
circuits. However, obtaining the required center frequency of the UWB pulse
spectrum is more difficult than with the previous type of pulse generator. Less
flexibility in setting the center frequency is the major disadvantage of this class
of pulse generators. Therefore, these types of impulse generators are not considered here.

Laboratory equipment used to generate UWB short pulses
In the laboratory, for different experiments, it is necessary to use various pulse
widths with different bandwidths. Therefore, it is difficult to use pulse generators with fixed pulse widths or with limited tunability. For such applications,
a range of laboratory equipment can be used, according to requirements.
Pulse generators: There are a range of commercially available pulse generators. All provide facilities such as setting the pulse width, setting the rise/fall
time, amplitude and offer a choice of different shapes of pulses.
The Picosecond

TM

pulse generator [97] is a popular generator used to gener-

ate short RF pulses for UWB applications. Agilent

TM

and Quantum Composers

TM

also provide a range of pulse generators [98, 99] with flexible pulse generation
capability.
Arbitrary Waveform Generators: An arbitrary waveform generator is another
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piece of equipment that can be used to generate a UWB pulse. It is possible to
feed data points in the from of a text file into a arbitrary waveform generator.
One possibility is generating a shape of a UWB pulse with the required width
TM

and bandwidth using software such as Matlab , recording the data points on
a text file and feeding them into the waveform generator. In some versions
of arbitrary waveform generators, there are pre-defined shapes of waveforms
such as Gaussian pulses. By changing the associated parameters of the waveform, it is possible to generate UWB short RF pulses. The LeCroy ArbStudio
[100], Agilent

TM

TM
TM

series of arbitrary waveform generators [101] and Tektronix

AWG7000 series [102] are commonly used in laboratory experiments.
Although these pieces of laboratory equipment provide much flexibility in
setting properties such as pulse width, amplitude and bandwidth, they are
bulky and expensive. Therefore, they are not suitable for low-cost commercial
applications.
Several specific mathematical functions such as Gaussian [103] , Truncated
Sine and Shifted Sinc [103, 104] have wide frequency spectra that can be used
to generate wide band signals. Gaussian pulses are easier to generate using
electronics than truncated sine and shifted sinc waveforms [103]. Therefore,
the Gaussian function and its derivatives are widely used waveforms in short
pulse UWB applications [105]. The time-domain waveform and frequency
spectrum of a Gaussian modulated sine wave is shown in Figure 5.6 The equation of the wave form is given in (5.1) [104].

f (t) = e

− 12

( t−µ )2
σ

cos(2π f c t)

(5.1)

Where, σ is the standard deviation of the Gaussian pulse in seconds, µ is
the position of the pulse in time, and f c is the frequency of the modulated
sinusoidal signal.
The waveform shown in Figure 5.6 is a 4 GHz sinusoidal signal modulated
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Figure 5.6: (a) Trace of a Gaussian modulated sinusoidal signal and (b) frequency spectrum of a Gaussian modulated sinusoidal signal
with σ = 0.6 and µ = 0.5 ns Gaussian pulse. As shown in Figure 5.6(b), it has
a 40% 3dB bandwidth and 60% 10 dB bandwidth. The frequency spectrum is
centered at the 4 GHz as shown in the figure. This shows the possibility of generating wideband signals with derivatives of Gaussian pulses. The next section
presents the architecture and operation of the receiver and data decoding unit.

5.2.2 Reading multi-resonator-based chipless RFID tags using
UWB short pulse-based interrogation
As mentioned in previous chapters, the multi-resonator-based chipless RFID
tag can be modeled as a block of cascaded narrow-band, band-stop filters attached to two orthogonally-polarized transmit and receive antennas [11]. In
this reader also, the transmit and receive antennas are oriented to keep the
orthogonal polarization to minimize the coupling between the two antennas.
The generated UWB short RF pulse is transmitted via the reader’s transmit antenna to the chipless RFID tag. The receive antenna of the chipless tag
captures the transmitted signal and it passes through the multi-resonator circuit. Next, the signal reaches the transmit antenna of the chipless tag and reradiates. The re-radiated pulse is captured by the receive antenna. This process
is shown in Figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.7: Reading process of the chipless tag using UWB short RF pulsebased interrogation technique (time domain-based technique)
The signal captured by the receive antenna of the reader is processed to
identify the frequency signatures of chipless RFID tags. Two processing methods can be used to process the captured signal from the chipless RFID tag. The
first method is based on digital signal processing techniques. The second method
is based on a simple RF receiver architecture. The operating principles and the
design of the two methods are described in the following sections.

Identification of resonances and decoding data with digital signal
processing (DSP) techniques
Figure 5.8 shows the signal processing technique based on the UWB-IR reader
architecture. In this method, the captured pulse received from the chipless
RFID tag is digitized with an ADC in the receiver section, as shown in Figure 5.8. Since the operational bandwidth of the chipless RFID tag is several
giga-hertz, the selection of ADC should be done carefully. When choosing the
ADC, there are two options. According to Nyquist’s sampling theorem, the
sampling frequency of the signal should be at least twice the bandwidth. However, in practice, at least five times the bandwidth of the signal is used as the
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Figure 5.8: Proposed time-domain based architectures for UWB short RF pulse
interrogation-based reader with signal processing for data decoding
sampling frequency. Therefore, the required sampling rate should be several
giga-samples per second. These high-speed ADCs are extremely expensive
and very high performance hardware platforms are required to control them.
To alleviate this problem, the equivalent time sampling technique [69, 70]
can be used to sample repetitive signals with lower sampling rates than required in conventional method.
Equivalent Time Sampling (ETS) technique : Using the ETS technique, it is
possible to sample very high bandwidth signals with an ADC that has a much
lower real-time sampling rate. Although the maximum sampling rate of the
ADC is low, it is essential to have an analog front-end with enough bandwidth
that is able to handle the sampled wideband signal. However, ETS can be applied only to repetitive signals or signals that can be repeated with a precise
repetition time throughout the entire sampling cycle. The ETS process is il-
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lustrated in Figure 5.9. As shown in the figure, the input signal is repeated at
a time interval T, which has a lower repetition rate than the maximum sampling rate of the ADC. The sampling interval, T, is obtained with a triggering
mechanism or by using a counter. As shown in the figure, in the first cycle
of the repetitive input signal, only one sample is acquired by the ADC. Then
in the next cycle, a small time delay of ∆t is added before sampling the input
signal. This time delay is progressively incremented over the entire sampling
cycle as the sampling continues. Therefore, to sample the N th cycle, a time delay of N.∆t is required after the place where the first trigger point is applied.
Since only one sample is acquired per cycle, the acquisition is no longer limited
by the sampling rate of the ADC. It is possible to acquire N number of samples from the input signal by repeating the input signal N number of times.
Then the signal is reconstructed using the acquired samples with correct timing information. However, the use of equivalent time sampling increases the
complexity of the signal processing. As explained in [71, 72] the reconstruction of the original signal using the acquired samples requires a considerable
amount of signal processing in order to achieve accurate results. In conclusion,
the high-end ADC is traded off with advanced signal processing algorithm.
In this application, the interrogation signal generation is controlled by the
reader control section. Therefore, the interrogation signal can be repeated as
required. As long as the tag does not move until the sampling process is finished, it produces the same response for the input interrogation signal. Therefore, the received signal is a repetitive signal when the interrogation pulse is
generated repetitively. Then, the ETS technique can be used to sample the signals received from the tag at several giga-hertz without using very high-speed
expensive ADCs.
After digitizing the received signal, fast Fourier transform (FFT) can be applied to obtain the frequency spectrum of the received signal. The FFT of the
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Figure 5.9: Illustration of reconstruction of input signal using a large number
of acquired samples with equivalent time sampling technique
received signal shows the attenuated frequency bands by the responses of the
resonators of the chipless RFID tags. Therefore, by inspecting the computed
frequency spectrum, it is possible to decode the identification data of the chipless tag.
The use of high-speed ADC and the requirement of high performance data
processing capability increases the cost of this chipless RFID reader architecture. Although it is not economical with the state-of-the-art of the technology,
this reader architecture can be used with the chipless RFID system. It is very
flexible to configure to suit different types of chipless RFID tags with different
operational bandwidths. The next section provides a low-cost receive architecture that can be used with this time-domain reading technique.
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Identification of resonances and decoding data with filter bank-based
receiver techniques
Figure 5.10 shows a block diagram of a chipless RFID reader which identifies
the frequency signature of the chipless tag with a filter bank-based receiver
technique.
As shown in the figure, after the receiver antenna, a low noise amplifier
(LNA) is used to amplify the received pulse. In order to keep the received
UWB pulse undistorted after amplification, the LNA must meet two important requirements : good phase linearity (or less variation in the group delay
performance of LNA) [106–108] and flat gain response over the operational
bandwidth [107, 109]. The non-linear phase response of the amplifier distorts
the shape of the amplified pulse [108], hence it distorts the frequency spectrum
of the received signal. In addition to the group delay and gain requirements, a
flat noise figure performance over the operational bandwidth and low power
consumption are also desired [107]. Followed by the LNA, a power divider is
used with a number of branches with a set of band-pass filters. This configuration of a receiver is called channelized receiver architecture (or filter bank based
receiver) [110]. This receiver architecture has been widely used in wideband
radar receiver systems for a long time [111, 112].
A channelization receiver typically consists of a 1-to-n-way power divider
and a set of band-pass filters connected to each output port of the power divider. This configuration divides a wideband signal into a set of narrow-band
channels. Each channel is processed separately and this simple technique
greatly reduces the complexity of wideband receiver architectures [110]. The
concept of channelization is also used in digital receiver architectures. Using
a digitized signal with digital down-conversion and digital filtering, the division of a wideband signal into a number of narrow-band channels has been reported in [113,114]. However, due to limitations in ADC and signal processing
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Figure 5.10: Proposed UWB short RF pulse interrogation-based reader with
channelized receiver for data decoding
hardware, the bandwidth of the processed signal and the operating frequencies of the digital channelization techniques are not sufficient for chipless RFID
applications. The solutions are as follows:
The output of the power divider produces copies of the original signal received by the receive antenna of the reader. At the output of the power divider,
a narrow, bandpass filter is used. Each bandpass filter has the center frequencies of the resonators of the chipless tag.
The output of each bandpass filter passes only the energy contained in the
pass-band of the input pulse. Then the envelope detectors connected to the
output of the band-pass filters produce a pulse output that can be detected
with typical digital hardware systems. If there is a resonance in the chipless
RFID tag, the output pulse from the chipless tag does not contain that particular frequency band. Then the corresponding channel to that particular reso-
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nator does not output a signal. On the other hand, if there is no resonation at
a certain frequency, the output pulse from the chipless tag contains that frequency band. Then the corresponding channel of the receiver outputs a pulse
indicating the absence of the resonator and the presence of the particular frequency band in the received signal. Based on this operating principle, by observing the output channels of the receiver section of the reader, it is possible
to identify the resonances of the chipless RFID tag.
The next section presents some important factors which should be considered in the design of the reader and the simulation set-up for Agilent ADS2009
for system-level simulations of this time domain-based reader system.

5.3 Design of the UWB time domain-based chipless
RFID reader
The important design steps and the configuration of the simulation set-up in
Agilent ADS2009 are described in this section. Of the two reader designs presented in Figures 5.8 and 5.10, only the reader with channelized receiver architecture is simulated. The operation of the reader that uses well-known signal
processing techniques is not simulated.
As shown in Figure 5.10, there are an RF power divider network and a
band-pass filter for each output branch of the power divider. The power divider and the filters can be implemented using microstrip lines on RF PCB
board. It is preferable to use a power divider type with sufficient isolation between output ports. A 1-to-n-way fork-type power divider with high isolation
in the order of 30-40 db is reported in [115].
Band-pass filters are tuned to the center frequency of each resonating frequency of the multi-resonating structure. The band-pass filters can also be
implemented on the same RF board. Implementation of the band-pass filters
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can be achieved either by using lumped components or microstrip technology
without using any lumped component. However, the use of microstrip technology to implement the filters may occupy more space on the RF PCB board.
Therefore, optimization of the cost and the size of the RF PCB should be carried
out when choosing the type of band-pass filter. It is necessary to keep the pass
band of the band-pass filter in the range of the bandwidth of the corresponding band-stop filter of the chipless tag. If the pass band exceeds the bandwidth
of the corresponding band-stop filter, the tag will give erroneous results at the
outputs of each channel of the RF section.
The outputs of each band-pass filter are then connected to an envelope detector. For the envelope detector, a rectifying diode and a capacitor are used to
keep the cost of the reader at the minimum level. When choosing components
for the reader, it is important to choose those which cover the whole operating
frequency bandwidth of the reader.
The output of the envelope detector is then connected to an FPGA or a microcontroller to identify which branch gives a voltage output. If a certain frequency is attenuated at the tag, then at the receiver the corresponding branch
of the envelope detector will give a lower voltage output, and if a certain frequency is not attenuated at the tag, it will give a higher voltage output than
the earlier case.
However, this reader architecture is not as flexible as that which uses signal
processing techniques for identifying the resonances and data decoding. For
reading a tag with different resonance frequencies, a different RF section is
required: one with tunable bandpass filters to accommodate the variations of
frequency responses in the chipless tags due to variations of printing quality,
material properties and additional environmental noise and interference. Such
a reconfigurable RF section will bring a new breakthrough in chipless RFID tag
reader development. A list of components that can be used in the design of the
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Table 5.1: Specifications of selected components for chipless RFID readers described in this chapter
Component

Operating condition

Picosecond 10050A Programmable

pulse width: 100 ps - 10 ns

Pulse Generator

max. amplitude: 10 V
pulse repetition rate: 100 kHz

LNA:Mini Circuits ERA-1+

0.1 - 8 GHz
Gain: 10.9 dB
Noise Figure: 4.3 dB

BPF: @output of pulse generator

pass-band: 3-8 GHz

Tunable BPFs

pass-band: as required by
tags - custom designs on PCB
pass-band bandwidth: 100 MHz

Fork power divider

operating bandwidth: 3 - 9 GHz
made on PCB

Comparators: TI TLV3501

propagation delay: 4.5 ns

Envelop detectors

made on PCB with
discrete components

DAC:Analog Devices AD7845

resolution: 12 bits
conversion rate: 200KSPS

ADC:TI AD5523

resolution: 12 bits
maximum sampling rate: 210 MSPS

Reader antennas

operating bandwidth : 3 - 8 GHz
Gain: above 5 dBi

FPGA:Xilinx Spartan-3E

@100 MHz clock

chipless RFID readers described above is shown in Table 5.1

5.3.1 Simulation set-up in Agilent ADS2009
This section describes the simulation set-up of a reader based on channelized
receiver architecture. Here, the modeling of a UWB short RF pulse generator,
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the chipless RFID tag and the receiver section are covered. The important configuration steps and methods used to obtain the results at each section of the
design are also described covered in this section. Agilent ADS 2009 software
package (hereafter ADS) is used as the nomenclature for the software platform.
Figure 5.11 shows the schematics of the block diagram of the simulation setup of the reader system used in ADS. The three main units of the reader system
are marked on the block diagram. When creating the simulation project, the
”Digital Signal Processing Network” option was used. Therefore as the simulation controller, the ”Data Flow Controller” was used in the simulations. A 20
ps time step was used for the simulation.
In the modular equivalent circuit development for the chipless RFID tag
reader system, some unique models for antennas, chipless tags and readers
were derived. For example, for a UWB antenna, the model comprises a gain
block of Gn to represent the gain of the n-th antenna, a bandpass filter to represent the finite bandwidth of the antenna and a spatial transformer to model
the coupling interface between free space of intrinsic impedance of 377 Ω to 50
Ω system. The model was used in the transmitter and receiver of the reader
and in the tag. Figure 5.11 shows the model of the UWB antenna, the tag and
the reader as used in ADS. All modules were connected via wires.
• Modeling Chipless Tag - A series of band-stop filters were used to model
the tag with the UWB Tx/Rx antennas. For the model a 4-bit chipless tag
was used in the investigation. Hence, only 4 resonant frequencies were
used: 4.5 GHz. 4.8 GHz, 5.1 GHz, and 5.4 GHz. The conventions of the
data are as follows: presence of a resonator (attenuation at a designated
frequency)- Logic -’0’ , absence of a resonator (no attenuation at a designated frequency) - Logic - ’1’. Figure 5.12(a) shows the schematic model
of the tag.
The system-level simulation model of the tag created in ADS is shown
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Figure 5.11: Block diagram of the simulation model of the UWB short RF pulsebased reader simulated in ADS 2009
in Figure 5.12(b). The band-stop filters were created using the ”SBlock”
module available in the ”Timed Linear” library. The characteristics of the
filter are specified with a text file created in Touchstone format. The four
filters represent a multi-resonator-based 4-bit chipless tag. As shown in
Figure 5.12(b), parallel unity gain blocks are used to remove the bandstop filter from the simulation set-up easily without deleting components
from the simulation set-up. Disabling the ”SBlock” and enabling a gain
block connected in parallel to it removes the band-stop filter from the
simulation, without interrupting the signal flow through the deactivated
resonator block.
• Modeling UWB pulse transmitter - The UWB pulse transmitter consists
of a UWB pulse generator and a transmitting antenna of gain G2 , as
shown in Figure 5.13(a). The in-built Gaussian second order derivative
pulse generator was used to model the UWB short RF pulse generator,
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Figure 5.12: System-level model of multi-resonator-based chipless RFID tag
used in simulation set-up in ADS2009
as shown in Figure 5.13(b). A 100 ps pulse width is used to generate a
wideband short RF pulse. The UWB antenna model with a G2 gain block,
a bandpass filter with 3-7 GHz pass bandwidth and wire-to-air interface
transformer is used after the impulse generator.
• Modeling Receiver Section : The receiver section consists of: (i) a receiving antenna; (ii) an LNA; (iii) a 1-to-n-way power divider; (iv) bandpass
filters; (v) envelope detectors; and (vi) comparators as shown in Figure
5.11. An in-built four-way fork power divider is used as the power divider simulation model, as shown in Figure 5.15. The band-pass filters
were modeled with SBlock with characteristics defined with a text file
in Touchstone format, similar to the band-stop filter models used in the
chipless tag model. The envelope detectors were modeled with in-built
models of a rectifier and a low-pass filter. To obtain the time-domain
waveforms at different points of the set-up, the ”TimedSink” data monitor available in the ”Sinks library” in ADS are used. To observe the frequency spectrum at different points, the ”Spectrum Analyzer” module is
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Figure 5.13: System-level model of UWB short RF pulse generator and antenna
section of the reader used in simulation set-up in ADS2009 (Antenna and LNA
are not shown in ADS system level model)
used, as shown in Figure 5.15.
The outputs of each envelope detector are connected to a voltage comparator. A reference voltage level is supplied to each comparator, as
shown in Figure 5.14. The comparator, converts the analog pulse output
into a square pulse that can be easily interfaced into a digital electronics device such as a microcontroller or a FPGA. For the simulation, the
same reference voltage was used for all output channels. However, it is
possible to provide different reference voltage levels for each comparator using a DAC, as shown in Figure 5.10, to provide more flexibility to
determine suitable reference values for each channel.
Figure 5.16 shows the complete system-level simulation model of the chipless RFID tag-reader system used for simulations in Agilent ADS 2009. As can
be seen in the figure, three main blocks : the pulse transmitter, the tag and the
receiver, are hard wired. The air interfaces between the three blocks are represented by the 377 Ω:50 Ω transformer blocks incorporated in the antennas.
The next section presents the system-level simulation results obtained using
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Figure 5.14: Block diagram of system-level model of channelized receiver section of the reader used in simulation set-up in ADS2009
this simulation model of the chipless tag-reader system.

5.4 Results
Here, the functional simulation results of the UWB short RF pulse interrogationbased chipless RFID reader are presented. The results presented in this section
were obtained using the simulation model presented in Figure 5.16. The results
presented in this section show the functionality of the reader, how the data bits
are encoded in the tag and decoded from the outputs obtained from the RF sections of the reader, the time domain waveforms and their frequency spectra at
each different point of the system. As shown in Figure 5.17, places where important changes take place to the input signal are marked on the block diagram
of the simulation model.
The system was modeled with a 4-bit tag and the results are presented for
tag IDs ”0101” and ”1111”. As can be seen in the figure, the transmitter generates a Gaussian pulse and transmits through the antenna to the tag. The
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Model of channelized receiver RF
section

5.4 Results

Figure 5.15: System-level ADS2009 model of channelized receiver section of
the reader used in simulation set-up
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Figure 5.16: Complete system level model of chipless RFID reader and tag setup used in ADS2009
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tag encodes the pulse as it passes through the resonators. The output pulse
contains the frequency signature of the tag embedded in the waveform. The
FFT of the signal yields the encoded data bits in frequency domain. The tag
sends the encoded signal to the receiver. The receiver’s LNA amplifies the signals and sends them to the 1-to-4-way power divider. The BPFs channelize
the UWB signal into their prescribed narrow band channels. The outputs of
the filter provide refined frequency domain data bits. The filter outputs pass
through the envelope detectors followed by the comparators. A square pulse
output is generated by the comparator that can be easily interfaced with digital
electronic devices such as microprocessors or FPGAs.
As shown in Figure 5.18, the UWB pulse exists for only 0.5 ns and this
waveform has a -3dB bandwidth of 3GHz and -10dB bandwidth of 6 GHz.
The analysis of the time domain impulse when it passes through an antenna
(antenna frequency response is modeled as a BPF) is presented in Figure 5.18.
Figures 5.19(a) and (b) show the signal when it passes through the tag. The
time domain waveform and frequency spectrum of the signals passed through
the tags with encoded data ”0101” and ”1111” are shown in figure.
In Figure 5.19(a), in the frequency spectrum the presence of two resonators
can be seen. The shape of the waveform of the traveling pulse has changed
and it has now expanded up to 9 ns because the tag does not allow attenuated
frequencies to pass though the tag model by introducing a high impedance.
This creates a mismatch in the transmission path at those specific frequencies,
and thus the ’ringing’ effect occurs. Figures 5.19(a) and (b) show the signal at
the place marked in Figure 5.17.
Figures 5.20 (a) and (b) show the output of each band-pass filter of the receiver and the attenuation at the selected frequency bands can be seen clearly.
This attenuation of the resonance frequency does not provide enough power
to create an output at the envelope detector, and the outputs of the envelope
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Figure 5.17: Complete block diagram of the simulation model and waveforms
at important points of the chipless RFID tag-reader system
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.18: Output of the UWB pulse generator and band-pass filter (a) waveform in time domain (b) normalized frequency spectrum
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Figure 5.19: Time-domain waveform and frequency spectrum of the impulse
signal after passing though multi-resonator-based tag models with (a) encoded
data ”0101” and (b) encoded data ”1111”
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Figure 5.20: Frequency spectrum of outputs of four band pass filters for encoded data ’0101’ and encoded data ’1111’
detector, remain near zero. Then FPGA/microcontroller pins identify the data
as ”0101” or ”1111”. The maximum time taken for this decoding is 9 ns according to the simulation. This shows the improvement of the data decoding speed
and demonstrates the suitability of this technique for use with high-speed tag
reading. For frequency domain reading of a 4-bit tag, the reading time is 500
ms [76]. As explained in Chapters 3 and 4, the frequency domain tag reading
techniques require the generation of swept frequency signals. The state-of-the
art is either using a free running VCO with an analog tuning voltage or using
a VCO with digitally controlled phase locked loop (PLL). These techniques require a settling time in ranging from micro-seconds to milli-seconds depending
on the performance of components. Therefore, the time taken for the generation of interrogation signal increases with the number of required frequency
steps. The UWB-IR based technique proposed in this chapter requires only
one UWB pulse per one reading. Therefore, the total tag reading time will be
the time taken for signal generation and processing time which is 9 ns simulations with conditions specified in this system. In terms of RFID usage, this
high speed tag reading technique provides a low-cost solution with frequency
signature-based chipless RFID tags for applications which require high speed
tag reading.
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Figure 5.21: Outputs of envelope detectors and outputs of comparators for
encoded data ’0101’ and ’1111’
The outputs of the envelope detectors and comparators for tags encoded
’0101’ and ”1111” are shown in Figure 5.21. The comparator outputs can be interfaced directly into a FPGA/microcontroller pin. The maximum time taken
for this decoding is 9 ns according to the simulation. This shows the improvement of the data decoding speed and the suitability of this technique for use
for high-speed tag reading and reading tags on the move.

5.4.1 Discussion of results
The design and results of the UWB-IR based chipless RFID reader have been
presented in the preceding section. The design and simulation results were
performed on the Agilent ADS2009 platform. The results have proved the
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concept of the proposed UWB-IR based reader and shown promise for practical implementation. However, many practical issues need to be considered in
the design and system-level integration of the proposed reader systems. The
contrasting issues of the simulations are as follows:
• ADS considers ideal components and works in their linear operating
regions. The non-linear behaviour and transient analysis of the components may be incorporated in future simulation studies of the reader
system.
• We hard-wired components assuming the antenna as the spatial filter
with an impedance transformer of ratio 377 Ω:50Ω for reception and 50
Ω: 377 Ω for transmission. The free space path loss and practical channel
model are missing in this simulation.
• We also did not consider the distance between the tag and the reader as
we hard-wired the system blocks. Therefore, the propagation path loss
and surrounding interference and the attenuation of power levels with
distances are missing in the simulation.
• We also did not consider the phase noise, delay spread, antenna temperature, system thermal noise, non-linearity of devices in the simulation
and the effect of group delay in the antenna and filter with respect to
time-domain impulse response. Some antennas are good at UWB impulse response compared to other types of antennas. The reader antenna
should be planar, low weight and low profile in design and implementation.
• In the receiver the UWB channels are sub-divided into narrowband channels with a 1-to-n-way power divider followed by the narrow passband
filters.
The results of the individual blocks have been discussed in sequential order in Section 5.4. Here some critical issues are addressed for the practical
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implementation of system block impulse transmitters, chipless RFID tags and
receivers.
Impulse Transmitter: The impulse generator is modeled with an impulse
generator followed by an antenna, which is represented by a bandpass filter.
The impulse is distorted when the filter is applied, as shown in Figure 5.16.
Some issues for UWB-IR-based communication systems are as follows:
• The impulse responses of passive components such as antennas may
be major issues in UWB communications systems. A dipole-like antenna is less susceptible to time domain signals compared to a planar
antenna such as a microstrip patch antenna. Will the delay spread be the
optimum for a low-profile printed antenna such as a microstrip patch
antenna? Microstrip patch antennas are conformal to hand-held and
gantry-based readers and they are readily available on the commercial
market. Therefore, microstrip antennas may be suitable candidates for
the proposed reader.
Chipless RFID tag: The chipless RFID tag comprises two orthogonally-polarized
UWB disc-loaded monopole antennas and a series of multi-resonator circuits
[11]. Certain critical issues need to be considered as follows:
• Planar bandpass and bandstop filters suffer from group delays of timedomain transmitted signals. Will there be acceptable group delays of
the incoming UWB impulse signals in both transmission and reception
modes via the chipless RFID tag?
• The isolation level between the frequency responses of logic ’0’ (with
resonator) and logic ’1’ (without resonator) are in the order of 25 dB.
For very weak signal reception this constitutes a very minimal difference
between the two logic levels. What will be the receiver sensitivity to
discriminate these minute differences between the two logic levels and
to extract the information-carrying data bits in the reader?
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• Printing errors of chipless RFID tags, variations of base materials on
which the tags will be printed and ambient noise may contribute to signal distortion and variation in frequency responses (both amplitude and
phase) when the tags are in the reading zone of the reader. What types of
adaptive threshold techniques and reconfigurable filters will be utilized
to overcome the reading errors in the system?
Receiver: The receiver comprises the receiving antenna, a LNA, a power
divider, narrow bandpass filters for channelization of the UWB signal, envelope detectors and finally, comparators. The receiver is the most susceptible
to interference and noise. Antenna temperature and its impulse response, the
noise figures, gain and linearity of the LNA, the delay spread (group delays) of
passive components such as power dividers and filters and their interconnects
(such as SMA connectors and interconnecting microstrip transmission lines),
and finally the intermodulation products of the envelope detectors and comparators may contribute to significant distortions and impose challenges to the
recover the encoded data bits from the chipless RFID tag.
System Level considerations: During the integration of the system using
the modular approach as shown in Figure 5.14, certain system level considerations need to be addressed. They are:
• Signal-to-noise ratio of the overall system
• Aggregated antenna noise temperature of the system
• System noise temperature
• Noise due to inappropriate shielding, grounding and filters (all electromagnetic compatibility and electromagnetic interference issues and their
remedies)
• Noise introduced by the tag due to printing errors and variations in substrate materials and design inaccuracies
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Yield analysis and Monte Carlo simulation may provide some degree of
flexibility in the system-level design. All these practical issues must be considered in the practical design of the system.

5.5 Conclusion
This chapter has presented a UWB reader architecture based on time domain
UWB-IR interrogation signals. UWB is a license-free frequency band technology that has gained popularity for short-distance high data speed communications between household devices. In UWB communications, devices are
designed in two formats: UWB microwave circuit-based and impulse radiobased. In the first method, all active and passive components are designed
targeting a bandwidth of more than 500 MHz. However, in time domain the
requirements of UWB microwave circuits are not relinquished. Here, devices
which provide linear responses to the UWB impulse with minimum distortion,
are envisaged. The main advantage of UWB-IR-based devices is the minimum
time required to generate the transmitted signal. A burst of wideband signals
can be sent in a very short duration via a very narrow pulse. This advantage
of very short-time transmission, which is contrary to a VCO swept frequencybased source, has been exploited in the proposed time domain-based reader
architecture. However, since most microwave communication circuits are traditional frequency domain circuits, time domain devices are maturing. There
remain many challenges for time domain devices. They are basically transient
devices and non-linearity may disrupt system performance. The chapter has
taken a challenging stride to propose a new TD-based reader architecture for
the chipless RFID system.
Firstly, the chapter has reviewed time domain-based chipless RFID systems. The review has revealed only a few reported works [24, 32, 53–56] based
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on the TD reading technique. These works are mainly based on time domain
reflectometry (TDR)-based chipless RFID tags. Only the author’s group has
reported multi-resonator-based frequency signature-based chipless tag detection using time domain signals in [56]. In this sphere, the chapter has contributed some fundamental knowledge in the discipline. The proposed reader
architecture comprises an impulse transmitter and a channelized receiver. The
transmitter is comprised of a modified Gaussian pulse generator followed by a
UWB antenna. The receiver is comprised of an LNA block, a 1-to-n-way power
divider followed by narrow bandpass filters, envelope detectors and comparators. The system is capable of reading any frequency signature-based chipless
RFID tag such as a re-transmission chipless tag [11] and a back-scatter chipless
tag [116] with minor modifications if required. To implement the TD-based
reader architecture, the following tasks have been performed:
• Various impulse generators and pulse-shaping circuits have been studied. The study has led to three categories of impulse generators. They
are: (i) a pulse generator with a reconfigurable up-converter; (ii) a pulse
generator containing a pulse-shaping circuit; and finally, (iii) commercially available equipment. As stated above, most reported works have
used laboratory equipment to prove their concepts. Therefore, there is
big gap in research and development. An impulse generator has been
proposed that can be directly implemented in the prototype time-domain
based chipless RFID tag reader. In this pursuit, of the three pulse generation circuits, (i) the pulse generator with an up-converter circuit is selected as the candidate signal source. This is mainly because this type of
pulse generator yields the most controlled impulse for the chipless RFID
tag reader.
• After selecting the source, we have proposed two types of detection methods in the receiver of the reader. They are: (i) the signal processing
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method; and (ii) the hardware method. Both techniques have advantages and disadvantages in processing the returned echoes from the tag.
• The chipless RFID is a UWB system. Processing the UWB signal in the
state-of-the-art processors requires very expensive DSP chipsets, high
sampling ADCs, FPGAs and powerful algorithm.
• Agilent ADS 2009 platform with ”Digital Signal Processing Network”,
”Data Flow Controller” and 20 ps time step has been used to implement the proposed TD reader architecture. The three modules the impulse transmitter, the multi-resonator chipless RFID tag and the hardware based receiver were fully designed in the schematics of Touchstone
of ADS 2009 and simulated for performance validation. For the proof-ofconcept ADS implementation, a 4-bit chipless RFID tag operating over
4-6 GHz frequency band has been designed. The reader comprises a
transmitter and receiver.
• In modeling the three modules in ADS 2009, some unique contributions
have been made. Since the system is a modular design, the transmitter,
the tag and the receiver were hardwired for simulation.
• The antennas for the reader and the tag were modeled as a spatial filter
with a gain block representing the gain of the antenna, a bandpass filter
and a transformer with impedance ratio of 377 Ω: 50 Ω for transmission
and 50 Ω : 377 Ω for reception. A variable attenuator with attenuation
A ∝ 1/R2 can be used to represent the free space path loss. Here R is the
reading distance of the tag from the reader.
• The universal model of the frequency signature-based chipless RFID tag
is comprised of a tandem arrangement of parallel gain blocks and stopband filters. Based on the presence and absence of the multi-resonator
(stopband filter) circuits, the gain block and the filter are activated. Both
transmitting and receiving antennas with appropriate gain blocks, band-
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pass filters and the impedance transformers are connected to the resonator blocks. This design is a unique equivalent circuit model representing any frequency signature-based chipless RFID tag.
• The transmitter has been designed with an impulse generator and an
antenna. A 100 ps pulse width is used to generate a wideband short RF
pulse. The pulse bandwidth is constricted with the UWB antenna via the
bandpass filter. However, the pulse shape generates appropriate spectral
content spanning from 4–7 GHz with approximately uniform amplitude
over the frequency band.
• The receiver is the most complex system of all modules in the proposed
reader architecture. The receiver uses UWB receiving antenna, a LNA
gain block, a power divider, narrow bandpass filters, envelope detectors and comparators. The unique feature of the receiver is the method
of channelization using a power divider and narrow bandpass filters.
The down-conversion to baseband signal and filtering are done with
envelope detectors and comparators. The final baseband signal is sent
for further processing in the decision circuit such as FPGAs and microcontrollers and their computer interfaces.
• The designed receiver was able to successfully decode two 4-bit chipless tags of IDs ’1010’ and ’0000’. A comprehensive system-level design
and signal flow diagrams helped depict the performance of the proposed
reader architecture at every stage of signal transition of the tag-reader
system. This has promoted confidence in the practical implementation
of such reader architecture in real-world scenarios.

Chapter 6
Ultrawideband Antenna Designs for
Chipless RFID Tag Readers
6.1 Introduction
The use of high performance antennas is critically important in any transceiver
system design. Radio frequency identification (RFID) is an emerging area of
application where the performance of the antennas plays a critical role in operation and achievement of the desired performance [2, 40]. The performance
of the antennas is more important in chipless RFID applications because the
transmit and receive signals are generally weaker than chipped RFID tags
[12, 17, 117].
Chipless RFID tags operate in wider frequency bands than other conventional RFID systems [40]. Therefore, there are increasing demands for novel
ultra wideband antenna designs. Most of the mature UWB antennas such as,
log periodic spirals, planar monopoles [118] and bow-tie [119] have either bidirectional or omni-directional radiation patterns [120]. In addition to the unidirectional radiation patterns, some types of UWB antennas, such as TEM horn
[119] and bi-conical [121], are bulky and not suitable for applications which require compact devices.
For chipless RFID reader applications, it is required to have high efficiency
and high gain as very weak signals are used. Low profile is required for the
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alignment of tag reader antennas, which is required for proper detection of
tags [12, 117] in addition to ultra wide band operation. A low manufacturing
cost is also an essential feature for mass manufacturing. The directional radiation patterns of the reader antennas reduce collision in chipless RFID tag data
communication and improves the gain of the antenna, which is helpful to pick
up weak signals reflected back from the tags [122].
Microstrip patch antenna arrays can satisfy most of the requirements such
as low profile, low realization cost, and high gain. However, the narrowband behavior, reduced radiation efficiency and excitation of surface waves
in higher frequencies are inherent limitations [120, 123, 124]. Monopole antennas can operate over a broad frequency range. The antenna reported in
[125–127] shows over 10 GHz acceptable impedance matching characteristics.
However, their omni-directional radiation patterns and low gain make them
unsuitable for chipless RFID applications. It is not possible to make arrays using monopole antennas to increase the gain and obtain narrow radiation beam
width, since monopoles do not radiate along their axis [120].
Ito et al. [128] report a high-gain leaf-shaped bowtie antenna with a metallic
reflector. The antenna yields gain in the order of 10–13 dBi over the UWB
frequency band of 4.1–10 GHz. Using a log periodic dipole array (LPDA) over
8 dBi gain and better than -10 dB return loss is reported in [129]. Using an
UWB antipodal Vivaldi antenna array, more than 150% fractional bandwidth
was achieved with high gain [130]. All of these types of designs have large
dimensions which are not suitable for chipless RFID application, although they
have high gain and UWB operation.
In order to serve the requirements of low-profile, high-gain and UWB operating bandwidths, a range of antennas are reported in [131–134]. A dual polarized dipole array is reported in [131] with a cross-section of 7.2 cm×7.2 cm
operating in the frequency band of 2.7–8.5 GHz with over 7 dBi gain. However,
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the antenna has a complex structure and a complex feed network. A Vivaldi
antenna embedded in a dielectric rod is reported in [132], shows the operation
in the UWB band and with high gain. The structure of the antenna requires
precise fabrication techniques. Using electromagnetic bandgap (EBG) structures, a compact 2 × 2 microstrip patch array has been achieved operating in
the 0.2–20 GHz frequency band. However, the construction requires embedding different types of EBGs, providing a complex structure [133]. In [134],
a compact dielectric rod antenna array is presented with a complex substrate
integrated feed network and the antenna shows 14.5 dBi gain and UWB operation. The complex structure increases antenna fabrication costs and prevents
the use in low-cost applications.
Based on a survey of work reported in the open literature, it is a challenging task to meet all the design criteria, such as wide operating bandwidth, high
gain and low profile while keeping a simple structure in the antenna design.
To overcome these limitations, in the present work, a new antenna is proposed
with a low profile, high gain and operating in the ultra wide frequency band
to meet the demanding requirements of low-cost chipless RFID systems. Instead of the 2-D feature the volumetric feature is exploited to achieve the goal.
This has been achieved with surface current distribution on the antenna active
dipole element as well as the ground reflector. In this chapter we present the
design and development of the tea leaf-shaped dipole array antenna.

6.2 Design of the UWB dipole reflector antenna array
This section outlines the design of the dipole reflector antenna array. Since
the multi-resonator-based chipless RFID tags reported in [11] and [28] operate
in the UWB frequency range, at least 4.0 GHz bandwidth is required and the
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Figure 6.1: Geometry of the dipoles and the structure of the dipole reflector
antenna array
physical size of the antenna should be suitable for aligning with tag receive
and transmit antennas. The design specifications of the antenna are based on
the bandwidth and the physical size of the antenna. The design of the elliptical shaped-leaf dipole, the array and the feed network are explained in the
following section. The antenna configuration is shown in Figure 6.1.

6.2.1 Design of tea-leaf dipole elements
The design of the elliptical-shaped leaf dipole requires the optimum dimensions of the leaf to be known in order to achieve the best radiation characteristics and antenna performance. First, a single dipole reflector antenna with
modified elliptical shaped leaves was designed and developed to study the
effects of different dimensions and find the optimum values for the critical
parameters. Important parameters of the geometry of the dipole elements
are shown in Figure 6.1. To find the optimum values for the dimensions of
the dipole elements, a single dipole reflector was designed and a parametric
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study of dipole elements was carried out. Based on the results of the parametric study, the optimum values were chosen for the design. For the design
of the dipole elements, CST Microwave Studio 2011 was used, which is a finite difference time domain (FDTD) solver. For the simulation models of the
dipole leaves, 0.017 mm thick copper on a Taconic TLX-8 substrate (ε = 2.55,
h = 0.17mm, tanδ = 0.0019) as shown in Figure 6.1 was used and the gaps
between the two leaves were kept at 1 mm. A 75 Ω discrete port was used to
feed each dipole element. A metal plate was used as the reflector.

6.2.2 Design of dipole reflector array
For the design of the array, inter-element distance (d) and reflector distance
(h) are important parameters. A parametric study was carried out to optimize
the effect of inter-element distance and reflector distance on the magnitude of
the first resonance and the 10 dB return loss bandwidth. Assuming that the
centre frequency is 6.5 GHz, starting with 32 mm (0.7λ of centre frequency),
the inter-element spacing was varied. Each dipole element of the array had a
75 Ω coaxial cable and the dipole shows a better match with 75 Ω than 50 Ω
feed. Based on the parametric study, the optimum values were chosen for the
inter-element distance (d) and reflector distance (h). To achieve a compact size
for the antenna, the same ground plane of the feed network layer was used
as the reflector, as shown in Figure 6.1 and four semi-rigid coaxial cables were
used to connect element layers to feed each element of the array. A Bazooka
[120] balun was used to feed each dipole element (a copper sleeve). This twolayered configuration makes the antenna easy to fabricate, compact and light
in weight.
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Figure 6.2: Photograph of fabricated elliptical-shaped leaf dipole reflector antenna
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Figure 6.3: Fabricated feed network with 75 Ω output ports used in the dipole
reflector antenna array
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6.2.3 Design of broadband feed network
The feed network of the array is an important element in the performance of
the array antenna. Similar designs reported in [131, 134, 135] show complex
and multi-layered power dividers. The use of complex structures increases the
fabrication cost of the antenna. To achieve a compact size and wide operating bandwidth with a simple structure, T-junctions with tapered transmission
lines were used as impedance transformers in the present work. The feed network is a 1-to-4 way equal power splitter. The input impedance of the feed
network is 50 Ω and output ports are transformed to 75 Ω, as shown in Figure 6.2. The feed network was designed on Taconic TLX-8 substrate (ε = 2.55,
h = 0.17mm, tanδ = 0.0019) and 1.0 - 11.0 GHz operating bandwidth was
achieved in simulations and measured results.

6.2.4 Design of balun for feeding dipoles
Directly connecting a dipole with a co-axial cable is not desired for wideband
antennas since it will lead to large common mode currents flowing in the outer
conductor of the coaxial cable. These common mode currents lead to large discrepancies in gain at higher operating frequencies. Therefore, a Bazooka balun
[120] was used to connect the dipoles with the feed network. Ideally, the length
of the grounded sleeve of the Bazooka balun should be a quarter wavelength
(λ/4) at the operating frequency. However, since the antenna operates in wideband, and considering the size of the antenna, the optimum design parameters
for the balun were obtained experimentally.
First the antenna was assembled with direct feed of dipoles using coaxial
cables without any balun. The performance of the antenna was measured and
the frequency band that showed a large discrepancy between the measured
and simulated results was identified. Then the length (λ/4) of the grounded
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Table 6.1: Optimized design parameters for the dipole reflector antenna
Parameter

Required/
Optimized value

Designed operating frequency
Gain over the band

3.8 - 10.0 GHz

>9 dBi

Optimized leaf length

11.2 mm

Optimized radius -

3.6 mm

semi-circular section
Optimized inter-element distance

26 mm

Optimized reflector distance

12 mm

Impedance of feed for each element

75 Ω

Input impedance of the antenna

50 Ω

sleeve of the balun was determined. Photographs of the fabricated dipole reflector antenna array and its corporate feed network are shown in Figures 6.2
and 6.3, respectively. The performance of the antenna was measured with and
without the Bazooka balun feed to observe the improved performance of the
antenna with the balun feed.

6.3 Results
This section presents the simulation and measured results of the fabricated antenna followed by the results of the tag reading. Based on the parametric study
carried out in the design phase of the antenna, the optimum values for the design parameters, viz, the length of the elliptical shaped leaf l, the radius of the
semi-circular sections of the leaves r, the inter-element distance d, and the reflector distance h from the dipole elements were determined. The optimized
values of the dimensions based on the parametric studies were determined
during the design phase are shown in Table 6.1.
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Figure 6.4: Simulated return loss and realized gain with 50 and 75 ohm feeds
of the dipole array
Simulated return loss and realized gain when the dipole is fed with 50 and
75 Ω ports are shown in Figure 6.4. When the dipole is fed with 50 Ω ports,
it shows 2 GHz, 10 dB return loss (RL) bandwidth and when elements are fed
with 75 Ω ports it shows more than 5 GHz RL bandwidth. The gain performance follows the RL bandwidth. Here, we used 75 Ω coaxial cable due to its
compactness and ease of availability.

6.3.1 Antenna performance without Bazooka balun
First, the performance of the fabricated antenna based on the optimized design
parameters was measured without the balun feed for the radiating element.
The return loss measurement was taken using Agilent E8361A PNA with two
port calibration. To measure the realized gain of the antenna, two identical antennas were kept face-to-face (along ±z direction in Figure 6.1) as transmitter
and receiver antenna pair. Using the forward transmission coefficient measurement (S21 ), and the Friis transmission formula, the gain of the antenna
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Figure 6.6: Comparison of simulated realized gain and measured gain with
and without balun feeds to the dipoles
was calculated. Measured return loss and realized gain are shown in Figure
6.5. As shown in Figure 6.1, the measured -10 dB return loss bandwidth is 4.3–
9.5 GHz and over 9 dBi gain bandwidth is 3.9–9.3 GHz without the Bazooka
balun feed.
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Figure 6.7: Experimental set-up used for reading a 9-bit chipless RFID tag with
PNA
The measured and simulated realized gains show good agreement up to 8
GHz. However, a large discrepancy beyond 9 GHz between the measured and
simulated results is observed. Using a Bazooka balun feed, this discrepancy in
gain performance is minimized. In the next section, a Bazooka balun assisted
array antenna is presented.
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Figure 6.8: Simulated and measured normalized radiation patterns of the antenna
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6.3.2 Antenna performance with Bazooka balun
A Bazooka balun was designed 8 GHz due to a severe gain drop starting at 7
GHz (see Figure 6.6). Figure 6.6 shows the comparison of simulated and measured gain with and without the Bazooka balun. The balun-assisted antenna
shows significant improvement (maximum 7 dB gain enhancement at 10 GHz)
in the frequency band from 7.0–10.0 GHz. The balun designed at 8 GHz offers
high impedance to the unbalanced current, hence improved radiation patterns
and gain [120]. At the lower frequency band the circular ground plane reflector
performs the same task. Thus, uniform UWB performance is obtained from the
volumetric antenna. The UWB characteristic of the antenna is explained with
its volumetric surface current distributions over the frequency band in detail
in the following section (see Figure 6.9). The simulated and measured radiation patterns in the xz- plane (E-plane) and yz-plane (H-plane) for 4.0, 5.5, 7.0
and 9.0 GHz are shown in Figure 6.8. Radiation pattern measurements were
carried out in Monash University’s anechoic chamber. There is a good agreement between the two results, showing consistent directional main lobe beam
patterns over the band. The 3 dB beamwidth is varies from 25 − 560 over the
frequency range of 3.9–10 GHz. The side lobe levels at those frequencies are
below 10 dB in both E and H-planes, apart from a slight reduction by 1 dB at
10 GHz (see Figure 6.10). Since the measured realized gain is above 9 dBi over
the band, the usable operating bandwidth of the fabricated antenna is 6.1 GHz
( 100% fractional bandwidth) centered at approximately 7 GHz (see Table 6.1).

6.3.3 Surface current distribution of UWB volumetric antenna
The UWB performance can be explained with the aid of surface current distributions on the dipole elements and the circular ground plane reflector, as
shown in Figure 6.9. As shown in Figure 6.9 (a) and (b), a high current density
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exists on the leaf dipole elements similar to a fundamental mode current on
the active radiator. Hence the current distributions result in highly directive
beam patterns at 4 and 6 GHz (see Figure 6.8). However, at higher frequencies
(8-10 GHz), the current distribution confines to the outer edges of the dipole
elements as shown in Figure 6.9 (c) and (d). The currents oppose each other
in some elements, as shown in the areas marked with thick ovals. With this
configuration, dipole elements do not radiate as a conventional λ/2 dipole.
However, the highly intense surface current distribution on the ground plane
reflector contributes to the radiation. The surface current direction is shown
with a black arrow. Hence the current distributions of the grounded plane
reflector show that it is also acting as part of the antenna.
We have also analyzed the contrast between the radiation patterns of a single element dipole and the 2 × 2-element dipole array as shown in Figure 6.10.
As expected, the single dipole on the ground plane reflector produces sumpatterns at 4 and 6 GHz and a different pattern at 8 GHz. This is due to the
fact that at 8 GHz, the reflector is (λ/2) away from the active dipole element.
However, in the array, sum-patterns are observed due to the combined effect
of the current distributions on the dipole elements and the ground plane reflector. Therefore, it can be inferred that for the higher frequencies (8 - 10 GHz) the
whole structure of the array (the volumetric array) acts like one antenna and
no longer as 2-D planar array of dipole elements. The unique characteristic of
the volumetric array antenna yields a high gain main beam and better match
over the UWB frequency range with a compact profile.
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Figure 6.9: Simulated surface current distributions at different operating frequencies of the antenna
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6.3.4 Reading of multi-bit chipless tags
Figure 6.7 shows the experimental set-up and the tag-antenna orientation in
the linearly-polarized wireless reading process. The two antennas under test
(AUT) were connected to the input ports of an Agilent Performance Network
Analyzer (PNA E8361A). The developed antennas were used to read frequency
signature-based 9-bit chipless RFID tags. The forward transmission coefficient (S21 ) vs frequency response shows the frequency signature-based chipless
RFID tag’s data bits [76]. The measured forward transmission coefficient (S21 )
of two chipless RFID tags with encoded data bits 000000000 and 100110010
were measured with the antenna. The results are shown in Figure 6.11. The
reading range was 15 cm with a transmission power of 0 dBm. In both cases
the antenna can successfully recover the data bits as shown in Figure 6.11. The
measured forward transmission coefficient (S21 parameter) in dB vs frequency
shows 9 transmission zeros (all logic 0s) corresponding to the 9 resonators of
the chipless tag. This investigation validates the suitability of the antenna in
terms of its physical size, operational bandwidth and required gain for a handheld or a compact chipless RFID tag reader.

6.4 Conclusion
A novel, high-gain, ultra-wideband linearly-polarized compact dipole reflector array antenna design has been presented. The 2 × 2-element volumetric
dipole reflector array has been analyzed, fabricated and successfully optimized
for improved performance. Elliptical-shaped leaves (tea leaves) were used as
dipole elements and each element was fed with a 75 Ω coaxial cable, a balun
and a broadband power divider. The antenna shows a 10 dB return loss bandwidth of 3.9–10.0 GHz (100% fractional bandwidth at 7 GHz) and over 10dBi
gain over the frequency band. The wideband operation of the volumetric an-
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tenna has been explained with the aid of surface current distributions over
the operating frequency range. Various design variables such as the dipole
element, reflector, balun and feed network have been investigated, and good
correlations between simulated and measured results of return loss, gain and
radiation patterns have been obtained. The antenna is suitable for reading
multi-resonator-based chipless RFID tags.
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Figure 6.11: Measured forward transmission coefficient (S21 ) magnitude of a
9-bit chipless RFID tag using two fabricated antennas.

Chapter 7
Chipless RFID Reader System
Integration
7.1 Introduction
The preceding chapters have presented the design of the main components of
a chipless RFID system: chipless RFID reader systems and reader antennas.
Using these reader systems, different types of chipless RFID tags that use frequency signatures to store data can be detected. Three different chipless RFID
reader systems have been presented in previous chapters which interrogate
tags using frequency-swept CW signals and UWB short RF pulses.
The integration of chipless RFID tags and reader systems to build a chipless RFID system is presented in this chapter. Building an operational chipless
RFID unit using the components described in previous chapters is the main
goal of the system design. Since RFID technology is application-driven, the
limitations and constraints of system implementation are defined by the application. These limitations and constraints should be taken into account during
the design phase of chipless tags and reader devices.
One of the main application areas of this chipless RFID system is the tagging the Australian polymer banknotes. The tag is attached by printing with
conductive inks to the flexible polymer substrate. At the time of printing, all
the notes hence the tags are oriented in the same direction and not bent or
147
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stacked together. They are lying on a flat belt which is moving at a constant
speed. Therefore, at the printing facility, the tags do not create alignment or
orientation issues. When the banknotes are used for transactions, readers can
be integrated into teller machines or counters which are equipped with mechanisms to obtain a fixed orientation during the reading process. In addition to
the banknote application, the tag-reader system can be used with any kind of
secure documents and other consumer items.
The operation of the chipless tags was tested first with Agilent E8361A
PNA. Two reader antennas were connected at the two ports of the PNA. The
spectral signature of the tag was detected as the insertion loss between the two
ports to which the two antennas were connected. PNA measurement of the
tag helps to identify correct orientation and alignment with antennas. It also
helps to determine the best distance to be maintained for better detection of
the spectral signature. Two different types of chipless tags were used for the
tests with readers. First, 9-bit chipless tags that operate from 4–6 GHz were
used to test the operation of the two types of readers. Then, tags printed on
the flexible polymer substrate on which Australian banknotes are printed were
tested with the two readers.
Table 7.1 shows the specifications for the chipless RFID reader. The reader
operates within the UWB frequency band (3.1–10.6 GHz) in accordance with
the FCC power spectral density regulation. Depending on the number of data
bits and the bandwidth requirement, a portion of the UWB band can be used.
Since UWB interrogation with circular polarization over the UWB band is hard
to achieve, the system is designed based on linearly-polarized (LP) antennas. This makes the reader orientation-dependent like an LP RFID system.
However, for reading the retransmission from the chipless tag, two orthogonal linearly-polarized reader antennas are required. The gain of the antennas
depends on the reading range of the reader.
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Table 7.1: Specifications for Chipless RFID Reader
Chipless RFID Reader Specification
Frequency of Operation

3.1 – 10.7 GHz

Transmitting Power

-41.3 dBm / MHz

Number of Reader Antennas

Two antennas – transmitting
and receiving

Antenna Polarization

Linearly polarized

Reader Antenna Gain

8 dBi (short range, less than 5
cm)
18dBi (long range)

The chapter is organized as follows. A brief introduction to the components of a chipless RFID system is presented first. The special requirements,
limitations and operating constraints of each component are also mentioned,
together with the outline of each component. Then the requirements and constraints of the whole system imposed by the individual components of the
system are described, followed by the results of field trials and the conclusion.

7.2 Chipless RFID tag-reader system
This section presents information on the essential components of a chipless
RFID system. A brief description of the limitations and constraints of each
component as well as the requirements of each component are presented in
this section. As mentioned earlier, in this thesis, the designs of three chipless
RFID readers are presented. Out of the three designs, two frequency domainbased reader prototypes were built and used for system implementation trials
with two different types of chipless RFID tags. The components of the chipless
RFID system are shown in Figure 7.1. A description of the components shown
in Figure 7.1 is presented in this section. The system used for the field trials
was built with these components.
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Figure 7.1: Components of the chipless RFID system

7.2.1 Chipless tags
Two types of chipless RFID tags were used: a 9- bit chipless RFID tag realized
on Taconic TLX-0 PCB substrate, and printed tags using conductive inks on
flexible polymer substrate which is used for producing Australian banknotes.
Photographs of two prototypes of the tags are shown in Figures 7.2(a) and
(b). The 9-bit chipless tag operates in the frequency band of 4-6 GHz and the
printed tag operates in the frequency band 4-8 GHz. Both tags use frequency
signatures to encode data and contain separate transmit and receive antennas
for interrogation signal reception and re-transmission of signals back to the
reader.
In addition to the two types of tags used in the field trials, it is possible to
use the readers mentioned in this thesis with other types of retransmission and
back-scatter-based chipless RFID tags. The detection of tags that re-transmits
the encoded signal, such as those reported in [36, 136], and tags that use backscattered signals to encode data reported in [13, 68] can be achieved with this
reader unit. However, it is necessary to use different tag-antenna interfaces for
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Figure 7.2: (a) A 9-bit chipless RFID tag realized on Taconic TLX-0 and (b) a
chipless RFID tag printed on Australian polymer substrate
different types of chipless tags depending on the type of technology used in
the tags.

7.2.2 Antennas
Antennas are used in two components of the chipless RFID system. The tags
use one or more antennas to receive and transmit the interrogation signal and
data-encoded signals. Reader devices require antennas for transmitting and
receiving signals from the tags being interrogated. In this chipless RFID system, two types of antennas were used for field trials as reader antennas. As
tag antennas, circular disc-loaded monopoles were used, as shown in Figure
7.2. The most important feature is the operating bandwidth of the antennas.
The operating bandwidth of both tag and reader antennas should cover the
entire bandwidth of the data-encoding circuit of chipless tags to utilize the full
capacity of the tag. The radiation pattern is also important, depending on the
application. An omnidirectional radiation pattern is preferred for tag antennas
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Figure 7.3: The two antennas used for field trials with the chipless RFID reader
prototypes : (a) Circular disc-loaded monopole antenna (b) tea-leaf shaped
dipole reflector array antennas
to provide flexibility in the orientation of the reader antennas. A directional antenna is preferred for reader antennas to achieve better reading distance and
less interference with the surrounding environment and tags. The physical
size of the antennas used in readers is also important. The size of the antenna
should fulfill the alignment requirements of chipless tags for proper interrogation signal transmission and reception. For this application, linearly-polarized
antennas were used for all field trials.

7.2.3 RF section of chipless tag reader
As described in previous chapters, the RF section provides two primary functions: interrogation signal generation and reception of signals from tags with
encoded data. The signals are processed in such a way that digital hardware
can apply digital signal processing techniques to extract data bits. Both the
frequency-domain and time-domain reader RF sections discussed in this thesis provide these two primary functions. The performance of the RF section
depends on the requirements of the application. The key parameters which
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decide the performance of the RF section can be identified as: the operating
bandwidth, interrogation signal generation speed and sensitivity of the receiver section. The RF sections of frequency domain-based readers typically
use a VCO as the primary signal source. They are very slow when compared
with time domain-based techniques that use very narrow RF pulses as interrogation signals. However, it is more difficult to control the bandwidth of the
generated pulses with simple techniques. Therefore, RF sections with VCOs
have the advantage of having more controllable signal generation in terms of
bandwidth, although they are slower in interrogation signal generation time
than time domain-based reader RF sections.

7.2.4 Digital section of chipless tag reader
The digital module of a reader controls the entire operation of the reader. The
operation can be divided into three functions: transmitter control, receiver control, and finally, signal processing and data decoding. The design of the digital
control section consists of two parts: hardware design and firmware (or middleware) development for controlling the operation of the reader and decoding
data. The digital control section was designed to adapt the reader for reading
different types of tags with different numbers of encoded data bits without
changing its hardware configuration.
A block diagram of the digital section of the chipless RFID reader prototypes discussed in this thesis is shown in Figure 7.4. The digital section uses
a PIC18F452 microcontroller and it runs with a 20 MHz clock. As shown in
the block diagram, a DAC and an external RAM are interfaced to the digital
section using SPI serial interface. A serial interface is used with a serial-to-USB
converter to communicate via the USB port of a PC. A keypad and an LCD
are also included in the digital section. As the programming interface to the
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Figure 7.4: A block diagram of the digital section used for controlling the RF
sections of chipless RFID reader prototypes
microcontroller, an in-circuit serial programming (ICSP) interface is used. The
internal ADC available in the microcontroller is used with an external buffer
amplifier to sample the analog outputs of the RF section. Figure 7.5 shows a
photograph of the fabricated digital section.
The digital section generates the tuning voltage (also called VCO control
voltage) and feeds into the VCO to generate a swept frequency interrogation
signal. The intended interrogation signal is transmitted through the reader’s
transmit antenna (Tx). Therefore, the digital control section provides the intelligence and control of the transmitter by generating the VCO control voltage
for the RF module. The generated VCO control voltage, also called the VCO
tuning voltage, determines the operating frequency of the RF board. The digital control board takes digital input as instructed by the middleware installed
in the processor device (microcontroller or FPGA) and generates analog output
voltage corresponding to the digital input with the digital-to-analog (DAC)
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Figure 7.5: A photograph of the digital control section of the chipless RFID
reader
converter. The analog outputs from the DAC are passed through an OP-AMP
circuit for noise filtering and isolation to prevent any unintended surge propagation between the digital and RF parts of the reader system.
As mentioned above the middleware is a set of instructions that provides
all the control and command for the chipless RFID system. The firmware was
developed using C language and programmed into the microcontroller. The
operation of the firmware of Gen-1 and Gen-2 readers are discussed and presented in flow chart formats in Chapters 3 and 4, respectively.
The performance of the digital section could be enhanced by simply increasing the operating clock speed or adding a more powerful processor with
more capabilities. However, by only increasing the performance, it is not possible to increase the performance of the overall chipless RFID system. Typically,
the RF section is much slower than the digital section, due to the requirement
of VCO settling time, as discussed in previous chapters. Therefore, during the
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design process of the chipless RFID system, the operating speed of the digital
section did not affect the overall system performance more than the performance of the RF section.
In addition to the operating speed and processing power, the architecture of
the digital section and the performance of the analog and digital components
used in the digital section are important in the system design. The digital section should be able to generate analog and digital control signals for the RF
section with sufficient speed and within the required range. The digital section also requires sufficient dynamic range for the analog front-end for data
acquisition and a suitable sampling rate for adequate baseband signal acquisition.
Therefore, when designing the digital section, parameters such as maximum update rates of the DAC, achievable sampling rates of the ADC, speed
of the internal buses such as SPI and I2C should be considered. These are used
by the microprocessor or FPGA to send control signals that are also matched
to the desired performance of the overall system. Generally, a chipless RFID
reader with time domain-based interrogation needs a more powerful digital
section than a frequency domain interrogation-based system. Therefore, careful selection and comprehensive analysis of the cost and performance are required when integrating a chipless RFID system.
Figure 7.6 shows the measured voltage ramp generated by the DAC, which
applied to the two VCOs of the Gen-1 reader described in Chapter 3. The
measurement was done using an oscilloscope. Figure 7.7 shows the amplitude
spectrum of the swept frequency interrogation signal generated by the VCO.
Measurements were taken with an Agilent E4408 Spectrum analyzer. In the
figure, the solid line represents the measured data and the dotted line is the
ideal flat output expected from the VCO. These two results confirm the accurate generation of the interrogation signal by the transmitter. The modular
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Figure 7.6: Tuning voltage applied to VCO for interrogation signal generation
design approach can be used for chipless RFID digital architecture and it helps
to adopt the design to various chipless RFID reader developments.

7.2.5 Application software for computing devices
RFID readers are most commonly connected to a host computer or similar host
computing device. The host computing device can be connected to a database
or to another network which allows the use of the extracted tag identity for
further processing or connection with a database application. In order to interface the reader into the host computing device, application software is used.
The application software maintains the software protocol between the reader
and host computing device. Usually, the reader is connected to the host computer using standard input/output ports such as RS232, parallel or USB ports.
However, the software protocol used for data transfer between the application
software and reader is decided by the manufacturer or designer of the RFID
system to suit their needs. Depending on the application or requirement, the
reader can be configured to upload the fully decoded tag ID or raw data re-
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Figure 7.7: Amplitude spectrum of VCO output signal
ceived from the tag. The application software can be used for additional signal
processing in cases where the reader is configured to upload raw data.
For the two reader prototypes discussed in Chapters 3 and 4, two software
programs have been developed and the screen captures of these are shown
in Figures 7.8 and 7.9. The first software shown in Figure 7.8 was developed
using Microsoft Visual Basic .NET and it receives data from the reader via the
USB port. This application software is capable of receiving raw data as well
as fully decoded tag ID from the reader device and it supports only the reader
Gen-1. The software shown in Figure 7.9 was developed using Matlab and it
is capable of further processing raw tag data. The software works with both
Gen-1 and Gen-2 readers. Since the microcontroller of the digital section is not
powerful enough for the required signal processing functions for reader Gen2, the software acquires raw data from the reader and decodes the data. The
next section reports on field trials of the reader prototypes.
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Figure 7.8: A screen capture of the application software for reader Gen-1 developed using Microsoft Visual Basic

Figure 7.9: A screen capture of the application software which supports the
two readers: Gen-1 and Gen-2 developed using Matlab
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7.3 Tag reading techniques
Antennas are used in two components of the chipless RFID system. Tags use
one or more antennas to receive and transmit the interrogation signal and data
encoded signals. Reader devices require antennas for transmitting and receiving signals from the tags being interrogated. The most important feature is the
operating bandwidth of the antennas. The operating bandwidth of both tag
and reader antennas should cover the entire bandwidth of the data encoding
circuits of chipless tags to utilize the full capacity of the tag. The radiation
pattern is also important, depending on the application. An omni-directional
radiation pattern is preferred for tag antennas to facilitate flexibility in the
placement of reader antennas. A directional antenna is preferred for a reader
antenna to achieve large reading distance and less interference with the surrounding environment and tags. However, these specifications may vary with
the application.
For time domain-based RF front-ends the reader antennas used should be
capable of transmitting ultra short RF pulses with minimal distortion to pulse
shapes. A linear phase response and constant gain are two desirable properties
of an antenna used for the transmission of ultra short duration pulses. Conical antennas, TEM horns, and monopole antennas are commonly used for the
transmission and reception of time domain RF impulses. For short distance
applications that require a higher degree of freedom in tag placement, such
as tap-and-go credit card applications where the embedded RFID tag can be
placed in front of the reader antenna at a random orientation by a user, antennas with a wider 3-dB beamwidth are required. The wider beam-width is
particularly useful in rectifying the ill-effects caused by the shorter distance
to the object being interrogated; i.e. a small linear translation of the object
causes a large angular deviation at the reader. For applications demanding
a large range, directive antennas need to be employed. High-gain antennas
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such as horns and patch antenna arrays can be used for long-range applications. However, the high directivity of these antennas reduces the dimensions
of the readable zone of the reader, and the reader will be unaware of an RFID
tag placed outside this zone. As a solution to this problem, the transmit and
receive antenna set-up, which gives rise to this readable zone, needs to be mechanically or electronically steered. This will move the readable zone, enabling
the reader to scan for chipless RFID tags in its vicinity. Aspects of transmit and
receive antenna design have been introduced in Chapter 6.
In addition to the operating bandwidth, the beamwidth and the gain of the
reader antennas, accurate alignment is also essential to achieve efficient reading of chipless tags. The requirement of for accurate alignment of tags arises
from the type of polarizations the tag and the reader antennas have. The basic
requirement for reading of a tag is that the tag should be placed in polarizationmatched condition in the zone of the 3-dB beam width of the transmit and receive antennas. Furthermore, the effective use of the polarization of transmit
and receive antennas is required for the efficient interrogation. For example,
most of the tag designs discussed in this thesis use linearly-polarized antennas.
Therefore, the best pair of transmit and receive antennas is a linearly-polarized
antenna pair. When using linearly-polarized antennas, it is necessary to know
the polarization of both the tag and the reader antennas and align the antennas
accordingly.
Figure 7.10 shows the possible alignment of a tag and two monopole reader
antennas. This arrangement can be termed a uni-planar reading alignment.
Here orthogonally-polarized reader antennas can be placed on the same plane
for compact reader design (i.e. a parallel reader). Although the disc-loaded
monopole antenna yields omni-directional radiation parallel to the feed line,
the two reader antennas do not directly couple signals between the two antennas since they are kept perpendicular to each other to achieve maximum
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Figure 7.10: A possible alignment of a chipless RFID reader antenna with a
tag that has separate transmit and receive antennas to achieve best tag reading
results with monopole reader antennas
isolation.
Figure 7.11 shows another possible alignment of a chipless RFID reader
antenna with a tag with separate transmit and receive antennas to achieve
the best tag reading results. Two tea-leaf-shaped dipole reflector array antennas are placed in parallel with the orthogonally-polarized antennas of the
tag. Thus, both tag and reader antennas ensure the lowest possible polarization losses between the transmit and receive chain and improved cross-talk
between the two.

7.4 Field trials of chipless RFID tag-reader systems
This section presents the results of field trials of the chipless RFID systems
discussed in this thesis. First, tag reading trials with VNA in the laboratory
environment are presented. Next, tag reading trials with Gen-1 and Gen-2
readers are presented. Both systems were tested for reading range and tag
reading accuracy.
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Figure 7.11: A possible alignment of a chipless RFID reader antenna with a tag
that have separate transmit and receive antennas to achieve best tag reading
results with tea leaf-shaped dipole reflector array antenna

7.4.1 Using VNA as a tag reader
Figure 7.12 shows a photograph of the reading set-up of the tag. In the experimental set-up for the dual-planar arrangement shown in Figure 7.11, two
dipole reflector array antennas were attached to the two ports of the Agilent
vector network analyzer PNA E8361A. The distances between the tag antennas and reader antennas of the experimental setup shown in Figure 7.12 were
10 cm. The vector network analyzer, PNA E8361A was configured as follows.
”Linear Frequency” sweep type was selected and 1601 sweep points were selected over the measurement bandwidth. Output power level was set to 0 dBm
and averaging was turned off. Smoothing was set to 11 points and for all other
settings the default values were used. The frequency signatures of the chipless
tags were recovered successfully, as shown in Figure 7.13 for two different tag
IDs - ’000000000’ and ’100110101’. The maximum read range with this set-up
was 15 cm in the interference environment.
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Figure 7.12: Reading a 9-bit chipless RFID tag realized on Taconic TLX-0 PCB
substrate using tea leaf shaped dipole reflector antenna array
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Figure 7.13: Measured forward transmission coefficient (S21 ) magnitude of a
9-bit chipless RFID tag using two fabricated antennas
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Figure 7.14: Reading frequency signatures of chipless RFID tag prototypes realized on Taconic TLX-0 PCB substrate with reader Gen-2

7.4.2 Field trials of reader Gen-1 that detects features of spectral signatures of tags
Figure 7.17 shows the reading of chipless RFID tags with monopole antennas.
The recovered amplitude and phase responses of 9-bit chipless RFID tags in
the chipless system with two monopole reader antennas are shown in Figures
7.15 and 7.16.
Another chipless RFID system configured to read printed chipless RFID
tags is shown in Figure 7.17. Here two monopole antennas were used as reader
antennas and connected to the reader as shown in the figure. The interaction
between the two antennas is minimal since the gain is low and above the circular disc of the monopole antenna, there is a null in the radiation pattern.
Since the printed tag antennas have very low gain, it is not possible to read
over larger read ranges. A read range up to 5 mm with transmitted power
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Figure 7.15: Measured GPD amplitude information for two tags with data
000000000 and 111111111 using dipole reflector array antenna
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Figure 7.16: Measured GPD phase information for two tags encoded with data
000000000 and 111111111 using dipole reflector array antenna
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Figure 7.17: Reading frequency signatures of chipless RFID tag prototypes realized on Taconic TLX-0 PCB substrate with reader Gen-2
of 10 dBm (10 mW) is possible with this set-up and this system is suitable for
applications where touch card reading is required. Figure 7.18 shows the comparison of amplitude response measurements of a 1-bit printed chipless tag
taken from Agilent PNA E8361A and the Gen-1 reader. The reader is capable
of identifying the proper resonant frequency. Due to the lower sampling frequency resolution in Gen-1 reader, the measured result does not provide the
correct shape of the amplitude response. This can be improved by increasing
the number of frequency points in the interrogation signal. However, after
digitization and display, correct detection of the tag was achieved.
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Figure 7.18: Reading frequency signatures of chipless RFID tags printed on
Australian polymer banknote with PNA and Gen-1 reader using monopole
antennas as shown in Figure 7.19

7.4.3 Field trials of reader Gen-2 that reconstructs spectral signature
Figure 7.19 shows a tag reading trial with monopole reader antennas. The
alignment of tags with reader antennas as shown in Figure 7.10 was used with
reader Gen-2 (uniplanar set-up) in this set-up. Figure 7.20 shows the extracted
amplitude and phase response of a chipless tag at the reader.
The interrogation signal was swept over 2 GHz during 500 ms and the output of RF section was digitized with in-built ADC of the microcontroller as
explained in Chapter 4. The digitized data was uploaded to a PC and amplitude and phase responses of a 9-bit chipless tag were reconstructed using a
Matlab script. Figures 7.20 (a) and (b) show the measured output of the RF
section of the reader and the reconstructed amplitude and phase responses of
two chipless RFID tags with data bits ’000000000’ and ’100110101’. Figure 7.20
(a) shows a local minimum for a resonance and Figure 7.20 (b) shows a discontinuity in the reconstructed phase response at the same location in x-axis of the
two plots. The gradient of the reconstructed amplitude and phase responses
can be used to identify resonance frequencies to extract data bits of the chipless
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Figure 7.19: Reading frequency signatures of chipless RFID tags printed on
Australian polymer banknote substrate using reader Gen-1
tag in the firmware of the microcontroller or the microprocessor of the reader’s
digital section.

7.5 Conclusion
The key advantage of chipless RFID technology is that low-cost, printable tags
can be printed on paper or flexible substrates with conventional printing techniques at a fractional cost. However, for commercial applications an integrated
reader within a reasonable cost is required. In this chapter, the design considerations for a complete chipless RFID reader system have been discussed.
Antenna configurations required for different types of applications were tested
and accurate operation with PNA and two reader prototypes has been verified.
Two types of chipless RFID tags have been successfully tested with two
reader prototypes. Different antenna configurations were tested with the two
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Figure 7.20: Extracted amplitude and phase responses of a 9-bit chipless RFID
tag using measured results of Gen-2 reader with dipole reflector array antenna
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reader prototypes. This demonstrates the possibility of using more than one
placement of tag-reader antenna to achieve accurate reading, which increases
the flexibility of the system for use with different applications. The successful detection of both printed tags with conductive inks and tags realized on
PCB substrate demonstrates the capabilities of the readers and associated algorithms to read different tags realized with different materials. Reader Gen-2
which does not require a calibration tag, shows similar performance to the
Gen-1 reader which requires calibration.
The selection of an RF front-end technology, the digital signal processing
requirements and the user interface requirements for a RFID reader system
according to application specifications and requirements have been discussed.
The application-specific design considerations for chipless tags and chipless
RFID readers used for short-range applications were discussed in detail. Once
fully developed and deployed, chipless RFID technology will penetrate mass
markets in low-cost item level tagging, authentication, security, surveillance,
access control, logistics, toll collection, inventory control, smart logistics and
many more sectors.

Chapter 8
Conclusion
The work presented in this thesis has been concerned with the design of lowcost RFID readers for spectral signature-based chipless RFID tag reading. The
motivation for this research can be explained as follows. There is a growing
popularity of RFID technology over other tagging technologies such as barcodes. Compared with optical tagging methods such as barcodes, RFID technology provides a range of unique advantages such as non-line of sight reading, longer reading range and less human intervention. However, the high cost
of chipped RFID tags limits their application, making them unaffordable as an
alternative to cheap tagging methods such as barcodes.
Chipless RFID technology has been proposed to lower the cost of the tag by
removing the silicon chip. As discussed in this thesis, many techniques are being used for encoding data without an integrated circuit on board. However,
the removal of an ASIC from the tag is not a trivial task as the ASIC performs
many RF signal and information processing tasks. Research and investment
in the design of low-cost but robust passive microwave circuits and antennas
using conductive ink on low-cost substrates are necessary. In recent years,
there has been increasing research on chipless technology [9, 12, 14]. However,
very limited research has been carried out on the development of readers for
chipless RFID tags. In order to develop low-cost RFID systems, the cost of
the reader must be affordable. The research presented here aimed to fill the
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research gap in chipless RFID reader development. The use of off-the-shelf existing readers is not possible for several reasons, including their limited operating bandwidth and not supporting the identification of frequency signatures.
Therefore the development of the readers was necessary from scratch.
This research work is part of a research project funded by an Australian
Research Council (ARC) Linkage Project Grant # LP0989652: Printable, MultiBit RFID for Banknotes. This project and the scholarship of the PhD candidate
have been fully supported by this research grant. A chipless RFID tag has been
developed as a separate research project and the present study is focused on
the development of a reader system. This project commenced at the end of
2009 and was successfully completed by the end of 2012. One outcome of the
project is the present thesis.

8.1 Fulfilling the goals of the thesis
As the main goals of this thesis project, three dedicated readers for reading
spectral signature-based chipless RFID tags have been designed and their operation has been verified with experiments and simulations. The design of the
readers is fully compatible with the reading of printable chipless RFID tags
designed for Australian polymer banknotes.
The development and successful testing of the chipless RFID reader system meets the demand for reader systems which can be used to read printable
chipless RFID tags. The novel readers are capable of detecting chipless tags
without using any handshaking algorithm between the reader and tag. To
fulfill the objectives of the thesis, three main tasks have been identified: (1)
frequency domain-based reader development, (2) time domain-based reader
development and (3) development of suitable antennas.
Before the design and development of chipless RFID readers, a comprehen-
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sive literature review of chipless RFID tags and readers was conducted. The
goal of the literature review was to identify the specific areas of design and
development tasks to be carried out. The review of chipless RFID tags and
readers revealed that a dedicated reader is required for each type of chipless
RFID tag. The review also revealed that conventional chipless RFID readers
cannot be used for chipless RFID tag reading. It also showed that few reader
developments have been carried out and most researchers have used laboratory equipment as a reader to demonstrate the functionality of their tag designs. These findings inspired the research in the development of novel RFID
readers for chipless RFID tags.
The architecture of the RFID reader for chipless RFID tags consists of reader
antennas, an RF section and a digital control section with a PC interface. Three
different readers were designed. Two frequency domain-based RFID readers
(1) Gen-1, (2) Gen-2 and (3) a time domain-based reader were designed. The
two readers, Gen-1 and Gen-2, operate in the 4–8 GHz frequency band. Both
Gen-1 and Gen-2 readers operate in the frequency domain. The two readers
are capable of identifying the amplitude and phase signatures of frequency
signature-based chipless RFID tags.
The Gen-1 reader has two VCOs in the RF section and uses a gain/phase
detector to identify the amplitude and phase responses of chipless tags. The
operating frequency range of the gain/phase detector is only 2.7 GHz. Therefore, a novel method to drive the transmitter and LO was implemented to
keep the down-converted RF signal at a constant frequency. The transmitter
and LO VCOs are driven by specially-written firmware to keep a constant frequency difference between the two frequency output values. This VCO driving method allows the use of even higher frequency bands if the oscillators
support the frequency range. The Gen-1 reader requires a calibration measurement to differentiate the two voltage levels corresponding to encoded data bits
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’0’s and ’1’s.
The Gen-2 reader has one VCO, and by mixing a portion of the transmitted
signal and the received signal from the tag, it generates a very low frequency
signal output at the RF section. Using this signal with an HT-based signal processing technique, the amplitude and phase responses are re-constructed at the
reader. Therefore, the detection of the frequency signatures of the Gen-2 reader
is more based on signal processing techniques, and the detection process of
the Gen-1 reader is more hardware-based. In both Gen-1 and Gen-2 reader
designs, the operating frequency range can be easily changed by changing the
operating frequencies of oscillators. All the other components used in the readers operate up to 10 GHz. The Gen-2 reader does not need a calibration tag to
decode data as is needed for its predecessors. This is a major improvement
over previous developments.
In the FD reading method, certain issues hinder high speed reading. They
are: the settling time and linearity of VCO output, the number of frequency
points required to determine the frequency signatures, sampling rate, the synchronization of VCO driving signals with the sampling of the signals received,
non-linearity of mixers, transmitted power and finally, the number of data bits
to be extracted. Therefore, to improve the reading speed of the tags, a time
domain-based impulse radio technique is proposed.
The Agilent ADS 2009 platform with ”Digital Signal Processing Network”,
”Data Flow Controller” and 20 ps time steps was used to implement the proposed TD reader architecture. The three modules, the impulse transmitter, the
multi-resonator chipless RFID tag and the hardware based receiver, were fully
designed in the schematics of Touchstone of ADS 2009 and simulated for performance validation. For the proof-of-concept ADS implementation, a 4-bit
chipless RFID tag operating over 4-6 GHz frequency band was designed. The
designed receiver was able to successfully decode two 4-bit chipless tags of
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IDs ’1010’ and ’0000’. A comprehensive system-level design and signal flow
diagrams helped depict the performance of the proposed reader architecture
at every stage of the signal transitions of the tag-reader system. This provides
confidence in the practical implementation of such reader architecture in realworld scenarios.
The literature review of UWB antennas revealed that most existing antennas are not suitable for chipless RFID applications. The size and gain of the
antennas are not suitable for most frequency signature-based chipless RFID
applications. Therefore, a novel, high gain, ultra-wideband linearly-polarized
compact dipole reflector array antenna has been designed for use with the
chipless RFID reader as the reader antenna. The 2x2 dipole reflector array was
analyzed, fabricated and successfully optimized for improved performance.
Elliptical shaped leafs were used as dipole elements and each element was fed
with 75Ω coaxial cable with a broadband power divider. The antenna shows a
10 dB return loss bandwidth of 3.8–10.0 GHz and over 9dBi constant gain over
the frequency bandwidth. The wideband operation of the antenna has been
explained with the aid of surface current distributions over the operating frequency range. Various parts of the array architecture that affect performance
such as the feed network, dipole element dimensions and reflector distance
have been investigated. A good correlation between simulated and measured
results for return loss, gain and radiation patterns have been obtained. The
antenna is suitable for reading multi-resonator-based chipless RFID tags.
From the results presented in this thesis, we conclude that the objectives
of the study have been fulfilled. The chipless RFID reader system presents a
low-cost range of chipless RFID readers suitable for different types of applications. The project has resulted in many significant contributions to the areas of
chipless RFID reader architecture, RF section design for chipless RFID readers,
digital section design in chipless RFID readers, algorithm and firmware devel-
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opment, microwave and mixed signal design in general. The refereed journal
and conference publications and seven book chapters indicate that the goals of
the research have been successfully fulfilled.

8.2 Future work and open issues
To date chipless RFID tags and readers have been designed to operate in predetermined alignment situations and applications. The use of two separate transmit and receive antennas makes the alignment requirements more strict since
the polarizations of the transmit and receive antennas of the tag and reader
are crucial in successful reading. The use of a single antenna relaxes the alignment requirements. Therefore, for future work, the implementation of a single
antenna reader would facilitate more application areas. The use of a single antenna will help the construction of more compact readers. However, in single
antenna reader design, there will be many challenges that require novel developments of RF components. The separation of the reflected or retransmitted
signal from the tag at the receiver antenna will require novel circulator or directional coupler designs with much higher isolation levels, at least greater
than 40 dB.
Based on the experimental results, transmit signal leakage into the receiver
section reduces the sensitivity of the reader as well as the accuracy and reading distance. Another improvement that could be done in the reader is either
reducing transmit signal leakage by using a different reader architecture or
novel RF components with high isolation. Another solution can be proposed
by introducing a broadband carrier leakage cancelation method to the receiver
section to improve the sensitivity of the receiver section. The increased sensitivity of the reader front end will improve detection accuracy and detection
range.
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The reader prototypes are capable of identifying a single tag response. The
incorporation of a multiple tag reading algorithm or tag collision detection
technique will also improve the efficacy of the reader system, making it an
attractive and very useful feature for the mass deployment of chipless RFID
technology.
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